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Introductory Note
The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the n ..... _._.
program for the Fifty-fifth Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of .tmeric
The Program Committee, chaired by Henry M. Hoenigswald and consisting of Ste~'
Anderson. Joan Bresnan, Jean Berko Gleason. William R. Merrifield, Stanl~
Peters, and Jacquelyn Schachter reviewed the submitted abstracts and assembled
the program for this meeting.
We would like to take this opportunity to formally acknowledge the help W.ich
has been given by the San Antonio Local Arrangements Co111111ttee. This Calwnfttee
was chaired by Stanley Peters (Unfversi ty of Texas at Austin), and consisted Of
David Cohen (University of Texas at Austin), Virginia Dailey (St. Edward's
University), Helen Dry (University of Texas at San Antonio), Curtfs Hayes
(University of Texas at San Antonio}, Frances Karttunen (University of Texas at
Austin}. John McCarthy (University of Texas at Austin), James Sledd (University Of
Texas at Austin), and laurel Smith (University of Texas at Austin).
we hope that this Meeting Handbook will be a useful guide for those attending
the meeting. as well as serve as a permanent record of the 55th Annual Meeting.
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PROGIW1 INFORMATION !1110 HIGHLIGHTS

General Meeting lnform4tion

=

tr•tlon for the 1980 LSA Annual Mtettng will be conducted tn the meeting area of the Marriott. The
Salon C will be the site of the Exhibit, and
,,per Copying Center will be located In the Bowie Room.

Itt1;lac:etll!nt Center will be located In the Bonham Roo!ll.

BOOK EXHIBIT
There wi 11 be an LSA Exhibit of 11 ngui stic publications in Salon C of the Marriott.
The Exhibit is scheduled to be open during the
following hours:

applicants and the employers.
are asked to list openings and
the Service so that an interview
be arranged.

REGISTRATIOII &
COPY! NG CENTER

LSA BUSINESS MEETING
Sunday, 28 December
Monday , 29 December
Tuesd~,

30 December

12:00 noon 10:00 a.m. 3:30 p.m. -

6: 00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
6: 00 p.m.

8:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

The display copies in the LSA Joint Book
Exhibit will be sold beginning at 8:~m. on
30 December, the proceeds to be donated to
fellowships for the Lfnguf stfc Institute.
(These displ~ copies have been generously
donated by the publishers exhibiting in the
LSA Joint Book Exhibit.) Advance orders for
display copies, at a discount of 51 greater
than that given by the publisher, will be
taken prior to 30 December if accompanied by
payment.
All books rust be picked up on 30
December between 8:30 and 10:00 a.m. Unclaimed
copies will be resold and the advance payment
donated to Linguistic Institute fellowships.
PAPER COPYING CENTER
As a service to those attending this
meeting each author on the program is invited
to provide the Local Arrangements Conwnittee
with a reproducible copy of his or her paper
at the Copyi ng Center. Submi s s i on of sueh a
copy is authorization for this co11111ittee to
reproduce it upon request for anyone at the
meeting. Attendees may place orders for reproduced copies during the meeting.
All
copies wfl 1 be offered at cost. The Copying
Center will be located in the Bowfe Roo111. The
Center will be open during the following
hours:
Saturday, 27 December
Sunday, 28 December
Monday, 29 December
Tuesday, 30 December

7:00
8:00
8:00
8:00

p.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

- 9:00
- 4:00
- 4: 00
- 12:00

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
noon

PRESIDENTIAL MDRESS

On 28 and 29 December the Serv f ce wf 11 be
open from 8:30 a.Jn. to 6: 00 p.m. It wf 11 also
be open from 9:00 a . m. until noon on 30 Dece~
ber. Lists of openings will be available and
the staff will arrange interviews between the

8: 00 a.m. -

4:00 p.m.

8:30 a. m. -

6: 00 p. m.

12: 00 noon •

8: 00 •••• -

4: 00 p.ll.

8:30 a.m. -

6: 00 p.111.

10: 00 a.m. - 2: 00 p. m.
3: 30 p.ll. - 6: 00 p •• •
8: 30 a.m. - 11 :3D a.m.

9:00 a.m. - 12: 00 noon

6:00 p.m.

SPECIAL INTEREST
SATlAIAY, 27 DECEMBER

Executive C01111t t tee Mtetlng

9: 00 a.a.

Mtlus Roo• (M)*

$UIIIAY, 28 DECEMBER

Cash Bar
Department & Program ChaIrs Mtet i ng

5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.lll.

Fiesta R00111 7 (C:Cl*

IIOirlAY, Z9 DECEMBER

MAl. Bustneu Meeting
LSA Business Mtettng
Presfdentlal Address: 'Prosodic
change In progress: Evidence from
Estonian'

1: 00 p.m.
2: 00 p.ll.
4: 45 p.m.

Travis Room (M)
Salon D (M)
Salon D (M)

Receptfon for Archfbald A. Hill

6:00 p.lll.

Sal ons E & F (M)

llse Lehiste, the 1980 LSA
will deliver the Presfdentfal
Monday, 29 December at 4:45 P·•·
The address is entitled 'Prosodic
progress : Evidence from Estonian.'
Marriott Hotel
(CCI Convention Center

• (M)

DEPARTMENT

&PROGRAM

CHAIRS MEETING

A meeting of the cha i rs of
and programs has been scheduled for
Sunday, 28 December fn Fiesta R0011 7
San Antonio Convention Center. Robert
of the University of Iowa will
meeting.

AMERICAN ASSOCI ATION FOR APPL lED LINGUI STICS**
SUII>AY EVENING, 28 DECEMBER

SUIIlAY KTERNOON, 28 DECEMBER

N'PLIED LIIIGUISTICS I N TilE LAW COURTS

APPL I ED LINGUSITICS IN EDUCATION

SPECIAL RECEPTION HONORING ARCHIBALD A.
A reception honoring Archibald A.
LSA Secretary- Treasurer from 1951 to
President in 1969, will take place fn
and F at 6:00 p. m. on 29 Decen~ber.
bers are encouraged to attend and
Hills on this special occasion.
CASH BARS
Cash Bars are scheduled from 5:00 •
p.m. on 28 December and from 6:00 - 7:30
December.

JOB PLACEMENT SERVICE
A Job Placement Service wfl 1 be open in
the Bonham Room during the Annual Meeting.

9:00 p.ll.

8: 00 a.•. - 12 : 00 noon

This year the Business Meetf
scheduled in Salon D on Monday, ~
frotl'l 2: 00-4:30 p.m.
This meetf
chaired by Ilse Lehiste, LSA Pres
members of the Resolutions
Robert Longacre, Chair, Ives
Carlota Smith .
The rules for
resolutions appear on page xi.

BOOK EXHIBIT

JOB PLACEMENT

7: 00 p.ll. -

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR APPLIED LI
The Third Annual Meeting of the NUL
take place 28-29 December 1980 in the
Room of the San Antonio Marfott fn
with the Annual Meeting of the L
Society of America.
The progru for
meeting may be found on page v.

Chat r :
1: 30 PEG GRIFFIN (UCSD l : Introduction :
L tngutsttcs fn education.
1:45 CELIA GEN!SHI (U TX•Austtn): Research In
educ:atton : Nathe & second language
2: 10 Brief reports - El!lphasts on L 2
STEFAN Fill( (Georgetown Ul
ELAINE l«lROWITZ (U TIC- Austin)
.N>RIAN BENNET (U KY)
MIRIAM EISEIISTEIN (NYU I
ROBIN SCARCELLA (USC)
3: 00 Di scussion
3: 20 MARCIA WHITEMAN IN I El
3:45 Break
4:00 Brief reports - E~hasfs on L 1
GUSTAVO GONlAl.ES IUC-Santa Barbara)
MAAIL YN WILSON (MI SU)
MARC lA ltJRLOII ( S M SC)
JOHN BARNITZ (U New Orle1ns)
JANA STATON, (CAl.)
4:50 Dfscusslon
5:10 H. ICE DAVISON (U IL-Urbana-Champafgn):
Exploration of roles : Linguist s I
lfngufsttcs In education

8: 30 0 I SCUSS ION

l«lii>AY , Z9 DECEMBER
N'PI.IED LINGUISTICS IN I'ID I CINE
Moderator:

Elafne Anderson

10: 00

SUSAN FISHER (U TN) : The selling of
treau.tnt: Dectsf ons In Doc:tor..Patfent
coanunfcatfon
10:30 DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown U) : Franalysh as a view to Doctor-Patient communication tn a pedtatrfc setting
11: 00 ELLEN PRINCE (U PA) , JOEL FRAilER (U PAl ,
CHARLES 80SK (U PA ): The expressfon of
unc:ertafnty fn Physlctan..Physlc t an dfscourse
11:30 CANDACE WEST (UC-Santa Cruz) : The
11lcropo1ftfc:s of llltdtc:al e!ICOunters

**All sessfons of MN.. will be held In the Travis
R0011 of the San Antont11 Marriott.
h r

Roger Shuy

7: 00 ROBERT JOHNSON (OR Sill : The Interpretation of Interpretation: A case fro~~
American Sign language
7:30 EUGENE BRIERE (USC): Ltngufstfcs I
testing tn the certification process of
Federal Court interpreters
8: 00 ROGER W. SHUY (Georgetown/CAL) : The role
of the Hngufst as expert witness

1:00-2:00 ANNUAl. BUSINESS MEETING

v

1980 LSA ANNUAL MEETING AT A GlANCE
SUNDAY lmNIHG, 28 DECEMBER
Salon A/B(M)

Salon D(M)

Salon E/f(M)

Ellsworth

De Su%11ln

Tenney

Hendrfck

19BO LSA ANNUAL 'MEETING AT A GLANCE

Ffesta l/2(CC)

MONDAY MORNING, 29 DECEMBER

H.J.J. HEWITT
Noonan

Salon A/B(M)

Salon D(M)

Salon E/F(M)

F'festa 1/ 2(CC)

Armentrout
Kratner

Sankoff
11:10

Kroch

Ftesta 4/ 5(CC)

Ftesta 7(CC)

Flynn

Soslego

Gundel

Watts

Debose

Clar~

Lehrer

C!lannon

Bar-Adon

Marlow

Wheeler

Dawson

Inoue

Tatt/ Kochts

Erbaugh

Dt Paolo

Jacobsen

wf

Shepherd

Huttar

llessly /Upshur

Pul1U'III

Wlleeler

stousen

Ueber

Newfield

lngeunn

Rttchenbach

Hayes

Warner

Baltfn

Gutmann

Odden

McClaran

Tseng

Ladusaw

Trechsel

Kovac

Rtckford

Retder

Dauer

Dowty

Pilztnt

Foster

MahiiiOUd

Wright

Doron

Marlett

Roeper

Covington

Kt111

Abbott

Marantz

Tay111ans

McCasland

Sohn

Phtnney

Herbert

Soling

Broselow

Heny

Ransom

Birdsong

Lee

Spears

Lame

King

Manz/ Bl ejer

StillS

Allen

Ltn

Stowell

Iverson

11:30

Th011pson

Tsfapera

Horvath

S.ith

llojcft

11:50

Baron

Stenson

Sorer

Yoge1/Sea1t se

Strauss
Oehrle

12:10

!bRAwN

SUNDAY N'TERNOON, 28 DECEMBER
Salon A/81")

Salon D(M)

Salon E/f(M)

Fiesta 1/2(CC)

2:00

Horn/Prt nee

!'!m~ryt
Keat n~

McCardle

Gordon

2:45

Enc

Faber

Haber

Davtes

3:30

L tnebarger

Tltrsma

Dratzar

StUIIIJl

4:15

Emst

Ringe

m~gmlh

Schmerl tng

TUESDAY MORNING, 30 DECEMBER
Salon A/B(M)

Salon O(M)

Salon E/F(M)

Ftesta l / 2(CC l

Ftesta 4/ S(CC)

Ftesta 7( CC l

Bedell

1111 son

Halpern

Gorbet

Frankenfield

Gerdts

Stockwell
Anderson

Frank

Cantrall

Szabo

Riddle

Kal1111r

Kac

Fleming

Shankland

Sherzer

Derwln9

Po1anyl

Uszkorett

Trofke

Nunberg

Hirzel

Napoli

Burnham

Fromkln

Hartnett

!Iathan

Hobel'llln

Frazter / Rayner

Dakin

ladefopd

Davl son/Lutz

Prlnce/ Prtnce

Schwartz

Goodluck

Canger

Keatf ng

Murray

Hom

Klefn

Shand

Maxwell

SUNDAY EVENING, 28 DECEMBER
Salon A/B(M)

Salon O(M)

5

Salon E/F(M)

Fiesta l/2(CC)

8:00

Flynn

~m: ~,m~orr,

Delancey /Graves

Bing

Palacas

Kirkpatrick

Steever

Hoar

Kartunnen

8:45

MeA 'Nulty

Tannen

Bavtn

Wlthgott

Goldberg

~yer

Hudson

Holland

Tuggy

9:30

Peters

Mason

Cf~IUM:
nttc

Clements

Abraham

Eld

Srtdhar

Rosenthal

Woolford

Woodbury

10:15

vi

apolorv of
usat ves

Bonebrake

12:10

SUNlAY AFTEROOON, 28 DECEMBER

SUNDAY lO!NING, 28 DECEMBER

SPECIAL SESSION:

SPECIAL SESSION:

LANGUAGE CONTACT

JUNC liON GRAMWI

8:30 MANUEL !DliNEZ, JR. (UCI.A): Diphthong mveo~ent In
8:30 RICH~ G. fl.LSWORTH (UCI.A Neuropsych lnst)· The
cal cycle & psychological reality
'
Chicano & general C811fornfan English
8:50 JOYCE PENFIELD (U lX-El Paso): Chicano Eng11sh: Inter~ :50 HERLE TENNEY (Weidner Collllunlc, Inc): A Juncu
0
sis of verb1ess stateonents
~
ference and/or c011111un I ty noms
~:10 SliANA POPLACK (CUNY): 'll'ths about Puerto Rfcan SpanishEnglhh contact
•
~:30 PETER C. BJARKMAN (Purdue): Cuban loan-word analysis
VARIA
~:SO ARLENE MALINOWSKI (NC Sll): Language contact In tllree
Judeo-Spanhh speaking COI!IIIunltles
9:10 EARL M. I£RR!CK (TX Mil: How to describe tile f1
10 :10 BREAK
kinds of letters
••
9:30 LINDA J. lllAYER (U lX-Arll : Tone ortlnoglrapt1y-c.,..,_,:
for languages wt th boo tone levels
9:50 JAMES E. lllAYER: Typewriter keyboards for Nest
languages
SOCIOL ING'J ISTICS
10:10 LARRY NESSLY CU tr:) I JOHN A. li'SHUR (Concordia U)•
Theories tllat peT'IIIIt experiments using statistical'
10: 30 ~YAL SKOUSE N (Brf ghaon Young l: Is language bella•tor
rule governed?
10:30 STEPHEN J. GAlES (U N !A): Foreigner talk discourse:
Linguistic I soclol I nguf stlc perspectives
10:50 RlCHA~ G, WARNER (CO Sll): Neuro11 ngu1stfc s &
10:50 DAVID SANKOff (U Montreal): The code-switching concal theory
straints In a Languages-In-Contact l;}'pology
11:10 WILLIAM C.J. LIN (SETON HALL Ul: Aspect & tense In
11:10 ANTHONY S. KROCH (U PA): The ECP In real-time ~ntac
Mandarin
t!e generation
11:30 MARIA TSIAPERA (UNCI: Organic wetaphor: The false
11:30 ROGER M, THOMPSON ( U Ft ) : Portuguese lnfl uence In tile
of historical linguistics
11:50 No\NCY STENSON (U MN): Nega the foronatlon In Easter
copula of Eng11 sh-based Creoles
11:50 No\OMI s. BARON (Brown): Writing Redux: A functional
Island
analysis of the 'higher Illiteracy'
U: IG GREGORY K, IVERSON (U lA) I GERALD A, SANDERS (U ...
12:10 HECTOR MUNOZ (UNAM) I RAI~ER E. 111\MEL (UNAMl: A wethoMpls): Phonetic general lzatfons I rule functions I•
dology for the elfeltatlon of language conscience
phonology

1----------------- ------

PHONETICS/ HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS
Salon o
LAURENCE R. HORN (U WI-Mad) &ELLEN
PRINCE (U PA): Clefts, focus & the exhaustiveness fmplfcature
MURVET ENC (U WI-Mad): Ouantifyfng out
MARCIA LINEBARGER (U PA): 'Downward entailment' & negative polarity ftems
Tli<»>AS ERNST (IN U): Grfst for the lfngufstfc mfll: Idfoms & 'extra' adjectives

1------------------------1

SYNTAX

III

8:30 VIDEA P. DE OOZMAN CU calgary): The focus constituent
as subject of ldentffleatlonal sentences
8:50 RANDALL HEIDRICK CU tr:l: Subject auxiliary Inversion &
core gra111111r
9:10 ANN K. fARMER (U AZ): On eliminating the 'scraMbling'
rule In J apanese
9:30 HIROKO NISNIO (U AZ): Adversity causatlves In Japanese
9:50 MICHAEL N, KIM (1/SC): Quotatfve complements & a eonconstraint on extraction In Korean
1G: 10 GEOffREY PlA.LUM {U WA): The category status of lnffnl·
thal TO
Uh 30 ROCHELIT L1 EBER ( U oil. ) : A note on the history of the
£nglf sh aux! lfary system
10:50 MARK R. BAl. TIN (NYU): A problem for a theory of basegenerated topical !zatlon
11:10 TIMOTHY STOWELL (MIT): The characterization of ~ntac
tlc positions
11:30 JUL lA HORVATH (UQ.A): Movement In 'logical fono': Evldence from Hungarian
ll:SG HAGIT BORER (MIT): The coooplementlzer ~stem revh!t&d
12:10 KATHLEEN A, MOORE (U AZ): The phrase less generation of
sentences: Modern ~pHcatlon of Panlnlan syntactic
principles - WITHDRAWN

PHONETICS/PHONOLOGY

v

8:30 TIMOTHY HABICK (La Salle C):
8: SO

9:10
9:30
9:50

On the .:oustlc variability of phonemic ~stems
P,J. ~RICE (Hast Ins Labs l: Japanese f1 aps, lnerl can
English flaps & distinctive feature theory
MARY REGINA SMITH (UCLA): Phonetic vowel length I
stress percept I on
LAURENCE STEPHENS (Stanford) & JOHN S. JUSTESON (U SC):
The statistical structure of 'tOwel I consonant ~stems
KATHLEEN HOULIHAN (UCLA): On defining aspiration In
final position

10: 10 BREAK

10:30 FRANCES INGEMANN (U KSl: /1/-/y/ alternation fn lpllf
IO:SG DAVID OOOEN CU n. l: Evidence for the e1 setohere condition In Shona
11:10 MICHAEL REIDER CU lA): Theoretical aspects of denasalfzatlon In Brazilian Portuguese
11:30 RICH~ IOJCIK (Barnard C/Columbh U]: Why conspiracies
exist
11:50 SlEVEN L. STRAUSS (U NM): Acoma .:cent loss & the
~m~ltfple application problem

MORPHCLOGY

II

[J[

JOHN WESTBURY (MIT} &PATRICIA KEATING
(MIT): A model of stop consonant voicfng
& a theory of markedness
2:45 AI.. ICE FABER (U R.): Phonetic reconstruction
3:30 PETER TIERSMA (UCSD): local & general
markedness
4:15 DONALD A. RINGE, JR. (Yale): Germanic
*e2 and *r
IV

SYNTA~

Sal
PEGGY !«:CAROLE ( SC SC}: VBE & underl yf ng
phonological representation: Evidence
from chfld spelling
LYN HABER (U Il-Chf Cfr): Acqufsftfon
strategies when deep & surface structures
dfffer
ANDI DRAIZAR (PA SU): Rapfd lfngufstfc
change in recovery from aphasia
HANS USZKOREIT (U TX-Austfn) &CHARLES
KIRKPATRICK (U TX-Austfn}: A supercategory

2:00 lYNN ~RDON (UCLA}: Rafsing in Bauan
Ffj fan
2:45 WILLIAM DAVIES (UCSD): Choctaw evidence

for Postal's antipassfve analysts
'Deceptive
absolutes' &the status of gapping
4:15 SUSAN SCHMERLING (U TX-Austfn): The
proper treatment of the relationship
between syntax &phonology
3:30 GREGORY T. STUMP (OH SU) :

8:30 H. ~ .J. t£WITT (U TX): 'Vhere's In a nu~e': Cont!IIIIOrlrJ

topon)'lllcs
8:50 MICHAEL NOONAN (SUNY-Buff) & CAROLYN SCHAFFNER (SillYBuff): lhe noun-class ~stem of ~abre
9: 10 JANET RANDALL CU MA): I nherl tance of sub-categorl
In deverbal nomlnals: Learning exceptional rulu
9:30 JOAN~. BYBEE (SUNY-Buff): Testing for degree of
relatedness In verb paradigms
9:50 BRENT DE CHENE (U Mill: Japanese l]honology & lllnlllol•••'
Experlonental evl dence
10: 10 CATHY J . WHEELER CUCBl: A psychological theory of
onorphlc relatedness & nDrphologlcal segllll!ntatlon
10:30 1'\IOELEINE NEWFIELD (Cornell): Options In language: 111t
productive fomatlon of English verb preterites
10:50 REBECCA J. OOTMANN (U lX-Austln): Morphological prodlc•
tlvlty & conditions on MOrphological rules
Jl: 10 G!EGORY K, IVERSON (U lA): Rules, constral nts & paradigm lacunae
11:30 IAN SMITH (Monash U): Should alternations be lhttd,.
leJCica1 representations?
ll:SO IRENE ~GEL (U Amsterdam) I SERGIO SCALISE (U Yeolct):
Secondary stress In si1!1P1e ..ords & larger Wilts In
Italian
12:10 BARBARA T. DOGGER (Navarro C): Towards a Uleory of
generative nDrpho 1ogy

SUNDAY EVENING, 28 DECEMBER

SOCIOLINGUISTICS/DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

on D(M)
(Hampshire C): A categorical theory of structure building
JUDITH t«:A 'NUL TV (U Quebec-Montreal):
cl-comand
STANLEY PETERS (U TX-Austfn): An alternative to wh-movement
ELLEN WOOLrni!D (MIT): Modifying subjacency with immediate domination

HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS

8:30 SIIEILA M, EMBLETON (York U & U Toronto): lnnrporltlag
borrowing rates In lexlco-statlstlcal tree reconstruction
8:SG ANDREE F. SJOBERG CU lX-Austln): Dravidian & Uralfc
gra•atlcal structures: A typological ca.partson
9:10 DAVID L. LNIYMAN ( U TX-Austln): Defining Gtrunlc and
Gallo-Romance phone~~es: Evidence drawn fn. borrow!nt
9:30 JAMES DISHINGTON (Harvard): The original ~taK of
Gel'llllnlc adjectives In "-ll k a9:50 ROBERT D. KING (U lX-Austliil& .II. ICE FABER ( U TX•
Austin): Hlstorfc•l linguistics & history: Ylddhll
prehistory
10:10 RICKA~ D. JANDA (UCLA): Evidence for ¥0 In protoGenl!lnic from (SOV-) Runic Norse
10:30 ROBERT J, REDDICK (U lX-Arl ): Old English for!on &
fo..tonae revisited
1B:50 li1ITTJifll. KEEL (U KS): Atomic phonology & - 1
reduction
11:10 CHARLOTTE WEBB (!llSU): A source of the doubled roots
In Arable
11:30 ~RY 8, HDLLAJD CUCB): ltollerlc prepositions In d!l·
chronic perspective
11:50 MARYELLEN GARCIA (NCBRl: NOn standard !!!:!. +LOCATIVE
In the Spanish of El hso~uarez
12:10 NE!Ot ANN LAZAR-MEYN (U PA/Trlnlty C~ublfn): Fltn II
Recension I of Tal n Bo Cuafl gne

II

III

SCOTT DELANCEY (U CO) &WILliAM GRAVES
III (IN U): The localfst account of transfvity
EDITH L. SAVIN (U OR): Clause merger &
causative constructions

8:00 SHANA POPLACK (CUNY), DAVID SANKOFF (U
Montreal) &~ICIA POUSADA (CUNY): Borrowing : The ~nchrony of integration
8:45 DEBORAH TANNEN (Georgetown): Wrftten vs.
spoken narratives fn Englfsh &Greek
9:30 C. 'THOMAS MASON (U AZ): Grace A. de
& the orfgfns of modern socfologfcal
1f nguf stf c s
10:15 ANTHONY C. WOODBURY (U TX-Austin):
Rhetorical structure fn central Yup'fk
Eskimo narratfve
PHONOLOGY/HISTORICAL LIGUISTICS

IV

JANET M. BING (lnter-lfnk) : Identffyfng
the possible fntonatfon contours fn
English
8:45 MEG WITHGOTT (U TX-Austfn): A footbased theory of !lllte-e fn French
9:30 GEORGE N. CLEMENTS (Harvard): Compensatory lengthening: An independent mechanism of phonetic change
-----------------~ 11:15 VERONICA BONEBRAKE (U WA): Dutch labialto-velar change: Gradualness, abruptness,
ANURADHA SAKSENA (UCLA)
or confusion?
A Sf:MANTIC TYPOLOGY IF CAUSATIVES
Discussants: BERNARD COMRIE (USC), DAVID
DOWTY (OH SU), LAURENCE R. HORN (U WIMad}

IIJNOAY I'DRNINS, 29 DECEMB£R
SOC 101.1 NGUISTICS
Krach

Salon

8:30 RUTH ARMENTROUT [UCLA): Are Indefinite pronouns
still definitely I'Wiscullne a singular?
8:50 ELIZABETH KRAINER (Stanford): How to grab po10er
In a group d1sCu$SIOn, and ""at does that have to
do w1th class or race, anyway?
9:10 CHARLES E. DEBOSE: The theory of language llllllntenance
SEMANTICS I
9:30 ERIC S. WHEELER [U Toronto): Semantics for recognition gra~~~~~&rs: The case of hit a break
9:50 IAIE REICHENBACH [Murray SU): ~nse or non-sense?
10:10 MARLYS MCCLARAN (UCLA/Iunlveste 0 Sa1110a): Translvfty & causal Interferences: A Sa1110an exaoople
10:30 N(IRA KURAHONE ( U TX-Austln): A categorical
treatooent of scrall!b1 I ng In Japanese
10:50 CHISATO KITAGANA (U AZ) & RICHARD T. OEHRLE (U
AZ): On the gr1.1110atlcal status of the Japanese
'case' particles
11:10 QJY CARDEN (U BC/Hasklns Labs): Blocked forwards
anaphora and the surface-Interpretation 1\)<pothesls.
11:30 R. T. OEHRLE (U AZ): Varletlu In toug;-1110vement
ll:50 JERRY A, lllliNG (Air II): The status o the obvlatlve In Shawnee
12:10 ARTHUR SPEARS (UC Santa Cruz): Syntactic reduction, !conicity, ,.rkedness & ~anlng
III

SEMANTICS II

MONDAY AFTERNOON, 29 DECEMBER

PHONOLOGY

8: 30 JOHN S, RDBERTSON (Brl gham Young): Structu
nonphonologlcal condltiMing: Fro. Colonial~ lo
Modern Clkchfquel -- WJTNORAIIN
8:50 ELIZABETH KENNEDY HEWITT (SUNY-Bing): Dlffe,..nt
dr'UIIIIIers: The syllable/ accentual bases of hglf
prosody
s11
9:10 MARY M. O.ARK (U NH ) : A dynamic-tone treatJoe
nt Of
Japanese .:cent
g:30 W, DAWSON (U WA): Tibetan tone & the suffix • ,
A case for two bi nary tonal features
~.
g:50 BRUCE HAYES (Yale): YfddlnY phonolo!IY & currt t
theorfu of stress
•
10:10 CH!U-YU TSENG (Brown): On the prOduction & Per
ceptlon of tones In Mandarin Chinese
•
10:30 REBECCA M. DAUER (U Edinburgh 1: Stress-tt•lng
syllable-timing & lsochrony
•
10:50 MARTHA S. WRIGHT (U MA): futhou & Sllan!lhal tone
Sandhi
11:10 CHIN-N, KIM (U ll): Epenthesis I elision In
""'trlcal phonolo!l)'
11:30 CHARLES MCO.ENON (U TX-Austln) I MEG WITHGOTT (U
TK-Austln): The syllable affl x In french nasal
assimilation
11:50 EllEN BROSELOW (U IA): Structure preserving rules
In phonology
12:10 GERALD D. LAME (U TX-Austfn): h there phonolog,
after unhersal phonetic Interpretation?

LSA BUSINESS MEETING
Chair: Ilse Lehiste
Resolutions Committee:
Room: Salon D

LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

Ilse Leh1ste and approved by the Executive Co11111ittee at its June 1973 meeting. LSA
lll!fllbers are urged to fOllow these ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions considered at the Business Meeting.
Rll.ES FOR r«!TIONS & RESOLUTIONS
DEFINITIONS. A motion is any proposition calling fOr action whether by an officer
of the Society, ~ecutive Committee or the membershi p. A resolution expresses
the opinion or fieelfng of a group. Resolutions are of two ~fnds: a) resolutions
expressing 'the sense of the majority of the meeting,' and b) resolutions
expressing 'the sense of the majority of the membership. '
2. PROCmURE REGARDING I()TIQNS.
2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting.
Voting is restricted to members of the Socfety. Motions ~ be initiated by the
Executive Co11111fttee or from the floor.

SYNTAX

t~Jt~

Less •gra.ar• hn't easier

g: 50 SUSAN C. SHEPHERD (Stanford 1: Strategies & set~~~n
tlc distinctions In the acquisition of standard
English & Creole n>dals
10:10 CEIL KOVAC (CAL): Non-occurrence of copula In
child VBE : Absence or deletion?
10:30 SUE FOSTER (USC): The role of Interpretation In
language deve1op~~~ent
10:50 1HCJ4AS ROEPER (U MA) : Some facts I thoughts on
para~~~eters In real-tll!le acquisition
11:10 LORETYA H. TAYMANS (MS U for Wonen) : The emergence of velar & labial stops
11:30 MARIANNE PHINNEY ( S4111th C/U MA): The use of
grouping variables In language acquisition : Age
vs . ~retest! ng
ll:50 DAVID BIRDSONG (U TX-Austlnl: Modelling of 11near
syllogistic reasoning
12:10 DIANA MAE SIMS (TX Instruonents): Explaining COI'I·
puters In nonc001puter tel"lls: TI Is try! ng

2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee requi re for their passage a
•ajority vote of members voting at the meeting.

8:30 JOSEPH F. FOSTER (~ Cfnchnat!l: Why there are no
primitive languages - and
Oylrbal Is one
A:SO PETER AUSTIN (Harvard): Ergatlvfty & syntactic
~~;~~:~~atlon In southern Pilbara languages ••

""Y

9:10 ~~R:rCH~~~N I ll Chicago):

9:30 MARY TAll (U Nil I BRUCE IQlCHIS (U Nil: Evidence
for trace In Russian refle•hes
g:SO JANICE L. JAKE (U ll ): Raising In lllbabura
Oulchua -- WITNORAWN
10: 10 FRANK R, TRECHSEL (U TX ) : I nstrllllll!nta1 wlces In
Qulchean (Mayan)
10:30 Q(ENTIN A. PIZZINI (IN U): A constraint on clltlc
pro110t1on In Spanish
10:50 STEPHEN MARLETT (UCSD I SILl: Change·of-subject
Nrklng In Serl: Evidence for syntactic levels
11:10 lLEC MARANTZ (MIT): Toward a restrictive theory
of gralll'latlcal relations and lexical rules
11:30 NO-MIN SOHN (U HI): Multiple topic construc tlcns
In Korean
11:50 EVELYN RANSCJ4 (E ll U): A crosslfngulstlc study
of co111pletaent llll!anlngs & fonns
12:10 MATTHIAS MANZ (U TX-Austln) a HATTE R. II.EJER (U
TK-Austln): Negation fn Kabyle l!erber

SOCIOLINGUISTICS

2c. Motions initiated from the floor, ff they receive affimitfve vote of a
majority of members voting at the meeting are then to be submitted by the Executive
Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Socfety in the next issue of
the LSA BULLETIN. Passage requires: a) majority of those voting, and b) that the
total of those voting in favor must be at least 21~1 of the personal membership.

Russian stat': One

VI

Clark
8:30 SUZANNE FLYNN (Cornell): Effects of reversal of
branching direction In L2 ocquhlt1on
8:50 JEANNEm K. GUNOEL [U MNl: The role of unlve"sals In second language acquisition
9:10 AARON BAR-IIJON (U TX-Austln): The acquisition of
gender & number In Hebrew child language
9:30 MARY £RBAUGH (UCB): Acquisition of Mandarin syn-

~ith

The following rules fOr motions and resolutions were prepared b¥ William J. Gedney and

Chair:
8:30 ZEV BAR-LEV (San Diego SIJ): The lllorffan !oFF of
language
8:50 WAL8URSA VON RAFFLER-ENGEL (Vanderbilt): The 1"portance of personality factors In detel'llfnlng
perceived ""'anlng
9:10 IIJRIENNE LEHR£R (U All: Antonymy
9:30 XTOKO INOUE ( ~ ll·Chlcago Clr): The praQI'Iatfcs of
a Japanese conditional
9:50 WESLEY JACOBSEN (U Chicago): Japanese potential
constructions & the sem~ntfcs of sfnple happening
10:10 WILLIAM A. LAOUSAW ( Y !A): Licenses for free·
choice 4.!\l
10:30 OAVJO R~WTY (OH SU): Sentence adverbs I verb
phrase adverbs rev hi ted
10:50 EDIT DORON (U TK-Austln): On the seJMntlc role of
resu111ptlve pronouns
11:10 BARBARA ABBOTT (MI SU ): Arnbfgufty In opaque conte•ts
11:30 MJRVET ENC (U WI-Mad) I HILGUN TOI.EK (U WI-Mad):
Modal s without scope -- WITNORAWN
U:SO FRANK HENY (Gronlngen Ul: A le•lcal graanar based
on 10ell-fomedness I truth conditions
12:10 ROBERT T. KING (U Frankfurt): Prepositional usaqe
In Ge,..an causative constructions

Robert Longacre, Ives Goddard, carlota

8:30 WILLIAM E. BOSLEGO (OH SU): Pra~tlcs of 'Meta·
phor1ca 1 !nterpretatf on'
8:50 1HCJ4AS 0. WATTS (U TK ·Arl ): The uneasy trlunph ~f
a concept: The 'disease' conception of alcoholls•
9:10 ELl! PlllAS MARLOW: Social roles & linguistic code
switching
g:30 MARIANNA 01 PAOLO (U TX-Austln ): The standard
English aux111ary system a double mdals
9:50 GEORGE L. HUTTAR (U TK-Arl): A Creole--.rlndhn
Pf dgl n of Sur! na111e
10:10 JOHN R. RICKFORD (Stanfo"d): Language attftudtl
In a Creole continuum
10:30 YOUSSEF MAHMOlll (U Tunis): Towards a fUnctional
Arable
HISTORICAL LINGUISTICS
10:50 MICHAEL A. COVINGTON (Yale): Dhchronlc evidence
fbr the fully specified le•fcon
11:10 GEORGE P. MCCASLAND (U PA): Kurylow lcz' 1st Law
of Analo!l)': Analoglc change & sound change
11:30 ROBERT K. HER BERT (SUNY-Bing) : Al te rnative SCt•
narlos fn linguistic reconstruction
11:50 DOROTHY 14, LEE (U TX-Austln): Biography of a dfc·
tlonary
12:10 AlllREW S. lLLEN (U TX-El Paso): Whatever beCUit
of the prefix Cl!-?

2d. If a member wishes to introduce a motion, but prefers to avoid the delay
involved in 2c above, the motion may be submitted fn advance to the Executive
Committee {before thefr regular meeting preceding the business meeting at Which the
motion is to be introduced) with a request that the Executive Committee by majority
vote of the Committee, approve the introduction of the motfon at the business
meeting as a motion initiated by the Executive Committee (see 2b above).
3.

PROCEDURE REGARDING RESOLUTIONS.
3a. Resolutions ~ be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special
meeting of the Society, such as the su11111er meeting.
lb. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed b¥ the
president prior to the beginning of each regular or special meeting. Any member
wishing to introduce a resolution must submft it in advance to the Resolutions
Committee, which in addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions of
than~s and the lf~e, will have the duty to ma~e sure ttl at the language is clear,
and that duplication is avoided. The Resolutions Committee may meet in advance for
this purpose or may, if necessary, retire to caucus during the course of the
meeting.
3c. A resolution expressing tlle sense of the majority of the meeting requires fOr
its passage the affirmative vote of a majority of the members voting at the
meeting.
3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting so desire, a resolution may be
broadened to express 'the sense of the majority of the membership,' regardless of
whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3c above, by the followinq steps:
the resolution 1s forwarded to the Executive Co11111ittee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (fn the next issue of the LSA BULLETIN). Passage of such a
'sense of the majority of the membership' resolution requires the affirmative vote
(over 501) of the membership responding.

4:45: PRESIDENTIAL .()DRESS: Prosodic change in progress: Evidence from Estonian
Ilse Lehfste
Room: Salon D

TUESDAY ltlRNIMG, 30 DECEMBER
SPECIAL SESSION: THE OBJECT IF LIIIGUISTIC INQUIRY

DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

8:30 GEORGE BalELL (UCLA): Thooret1cal tntft1ts fn
lfngufstfcs
8:50 ROBERT P, STOCitllfl.l (UCLA): Gro.... r IS speoker's
knowledge vs. gr-r as lfMufst 's creotfon
9:10 ST[J>H£11 R. AlliER SON (UCLA): lfngufstfc tlleory fs
on unnttural act, but not pornru
9:30 MICHAEL '1./oC (U liN): Unfverstls In ~ntlctfc
theory
9:50 BRUCE DERWING (U Alberto): lfngutstfc structure
Is psychological or cognitive, not phy•fC&l fn
character
10:10 GEOFfREY llJNBERG (Stanford): Individual ts10,
holt.., & llngufstfc ldeolfzatlon
10:30 VICTnRIA A. FROIIKIN (UCLA): Langu&ge as a ~~~ental
realfty
10:50 PETER l..:JEFOGED (UCLA): Language I mral behavolr
11:10 PATRICIA KUT!NG (MIT): Biological con•trafnts on
languago variation

8:30 ~!l~~~u~SOll (Ill SUI:

Acqufsltlon of.,.....

B:SO NANCY AIIISIIORTII (Ill SUI & WU LAMIERTS (II1
The acqufsftfon of socfolfngutstfc Nptrtof Ill:
ages 2;0-3;6
re,
9:10 PAUL s. fRAil: (U PAl: Repreuntathes: That
tfons & lntel')lretatfon
r 111IIC•
9:30 D.AH nEll lNG (SIL/U TX-Arl ): Rderent fdtnttfl
tfon and content cohesion fn narratt .. dhcoorr c..
9:50 liVIA PO.. ANY I (U Msterd•l: Tens. I tf.. fn M
stories & conversation
10:10 ROBINSON S, HIRZEL (U Chicago): 'Percth.C' ....
fft as a prag~~~atfc condition for ordering
•
10:30 ~:~!~c~R~~! [C of the Mafnhnd): CoMstQ<I In
10:50 !LICE DAVISON (U 0.) & RICHARD LUTZ [U D.l: lito.
sureftnt of ~ntactlc cooople•fty rehtht to
discourse context
11:10 PATRICK HENRY IIURRAY (UCSD) : The pressure cttotrt
101ni fold of spoech act t,ypes
c
11: 30 ARTHUR l. PALAC.\S (U .It ron l : The sentence In the
functional Interpretation of expository dhtD41rst
11:50 JULIA A. OOLOBERG (CIIIibrldge Ul: A discourse Plr•
tfcle: An analysis of 'y'know'
ll:IO WERNER ABRAHAM (U Gronlngenl: Olscours.o I tho
analysis of deceiving

SYNTAX

8:30 RICHARD M. 11A1.PEU (U lL l : On u\fng new questions
In ~nta•
8:50 WllliAII R. CANTRALL (Wayne SUI: bplothts, transfonos & changelfngs
9:10 ELIZABETH R!DOlE (Arwodfllo Res lnstl : Tho function of tenseless sentences
9 :30 MARY ELLU SHAHKlAIIJ (SOSUIUCSD): factfvlty:
Another cotegory squish?
9:50 HANS USZKDRE!T (U TX-Austfn): Do English adjec•
thes coooe fn two se1111ntfc t,ypos?
10: 10 DONNA JO MAPOL I (U Ml): Subject pronoun drop
In English & ltalfan
10:30 GEOFFREY S. NI.THAN (S !L U-Carl: What can all
these be's be?
10:50 ELlEN l'lflHCE (U PA) & GERALD PRINCE (U PAl:
Differentiating between toplcalfzatfon, focus..,v-nt, 111d Ylddfsh-movtftltnt
II: 10 LAURENCE R. IIJRN (U WI -Mad): Richard Redux: 11ow
t\'ldence for a rule of subject- copying
11:30 CHARI.ES KIRKPATRICK (U TX-Austln): The pronDIIIInal
ordinal In EnglIsh
tl:SO fREDERICK J. IEWICEYER (U WA): Why one can say
'the crying baby' but not 'the eating baby'
U:IO MUSHIRA EID: On the copula function of pronouns

APPL I!D & PSYCIO..INGUISTICS

v

8 :30 fHNN FRAHKEN'IELD (U MEl: The ~Hable os an
affective doMin
·
8:50 ANN COlQUHOUN (Ont~rfo Crippled Children's Ctrl I
PAIIELA W!LLIAIIS (Ontario Crippled Chfldr.n's Ctr):
Tho description of blfssYI'Ib01fcs
9:10 JOSEPH R. N>PLEGATE (Howard Ul: Syntu In the
language of drug users
9:30 KAREN z. WALTENSPERGER (W~ne SUI I ROBERT K.
HERBERT (SUNY-Bing): Individual differences In
schizophrenic language
9:50 KUTH T. XERNAN (UCLA) I SHARON SABSAY (UCLA):
Directions given by 11f1dly 1111ntally retarded &
nonretarded adults
10:10 IORIANN£ LAMG (HPI/UCLA): Alpha .,.ve as~try In
autistic children's response to speech
10:30 LYN FRAZIE~ (U MAl & KEITH RAYNER (U MAl : Eye
roovtftnts In the reading of structurally .Oiguous
sentences
10:50 HELEN OOOOLUCX (U Wl-14adl: Backward anaphOra In
child hnguage
11:10 MICHAEL A. SHAIIJ (SDSUI: RtiiOOiberlng fn Sign:
Maybe speech fsn 't so spechl

L.-- - ---- --------------t
r
0 ISCOURSE CIM4UNICATION

B:30 lARRY OORBET (U lfl): How English speakers 1
lfngufsts ctn tell each othr I one another aport
8:50 PAUL J. Hlf>l'ER (SUNY-Bing) I SAIIJitX lC ildi>SON
(UClA) : A functional bash for Cltegorlalfty in
unfverstl gra""'r
9:10 G:OffREY R, OOUl TEA (AU Cairo): The lfnguhtfc
significance of the 'sign spoce' In ASl
9:30 SUSAN fiSCHER (Nat Tech lnst for the Deaf) I JOAII
FORMAN [Nat Tech lnst for the Out) : Cauutho
constructions In llntrfcon Sf~· language
9:50 DAVID R. DECHOY!TZ (U CT/Haskfns): Effects of ...
traction sftu on phonetic dtc:lslons
10:10 DAVID ROSS DECHOVITZ (U CT/Huklns labs/Dept
Defense) & QJY CAROEM (U BC/Haskfns label: Speech·
perception evidence that a perfol"aance IIIC!ol needs
a CD~~~pttence COOIPOnent
10:30 ROBERT D. IIJ8EIUIAN (U Chicago/Cornell): A wordInternal transfol'lllltfon fn -ern AraiOIIC
10:50 LIIIJA J. SCHNARTZ (IN Ul: Agreet~tnt attraction In
Latin
11:10 PHILIP W. IQ.EIN (U lA): Morphology of Sptnfsh 9011·
der ,.nlfeshtfon
11:30 SANI'Ofll) 8. STEEVER (U Chicago): Three subjectvorb "9"'-nt n~les fn Ta1011
11:50 ~OYER llllSDN (Ill SU I: The CJIIStfonablo status of
reciprocal conditioning

8:30 DONNA a. GEROTS (UCSD ): On two surface filters in
Ha1k0111!le01
8:50 LASZLO SZABO (U Hew Brunswick): The conjunct as a
single verb In Halecfte sentences
9:10 IVAN KALMAR (U Toronto): Prad111te I ob•lott In
Eskl110
9:30 JOEL SI£RZER (U TX-Austlnl: The lint fn Cllna
Indian discourse
9:50 RUDOLPH C, TROIKE (U lL ): The original language
of San Antonio, TX: A structural uetch

SPECIAL SESSION:

NAHUATL

10:10 JEFfREY R. BURHIIAII: The Innovation of a plural
•erb suffh In Aztecan
10:30 WEM DAKIN (UHAII): The characteristics of I
Nahuatl Lingua france
10 :50 UHA CAMGER (U Copenhagonl: Reduplication fn
Nahuatl In dialectal & hfstorfca1 porspocttve
11 : 10 JUDITH M, IIAXlln.l (U Centrollltrlcana):
Vowels f~

....11:30
------------- - ------+11:30 ~~;u:1;~~~N°~/h~:~~~l:
MMICY
SCI: Toward bridging a C.-!nl·
filAR ( K -

cotton gap In health caro
11:50 V, MELISSA Hl.LAIIJ (Allier lnst for Aos): Discourse
principles fn a lledfctld recertfflcotfon forM
12:10 S.N. SRIDHAR (SUHY-SBI: Code 11hlng I psychological mdels of bllfngualfSOI

VI

.IMERICAN lilliAN liNGUISTICS

~:~~~P~GGY

llahuotl

1e•f·

(Sil I UCSD): Epenthesis of I In C1U•j
slctl I Tetelclngo llahuotl
12:10 JANE 1!. ROSENTHAL: How II-A Is the Aztec posses·
slveT
11 : 50

abstracts
of regular papers

(NON IIORN:

STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE
The abstracts which appear in this Meeting
Handbook are photocopies of the originals
submitted to the LSA Program Committee.
Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation
and spelling are the responsibility of the
authors.

III)

that the 'understandings' of opaque sentences do not constitute a genuine
have been presented in (Partee 1972} and (Kempson 1979). Partee reports David
suggestion that the understandings are merely salient points on a certain
1 ~rgue that this suggestion does not account for the salience of t he underthat the continuum in question does not adequately reflect the difference in
tandings, and that this suggestion leaves the similar ambiguity in modal
thout an explanation. Kempson argues that ambiguity is a theoretical, not an
issue; that all cases of privitive ambiguity should, on theoretical grounds,
as genuine ambiguities; and that the opacity ambiguity is a privitive one.
that her arguments that intuitions are not crucial depend crucially on intuitions,
chis is also true of her arguments concerning privitive ambiguities, and that in any
the opacity ambiguities are not privitive.
References
Ruth. 1979. "Presupposition, opacity, and ambiguity", in Ch-K. Oh and D A.
eds. Syntlllt and Semantics, vol. 11: Presupp·o sition. Academic Press,
Barbara. 1972 . ''Opacity, coreference, and pronouns", in D. Davidson and G. Har11811. ed.A.
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('l'UES HORN:

II)

and intuit ively speaking one would take the false-validation of an utterance to
prerequisi te of an act of deceiving. It is ea~y to show, however,.that the felicity
f or acts of deceiving and erring are much too complex to be solely contingent
single condition. For A deceiving B appropriate ly the following relations are
~iitn••nt: (a) A's competence to validate the designation of an utterance, du ; (b) A
what premisses B validates dui (c) B does not know on what premisses A validates
B recognizes A's authority in respect of the validation of du• Deceiving is most
characterized as a make-believe-act, while lying is an act of uttering What
himself believes to be untrue.
examples (a Jewish joke taken from Salcia Landmann, passages from Handke and
t o show that the act of deceiving is not dependant on uttering sent ences at
that consequently there is no clear boundary between a l inguistics arguing in
of speech acts, a.nd a theory of actions.

AINSWORTH & KAREN LltHBBR'rS, Michigan

State

University

('l'UES MORN:

II)

paper analyzes directives occurring in videotapes of 17 children requesting cookies
juice from their mothers and from an unfamiliar adult. Also included is early data
a recently-begun longitudinal study of a c.hild videotaped at monthly intervals
at age 0;11, and intensive videotaped data on two close playmates at ages 3;0
in a variety of contexts. Analysis looked for social repertoire--variation
to social identity of addressee--and sequential repertoire, or the ability to
l. .m~orA and mitigate directive force when the addressee does not at first comply .
Also
were the applicability of Ervin-Tripp's categorization of directives and of
a concept of the "domain" of a directive. Preliminary results suggest that chilan implicit concept of social repertoire from the beginning of oral discourse,
based on their view of the obligations of different adults toward them (speechis). In sequential repertoire we find extreme sophistication in mitigation and
ion of the syntactic imperative (e.g., 23 variants on one directive within 14
and varyin~ discourse strategies (including a " surprise attack" strategy and a
directive") by age 3;0.

l

ANDREWs. ALLEN, University of Texas at El Paso

(HON HOM:

(lfON HORN:

I)

Whatever Became of the Prefix OB-?

Unlike Latin AD and ~. OB does not survive into Romance
as either an independent preposition or as a prefix. A comparison
other obsolete particles with those that have flourished shows that
~urvivors often had a single central meaning and a form resistant to
phonological change. In contrast, as Latin verbs with OB- became obsolet~. they were not ~eplenished by new prefixal verbs in Late Latin
Romance, because the semantic motivation for the formation of new OBcompounds was weak and the form of the prefix became less consistent
to consonantal assimilation (cf. Latin OP-PRIMERE 'press upon', OFFENDER£ •strike', 0-MITTgRE 'lay aside' 1 OB(S)-TB}JDERE 'thrust upon'
TENDEHE 1hold out' 1 OC-CIDERE_' ~ill' , and OG-GANIRE 'growl at' ) and
vowel dissimilation (cf. OB-DURARE 'be hard against, stand out', sp.
adurar, OFr. adurer). In light of such observations, many
be clarified by simplifying or even eliminating hypothetical
forms.

paper investigates the use- of indefinite- pronouns such as ~" ever;yone-,
in composition classes in orde~ to determine what effect the- awareness
male- orientation of the atanda~d language is haVing in the college- olaesPirst, several representative composition texts, currently in use, will
These handbooks all state that pronouns should agr~. in numbe~ and
with their antecedents. However, in discussing what that atat~ent means
the antecedent is an indefinite- pronoun, th8' texts vary considerably as
feminine p~onouns may also be used as generics and if and when plural
m~ be used. ~estionnaires will be administered to undergraduate- stutaking composition and to graduate students teaching it to find out how
would use indefinit~ pronouns in various situations. The questionnaira data
be discussed, compared with the ta%tbook standards, and related to other
obtained from the subjects concerning age, sex, and attitudes towards la.nand current social changes.

STEPHEN R. ANDERSON, University of California, Los Angeles

NJS'riN, Harvard Universit!l

to

WITHDRANN

Linguistic TheoZ1! is an un-natural Act, but not Perverse
t~uoh recent research in linguistics has been driven by the desire to show that
is natural, in the sense of being explicable in terms of facts from other domains.
ls particularly clear in phonology, where many have claimed that linguistic theory
concerned only with "what language owes to the fact that is spoken." Facts from
.areas will be reviewed, however, which show that adequate accounts of
~tructure
cannot (in the general case) be constructed on rigorously
assumptions. This implies that language i~ based in part on a uniquely
cognitive faculty, not necessarily accessible except through the data of language
To investigate this faculty, we should not require immediate confirmation of its
properties from elsewhere: rather, we should seek to construct a theory that
zohcrence and understanding to the facts of language themselves (similar to the
~heory-construotion in physics). This does not mean abandoning questions of the
pr external basis of theoretical constructs; but in the present state of our ~..,w~~~~~·
the neurophysiological implementation of human cognitive faculties, it probably does
t hat we should hold such questions in abeyance.

JOSEPH R. APPLEGATE, Howard University

('lfJBS IIORN:

This paper deals with the syntax of two closely related groups of
spoken in the southern Pilbara region of Vlestern Australia :: the
group consisting of Dhargari, Ojiwa~li, Wariyangga, Djururu and Dhiin
the Kanyara group consisting of Bayungu, Burduna and Dhalandji. These all
sPlit-ergative case morphology, although their individual case marking
differ in the coding of transitive subject and transitive object. Tlhe
of erg~tive case marking in some of the languAges conflicts with
ststed in Silverstein 1976, Comrie 1978 and Dixon 19?9, The
accusative ease marking h~s diachronic implications for both groups.
Evidence is presented from a number of construction types to suggest
a category of syntactic subject must be recognized, not definable in terms of
tuency or word order. An account is given in terms of surface cases.

V}
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Syntax in the Language of Drug Users

Previous studies of language in the drug culture have concentrated on
special lexical items that are widely used in the drug community, and
the results have appeared chiefly as glossaries of these special terms.
In this paper, results of an investigation of syntax in the language
of a group of heroin users are presented. The data were obtained in.
the form of autobiographical narratives from subjects in a therapeutlC
program in the metropolitan Washington, D. C. area. The contrast betweea
reduplication of syntaxtic units such as the initial NP, e.g., 'the man,
this man, he ..• ,' and the repetition of formulaic phrases, e.g., 'you
know,' as boundary markers makes it possible to identify discourse segments and to formulate rules f or the construction of those segments.
Differences between the rules for structures in the language of subjects
identifying themselves as 'addicts' and those rejecting that identifica·
tion are described.

H. Chomsky, in "On Wh-Hovement" (1977, in P. CUlicover, T. Wasow, &
'· Alau.jian, eds. Formal Syntax, Academic Press) arr.es that topicalized
~~~~~l•t:u~ent;s, which had hitl\i"rto been analyzed as ar aing in that position
rule, are actually base-generated in that position; the anly assumes a parallelism between topicalized constituents and
which are uncontroversially analyzed as occurring in sentence-•npoaition. Thus, the pre-subject constituents in bot& (1) Ma!A I real~
and (2) As for Max, I realli like him occur, according to 1 an Wh-HOV•·
, in the same structural positions. I will show that this analysis is
:~IIIIIDlttible with recent work done by Chomsky and others within the "GoYframework" (Chomsky (1979), "Markedness and Core Gr811111Ar"•
paper, Pisa), and that tf one accepts the binding theory propo11~ these works, a topicalized constituent must occur within the minimlJ
le such phrases as the "as-for" phrase must be outside the '!. The
evidence for this assertion will come from discrepancies between
acceptability tfi lexical anaphors properly contained within the. two
~~ of pre-subject constituents,

l

AARON BAR-ADON, University of Texas at Austin
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The Acquisition of Gender and Number in Hebr8lil Child Language

Various aspects of language ~cquisition have been explored in recent years.
English has become the most studied language. But in the case of English morphol
the child is hardly confronted with the problem of acquiring gender. Hebrew might
be rather illuminating for this process.
The proposed paper aims at exploring the processes of acquisition of gender and
number by Hebrew-speaking children. It is based primarily on longitudinal follow-ups
of speech development in two Israeli children--a girl and a boy.

ZEV BltR-LEV, San Diego

State University

paper, the nature of clause merger is examined with data from
constructions in a variety of languages. The hypothesis is that
are not universally derived from two syntactic clauses.
(1974,76) argues for a demotional analysis with syntactic fusion of
es. The demoted subject (ES) is demoted down a hierarchy. Morphis used for determining the status of the demoted ES. I
of morphological evidence since case markings frequently
grammatical relations.
be argued that while some languages derive causatives from two
, fusion of a causative elemnt and second verb is frequently of a
nature. Grammatical relations are determined for a fused semantic
not two verbs. A demotional analysis is then redundant since ES
bas subject status. An analysis of semantic fusion accounts for altercase markings that are allowed in some languages and it accounts for
shifts. An analysis of syntactic fusion must make abstract claims
1 ccount for these,and frequently its predictions are violated.

(liON HORN:
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The Whorfian WFF of Language

In one kind of lexical array made famous by Whorf, a language lacks
a superordinate term to cover various existing co-hyponyms. The familiar
mathematical notion of set/subset is not really appropriate for such
arrays, because it fails to capture the devices that such a language may
actually use for categorizing and generalizing. What is needed is a
different formal notion, for which I propose the terms HYPERSET/HYPOSET,
and formalize here with respect .t o set-membership, adjacency in semantic
s~ace, inference (for which an outline-formalization is provided), and
script-theory.
The proposed HYPOSET LOGIC is thus an amplification of set theory
(along with fuzzy-set theory), as part of the natural logic needed for
natural language. It is important to note that hyposet logic is needed
for non-"exotic" languages, indeed, my focus here is mostly on examples
from English.

NAOMI S. BARON, Brown University
Writing Redux:
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atte•pting to understand a language, linguists make use of theoretical entities. For
, there 18 much mention of 'phonemes', ·predicates', 'dialects • or •sound
' depending on which specific area of Linguistics is pursued. These entities
~or1'~~cal in at least two senses: (i) in that they themselves are not directly
, but are inferred from other phenomena; and ( 11) in that they themselves
in large part the theory of the linguist who uses them. In the recent
Linguistics there has been some consistent resistance (consistent in the
cutting across the boundaries created by other issues) to dynamic theoretical
such as ·transformations' as opposed to static ones such as 'phrases'. This
extended even to historical Linguistics, where dynamic entities would seem to
•nneronn.: 'correspondences' may be taken in part as non-dynamic 'sound changes'.
zed inquiry is probably impossible without theoretical entities of some sort, and
u a legitimate enterprise of linguists to clarify and refine the ones they use. But
.-t expect that debate about theoretical entities will be only indirectly subject
•pirical resolution. 'Language· itself, or whatever we want to call the object of
ic study in its broade8t sense, is no less a theoretical entity than those
above. How linguists conceive it determines how they operate--and how they
determines what they find 'Language' to be.
Inter-Link Associates
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A Functional Analysis of the "Higher Illiteracy"

The popular and pedagogical presses are debating the rise of "higher illiteracy" a8111l
college students. Some writers (e.g. Lyons, 1976: Copperman, 1978) charge that young
adults can no longer construct coherent prose, while others (e.g. Stewart, 1"976) deny the
novelty of the problem. Linguistics, with its descriptivist {rather than prescriptivitt)
orientation, can use contemporary functional analysis {e.g. Halliday, 1978: Baron, 1980)
to construct a value neutral assessment of the issues.
We begin by asking three sets of questions. Functionally, we need to determine (1)
function(s) writing has in contemporary society, {2) whether we are currently training
students to use writing for these purposes, and (3) whether some earlier functions of
ting are now served by alternative means. To determine the functional ~r=e~la~t~~~~~~
writing and speaking, we want to know (1) wh~ther the higher illiteracy extends to
as well (and if so, why this has been ignored) and (2) what implications sloppiness
speaking and writing has for thinking. Finally we should consider the so~
ci
~a
~l~a~n~~~--
implications of a decline in higher literacy.
Answers to these questions suggest the efficacy of viewing the medieval trivium(grammar, dialectics, rhetoric) to be pedagogically distinct goals. These goals, as well as tbl
cognitive and political ramifications of writing for a ~ociety, are sharply seen through
analogy with ~e development of literacy in classical Greece.

In this paper I will argue that in &!gUsh or:~ three parts of an intonation conto\11'
meaningful in the all...or-none sense of Bolinger (1961). These are the sentenceand sentence-final boundar,y tones and the direction of the nuclear tone.
conto\ll's are defined in teri!IS of these three elements. The claim that the
, but not the position or the nuclear tone is meaningful is based on arguments
that certain patterns such as Bolinger 1 s C Accent and A Accent plus rise do
The faot that sentence-initial and -final, but not sentence-medial
receive semantic interpretation accounts for why contours such as the contradictcontour can never be embedded. In the unmarked case all nucl&ar tones in a sentence
the same, and on~ the final nuclear tone need be interP'.reted. I will contrast the
and unmarked cases and propose rules to account for the predictable elements
contotll's such as the prenuclear 1 head 1 tones, the continuation rises, and t.'le
of the nuclear tones. Most of the possible contours predicted by this eypooccur in English. The claim is that contours not predicted will not be found.

(1961) Generality, Gradience, ~ ~ ~~-~·

The Hague:

DAVID BIRASONG, University of Texas

at: Austin
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Modelling of Linear Syllogistic Reasoning

7

A recent study (Sternberg , 1980) proposes a oixed lingui stic-spatial oodel for the solution of line
syllo gisos (e.g., John is taller than Bill; Bill is taller than Pete: •ht is tallest?), • he r eby subjects'"
linguistically decode the inforoation in the preoises, and recode the inft roation into 1 spatial foro that
facilitate s infer~nce. While the results of the present study essentially • pheld such a oixe d oodel, it.
11
also found that, if ~ yllogisos contairoi ng nonsense adjectives are included aoong the test itus, 1
shift oay be induced ,towards a si•pJifi,,d spatial solut ion procedur• for all syllogisos tested. lntere
coaparison of learning curves suggests that urked sense adjectives are oore resistant to the t ransfer of
type of leaning blind strahJY than are their unoarked counterparts.
Additional l y, tests invo lving subjec ts at native, interudiate, and beginni~g levels of tOipetence in
French and English reveal that language proficiency is not a strong predictor of response ti oes. It also
appears that neither surface features (e.g., foroal variations of co•paratives and superlatives across
languages, nuobers of le t ter s , etc. ) nor evaluative judgaents of sense adjecthes (cf. Huilton t Deese,
play a role in solving linear syllogisos. These an.: • ther fi ••ding s help furt her to specify the respecti ve
role s of propositional structure, lingui stic foro, and individual cognitive variables in the solution of
reasoning probleos and in the process uf language coopre ~ensio ~ genera lly.

PETER

c.

BJARKNAN, Purdue Uni versit:g
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esemple off to ~ as in after to achter 'after' has been cited as an example of
phonological change (Janda & Gil 1980), The change is often thought to be motivatthe acoustic feature GRAVE or the articulatory feature ADVANCED TONGUE ROOT, A
took at the Dutch change, however, reveals that neither assumption helps us to
the actuation of the labial-to-velar change. An investigation of the Dutch
which have undergone change reveals the following characteristics of the change:
sive ! is the only environmental element common to all the affected lexical
(2} Phonotactically, the change results in neutralizing the jj~ cont rast to t he
fricative ~· Furthermore, in view of phonetic facts resulting from confusion matller & Nicely 1955) and intensity studies (Strevens 1960), we can conclude that
change is most likely based on confusion along the perceptual parameters of grav·
intensity. The confusion itself, however, cannot be classified as gradual or
• In turn the auditory confusion interplays with articulatory variation of perceivf until ~replaces ! before ! in the phonology. The articulatory side of t he
;J a result of actuation from the auditory side, appears to leap abruptly from the
to the velar point of articulation. In applying the measure of abrupt or gradual
Dutch change, one must first determine at what point the measure should apply :
actuation. the interPlav. or the ~honolo~izAtion.

I)
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Cuban Loanword Analysis

Applied to borrowing phenomena in the Spanish dialects (cf. Cassano 1976)
standard postulates of language borrowing have provided at best only
partial and inconclusive answers about the mechanisms of borrowing and
the workings of the native phonological component. One feature of loan·
word phonology, however, has become increasingly evident: while a fixed
set of definable features may be associated with the borrowings 1n a g
language (e.g. Spanish) , this set is not at all predictable fn the cases
of particular lexical items, since individual borrowings will demonstratt
differing degrees of assimilation (Holden lq76). Further, speaker per·
ceptions of the "closest" sounds in the source or secondary language sys•
tem (English) occur fn terms of active phonological processes (vfz. nat·
ural phonology) and not in terms of binary features (viz. generative
phonology) which are not to be taken as the genuine phonological pri~es.
Since fully assimilated loans are those to which all native processes
applied where applicable, the "degree of nativtzatfon" is thus to be
determined by what processes have applied (viz . the processes of re-lext•
calization) after an initial lexfcalfzation of foreign words and morp
JERRY A. BOLING, Air University
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been observed that although free relatives superficially resemble embedded questions
4eDonstrate alteqether different properties: Whereas the matching effect (in the
of Grimshaw 1977) holds for the former it is absent in the latter and while exis possible in the latter (though marginal in English) it is entierly impossible
foD~&r:

did you wonder whoj ~j ate ti ? (2) •Whatidid you meet whoeverj t. ate t . ?
shown that explanat~ons offered so far for the similarities and aiffere~ces (in
analyses in Grimshaw 1977 and Groos and van Riemsdijk 1979) face some problems
that the differences can be captured by the following phrase-structure rules:
i E11 - . E1 INFL 1
ii
INFL11 ~spec INFL 1 INFL 1
iii INFL1 -+ N 11 INFL v ii
iv E _,. [$:N)
v
INFL -+ [ttense ), [i:agreeme nt) vi spec INFL1 .-. COMP
(3) I will keep the assumptions motivated in Chomsky (1977, 1978 , forthcoming)
1 1 and INPLif ("S "') are bounding nodes. Apart f r om accounting for the differences betfree relatives and embedded questions , (3) accounts without further stipulations for
611~dm1ci.es between complementizer selection and tense and mood, observed and discussed
in Bresnan (1972). Adopting (3) for Hebrew will yield a natural explanation for a
~~~•,a~ change in the complementizer system and adopting it for Standard Arabic will rein an explanation for otherwise complicated and obscure complementizer phenomena.
be

I)
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T.he Status of t:he Obviative in Shawnee

The obviative suffix on verbs and nouns in Algonq•lia"l languages
marks a second third person, It has been characterized as the NP not
prominent, The unmarked NP is called the proximate and is considered
the topic of discourse. However, two aspects of the obviative in
Shawnee call for a rexamination, First. when three third person NP's
appear in a transitive relationship and two of the NP•s are contrasted.
they must be marked obviative. Also, when two third persons are in a
non-reciprocal transitive relationship, the third person not capable of
reciprocating the action must be marked obviative, This last finding
is similar to the situation in Navajo (c.f. • Hale 1973 and Witherspoon
1980). Hale presented a strictly linguistic analysis called subjectobject inversion based on a ranking of nouns in Navajo. Witherspoon
demonstrated that this analysis ignored the Navajo cultural definitions
of living creatures which did not involve ranking, but rather depended
on whether a being is more intelligent than another being or is
capable of exercising control over it. 'I· his finding in Shawnee suggests
that culture also conditions the use of the obviative.

lt is argued here that a major difficulty with some recent theories
••~on••~~ioal interpretation (e,g, Grice 1973, Ortony et al. 1978,
rests with a failure to define metaphor adequately, The
distinction between dead and nondead metaphors will be aand a taxonomy of metaphor will be proposed in which novel
are viewed as a type of hyperbole, while nonnovel metaphors
ed as instances of lexical ambiguity, It will be concluded
there is no process of 11 metaphorical interpretation" distinct
ordinary language processing.

?
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Structure Preserving Rules in Phonology

It has been claimed, most recently by McCarthy (1979}, that in any language
the application of a phonological rule is blocked if its application would
create a string violating the restrictions on possible syllable structure
operating in that language. This paper examines the predictions of this
hypothesis with respect to rules of vowel syncope in several Arabic dialects.

er is a preliminary survey of the use_of reduplication in Nahua~l. .
.
8
p ~mmarian Horacia Carochi ( 1645) recogn1zed three ~ of redupl1cat1on 1n
gr Nahuatl: CV:-, CV?-, CV-. The same three t ypes are found in most modern disis observed that in some dialects reduplication occurs infrequently, whereas
it is used extensively.
between incidents of lexicalized reduplication and productive reduleast five distinct contents are conveyed by reduplication in some dia' !ural', 'distributive', 'emphasis', 'repetitive', and 'pseudo-'. The content
~ which has not previously been recognized, is found in Central Guerrero,
r~bably not productive in many modern dialects. These contents are correlated
p three types of reduplication, and the correlations are compared across the
There is not perfect agreement here .
c;oss-dialectal comparison shows that some incidents of lexicalized reduplication
'butterfly') and some types of reduplication correlated with certain
(e .g. CV- with 'repetitive') are found in most dialects, and they are thereassumed to go back to Proto-Aztecan.

R. CANTRALL, Wayne State Universjtg
The Innovation of a Plural Verb Suffix in
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JEFFREY R. BURNHAM
A~tecan

The purpose of this paper is to account for an unexpected suffix
marking "plural subject" i~ several Azteca~ dialec~s and Pochutec. This
suffix resembles "passive/1rnpcrsonal" -lo 1n Class1cal Aztec and el
in Aztecan. I propose that "passive/impersonal" is the original me
of the suffix in Aztecan and that "plural subject" -lo was an innova
In these innovating dialects -lo(represented as -lo, -1, and -lut)
found in present and irnperfect-renses,.and with conditronal -skia, .
with first person plural, first and th1rd plur~l, or ~11 plu;,ar-BubJ
depending on the dialect. I propose that th~ 1n~ovat1on of plural subject" -lo was motivated by the loss of.-~,wh1c~ 1s the gene~al plural
suffix for present, imperfect and cond1t1onal 1n A~tecan, arter the
loss of final h in these dialects. -lo was then se1zed upon to dis~mDI4qw
first person plural and, in some dialects, third pers~n plu:al. Then
some dialects -lo was generalized to mark plural s~bJect w1th 7econd
person as well.'The following verb forms from Class1cal Aztec W1llwserve
illustrate the consequences of loss of ~inal !!= "you eat"wti-tlak a,
"we eat" ti-tlakwa-(h); "he eats" tlak a, "they eat" tlak a-(h),

ive it supposedly 'fills up' subject position or 'fills in' for the
t. !~gives a means of referring to a propositional sub j ect in a
tion before stating what it is: 1, It should be apparent that socks
locks are demode. vs. That socks with clocks are demode should be ap ·
But some it's do not refer (in t hat same sense) to later clauses,
no ~oincidence~ust the ones marked for 'obligatory extrapositon,' e.g.
It turns out that Bessie likes strudel. I will argue that such it's
real reference, understandable by inference from the later clauses;
such it's refer to a varia ble that has come to be resolved by the
' clauses. Some of these are transforms, like cream becoming butter,
some are changelings, unknown identities coming to be known. Such it'~
real enough to show coreference by anaphoric stress reduction, deletion
reflexivization plus visibility, quantification, change of state, and
ing viewpoints,e.g.: 3, It may seem in your view of it that Tony will
his pony but not as 1 see it, Analogous to 4, Cream that's churned
turns out as to be butter, is 5, It so turns out as to be that Bessie
strudel.

(MON MORN:
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Testing for Pegree of Relatedness in Verb Paradigms

3orne forms in a paradigm are more closely related to one another
ars are. In particular, the person/number forms of verbs within a
3Spect or mood category are more closely related to one another
are to person/number forms in another tense/aspect/ mood category
1979). This hypothesis was tested experimentally using a nonce probe
;,•i th Spanish-speaking adults. The nonce verb~ had tw<;> stern allomorphs
the subjects were asked to make a new form wh1ch requ1red that ~hey
3 choice between the allornorphs. The results show hha t the cho1ce
~orphs was significantly influenced by the form in which the.allomo
presented. Thus if the subject was asked to supply a preter1te form,
was more likely to choose a particular stem allomorph if it had ~en P
another preterite form that if ~t had been presen~ed 1n an
5 ented in
:initive form. This supports the hypothes1s that the pre~er7t7 ~orms
nore closely related to one another than they are to the 1nf1n1t1~e.
~lso supports a theoretical model in which surface forms of paradLgms
related to one another directly, over a model in which surface forms are
~ach related separately to a single abstract underlying form.

he aaw a rattlesnake.

(John:#=- he)

In Reinhart 1 s C-command anazysis of the blocked coreference in (l~oreference is
by surface structure, making it possible to maintain the larger claim that SS

input to selll8lltics. The only obvious alternative for (1) is a movement
like Kuno' s, which requires a coreference rule that applies before SS .
This paper gives evidence for two arguments against the surface C-command analysis
(1), and thus indirectly against the larger surface-interpretation hypothesis.
bidence against C-Command: C-coll!lllllnd predicts a subject/object asymmetry that is
""""'n..._d both by a collection of spontaneous productions and by experimental evidence.
for Coreference before Preposing:
Next to Fenwick, the investigators believe that he aaw a rattl esnake. (_E ¢ he)
a PP has been preposed from the complement S to the front of the main clause. A
analysis predicts that forwards corer will be blocked, as in (1 ); a surface
analysis predicts good forwards corer. An experiment shows that for.~ards caret
lillllit:l.cantl,y inhibited in both (1,2) , discont:l.rming the surface C-command model.
The good coref' in ( 3) shows that it wi ll not help to label the preposing 'stylistic . 1
When Mary first interviewed Bill, she recalls that she thought him unpromising.(~·asl
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One Verb or TWo?

It is traditionally said that there are two different homophonous verbs stat•
sian (or that stat' has two different meanings) and that, correspondingly, they
two different types of structures: when sta t' means 'become' it can be used ei
perfective or the imperfective aspect and it takes a simple NP complement in the
mental case, while when it means 'begin to' it can be used only in the perfective
and takes an infinitive (i.e . , takes an embedded Sand triggers SUBJECT RAISING),
1. Oni
stali
xorosimi dru~'jami .
2. On stal
mnogo pit'.
they became [good
friends}-INST
he began much
to-drink
They became good friends.
He began to drink a lot.
The argument is made here that the two verbs stat' are really one verb, with
ing 'begin to', and that both 1 and 2 come from a structure with an embedded s.
like 1 are distinguished by the fact that the embedded S is a copular sentence,
process of subject raising the copula is deleted, rather than appearing in the ~•u;~nl~M
form as true verbs do. Copula deletion is not ad hoc here; it occurs also with
JECT RAISING and OBJECT RAISING triggers . Similarly, instrumental marking of the
complement is typical in RAISING constructions (and is characteristic of many types of
chOmeurs in Russian). The difference in meaning then follows: stat' with an underlyin,
copular complement (as in ll represents 'begin to be', or, in English, 'become'.
(MON HaUl:

MARY H . CLARK, Universit!l of New Hampshire

is a visual, meaning based communication system used by some non-vocal
lY handicapped. individuals as an expressi~e language . Although it is an artificial
originally dev1sed as a means of internat1onal communication by Charles K. Bliss
1940's, Blissymbolics has developed over the past ten years to the point where
and needs systematic description.
fal description will be presented, along with a discussion of methodological
to the dependency on context of this type of communication system and
ty in establishing ungrammaticality.
iss~olics

R. COULTER, American University in Cairo
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A DVnamic-1'one Treatment of Japanese Accent

Japanese accent was traditionally viewed as a dynamic tone, a drop in pitch,
In this paper, I argue in favor of this traditional viev
showing that if the rules which involve accent are stated in dynamic-tone terms, aod
made subject to certain general conditions on phonological rules (for example, to a
"localness" condition which states that phonological rules must involve segments which
are, in some sense, adjacent to one another), the result is an elegant and hi&hly
restrictive theory of tone for Japanese.
The traditional dynamic-tone approach is superior in this respect to level-tone
treatments like thoseof McCawley (1968) , Goldsmith (1974), and Haraguchi (1975). Theae
treatments all make use of a diacritic accent feature '"" or ""'" which, as I will ah0111
in the paper, gives the theory too much descriptive power. A more constrained
treatment can be obtained by eliminating the accent feature and stating the accent
directly in terms of the tone segments. However, as I will show, this "accentleas"
tone approach fails to capture important generalizations which are easily obtainable
the dynamic-tone approach; for example, i t fsils to provide a unified account of norul
"forwards" accent-deletion, as in the phrase ~ 'to the heart' ~
'heart' + ~ 'to') and the "backwards" accent deletion we find with "predominatilll
particles like ~ 'only' (cf . ~ 'only a heart').

at most once in each word.
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has become commonly accepted that American Sign Language is
ted within a specific region, called the sign space. While it is
hat the vast majority of signs are in fact articulated on or in
of the body, in an area roughly bounded by the waist and the top
head, 1 have not found evidence that these boundaries themselves
istically significant . For e~ample, it is not generally true
gns articulated within the sign space are arbitrary, while others
tomimic. Furthermore, such boundaries serve very poorly to
the overall distribution of signs. Instead, I found that the
d effects of several different factors (including the location of
'body landmarks', the effect of handedness, and a principle of
ffort) are sufficient to describe this distribution. For these
I have concluded that the sign space per se should not be
d the status of a phonotactic or morpheme structure constraint,
d it be considered to be a bona fide example of the arbitrary,
ionalized, patterned structure which is one of the distinguishing
sofa 'linguistic' communicative system.
A . COVINGTON, Yale Uni.versit!l
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An IndependMt Mechanism of Phonetic Change

In a recent article, de Chene a."ld Anderson ( 1979) have maintained that compensatory
lengthening does not constitu18an independent mechaniSIII of phonetic change, 'lbey
claim that apparent cases of compensatory lengthening involve the weakening of a
postvocalic consonant to a glide and the monophthongiz~t_!on of the resulting diph·
thong to a long VOWel, in two separate steps! VCC > VCC > VC • The present paper shOWS
that this analysis, lihUe perhaps correct for some cases, cannot be generally J:lain•
tained. Two types of cases are examined and exemplified from Nl!: :Bantu la.nguages.
'Ihe first type involves compensatory lengthening induced by the readjustment o!
tillling relationships within syllable structure, with no segment loss. For example,
Proto-Bantu *muntu 'person' develops into Luganaa muu-ntu and Kikuyu moo-ndo, in
which the long vowel that results is b1mor1c, The second type involves the lengthen·
ing of consonants induced by the loss of vowels, as in Proto-Bantu *llkt:;l > Luganda
ekJtUJ111, In neither type of case would intermediate stages with glides
plaua1blt
or historically motivated, Such cases suggest motivation for a hierarchical view
of syllable structure, in 14hich compensatory lengthening can be naturally characta~
ized as an effect of the reassociation of segments to positions in the syllable left
••e~~pty" by reaff:Uiation or deletion process, as suggested in CleliBnb ( 19?8) •

Ill

Jaekendoff (Lg. 1975) distingui s hes 2 alternative theorie s of the lexicon, the
theory (FET) and the impoverished-entry theory (lET) . In lET, lexical rules
the initially incomplete lexical entries for derived forms by mapping informathem from their roots . In FET, both roots and derived forms have c omplete
entries, and the lexical rules serve to indicate that some of the information in
is predictable. Whatever can be predicted by exceptionless rule does not
all in the l exicon's independent information content (IIC); information predicrules that have exceptions counts partly; and unpredictable information counts as
independent.
Redundantly derived forms like Eng. unt~. undeaipher (in OED), Ger. Hindin (from
'doe'), P.rin2eeein , etc., pose a problem for lET since they do not show the change
normally associated with the ~ ffix: what l exica l entry do the rules map onto
FET, however, the rules can apply rootlessly , capturing (for example) the genion that (un)thaw shares the mea~ing-element 'cause to become not' with other un
dialecta l or idiolectal replacement of thaw by unthaw thus effects a slight
of the I I C of the lexicon. FET but not lET expla ins the slight f unctional
in favor of such redundant derivation.

KAREN DAKIN, Universidad Naaional
The Characteristics of

Autonoma de Mexico

('.rUES HOBN:

('lUES HORN :

The anal)sis of a series of Nahuatl documents from the Valley of Guatemala Yrltt
in the sixteenth century suggests that the Indian language was a lingua franca en
more closP.ly tied to the sixteenth-century Classical Nahuatl dialect of the Valle
of Mexico than to Pipil and Isthmus varieties. However, recent vork by Una Cange~
and others has identified a number of innovations originating in the Classical
Nahuatl dialect that had begun to spread to other Central dialects but only
partially .into the peripheral areas that include Central America. The fact that
the langu~;e in these documents shares only some of these late innovations provides
linguistic evidence to support historical mention of the early existen~e of a
Nahuatl lingua franca from the central part of Mexico predating the late Aztec
empire .

REBECCA H. DAUER, Universitg of Edinburgh

(I«JN MORN:
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Stress-timing, S!illable-timing, and Isoahrony

Reoc' upcUezlt.l .tudiea em atreu-tiai.D« aDd qllabl~tiaiac ban oODCCtzoat.cl •
whether or not 180Chrarl;r (equal tiM inte~ betveeD atre8Ma or qllablea) ou b e . _
to mat u. a~ OD eitUr the l"el at pl'Od\ICUOil or peroeption. Moat pn\UaW
work baa 'bMn clone on IDBliah, wbich phoDetioiaDII pneralq acree to be a atre-tl-.4
l.aDcuace• IA the preMDt imreatiption, data tlUI oontimloua tma in IDgl.iah, O:reelt,
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NILLIIIM D. DAVIES, University of California, San Diego
(NON HORN:

I)

Choctaw Evidence for Postal's Anti.passive Anal!lsis

Postal proposes a universal characterization of Antipassives in which the subjeet
(SU) is demoted to direct object (DO) status and readvanced to be the SU of & tinal.lJ
intransitive clause. Although Postal provides empirical evidence for initial
and :final intransitivity, he provides no empirical evidence for the DO status of tbe
Antipassive su.
The purpose of this paper is to present data. from Choctaw, a Muskogean language,
provide evidence, hitherto lacking in the literature, for the DO status of An·t1t_.s~~
SUs. There is evidence of the non-SU status from hypothetical agreement in .,,.,......,,,v•••
evidence for DO status from verbal agreement data in which Antipassive SUs determine
same type of agreement at DOs. Caqpare (1), the Antipassive, with (2), the straight
transitive.
(1) Oka
sa-banns..
water lACe-want
'I want water. 1
(2) Oho:yo-t sa-pisa-tok.
woman-Nom lAce-see-Pat
'The WCIDan saw me.'
Arguments are also presented :for the Antipassive analysis of certain Choctaw elAUJd•
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BRENT DE CHENE, University of Minnesota
Japanese PhonologY and Morpnology:

(SUN JIORN:

(SUN MORN:

III)

Experi~ental Evidence

The experiment reported was designed to test tue producti
several pnonological rules of J~panese und to detercine tne
scgQentation imposed by n~tive speakers on ~ v~r~ety of vapanese
':!:he Qetuod involved trainin6 subjects in a set. oi senlOe.uce-oc•m~l.le
designed to elicit particular members of a verb's ~arudigm wuen
ther IJetlber us part of the cue; subjects were trc..ined on t~.ctual.
iteLls and then required to extrapolate to nonsense items. .i:tesulta
to tue produc"&ivity of phonolo6icc..l rules suggest a continuwu or
productivity; while the rule M~if-- 1 is fully productive, for
the rule g,-?_l/_ 1 is only setliproductive. 11ith regard to mor..,;nolo~
~out striking result was the overwnelQiD.b tendency to ~laly~e vero st
vowel-final and to s~.<,t~.l:'lY endings beginning witu 1: wl.t.en a choice was
lb.ble; this echo of the ,...aori rean~lysis aescribed by hale ll.:urrent •
in Linguistics 11, 197}) can be seen as. reflectine; <Japanese ortho6I'ai-h1o
practice.

DAVID ROSS DECHO'IITZ, University of Connecticut, Haskins
Laboratories, & Department of Defense

('I'UES HORN:

In soae recent articles, cleft sentences have been described as having
asjor constituents, namely, the focus constituent and the relative clause.
cleft and pseudo-cleft constructions, the focus constituent is conthe predicate because it carries new information • As a consequence,
structure of t~e type ~-NP + ~-N~ which is the identificational or
construction ~n Tagalog, the analysis given to the first ~-NP is that
the predicate because it conveys the new information, and,thus, the
~-NP is the subject. This matches the typical sentence order of
e +subject, true of Philippine languages. In this paper, I would
the first ~-NP of this particular type of construction is the
instead and, at the same time, focus. I will attempt to show some
evidences for such an analysis and propose that identificational
in Tagalog follow in effect the more general process of topicalization.

of Colorado
GRAVES III, Indiana University

DBLAIICBY, University

(SUN EVE:

III)

Effects of Extraction Sites on Phonetic Decisions

In some cases, syntactic boundaries appear to block the application ot
phonological rules which normally operate across word boundaries. In these
cases, it is natural to suppose that the boundary acts as a juncture in the
talker's processing, prohibiting any following information from influencins
aegaents preceding the boundarY• As we might predict, there is also evidence
that superficial syntactic boundaries delimit the stretch or signal over whic~
phonetic features are integrated in perception. For example, in an utterance
in which the words rebuilding Shopville occur, inserting an appropriate a•oua\
of inter-word silence can cause listeners to hear rebuilding Chopville when
both words are part of the same syntactic unit, but not when rebuilding enda
preposed adverbial. The present study was designed to determine whether
phonetic integration might be sensitive to underlying syntactic structure aa
well. The effect of underlying structure on the perception of silence was
assessed in the case where the immediate acoustic environmentwis held c
In one experiment, the WH-extraction site, which plainly affects phonological
rules in production, was examined. The results support the notion that, at
least in the case of extraction sites, an underlying level of syntax may block
~~iiNDR!~ir~fration in perception in the same way as the bound&rJ of a
DAVID ROSS DECHOVITZ, U Connecticut, Haskins Labs, & Dept. of Defense
GUY CARDEN, University ct British Columbia

present the loca~ist hypo~hesis that linguistically a transitive event is treated as
. case of. s~mple mot~o?•. and suggest that this reflects the original perceptualtL~e analys1~ of trans1t1v~ty •. We. advance this as an alternative to Hopper and
s ~uggest1on ~hat trans1tiv1ty Ls a fundamentally discourse-based notion. H&t
~ ~1scourse. or1~nted explanation for the association of a cluster of features -lClp~n~s, k~neSls, pu~ctuality, perfectivity, affectedness and individuation of
~ vol1t1onal1ty, agent~vity, affirmativity and realis mode -- with canonically
it1ve ro?rpho~yntax, W~ show that the association of.these features with.one anothev
expla1ned 1n a local1st framework . as a clause-level phenomenon, without refe•ence
factors. The Agent and Pat1ent of a canonical transitive clause are analto the ~ource and Goal of a canonical motion event. Events fall short of being
transitlve when they ~ave ?ot (at.reference time) unfolded completely; hence imperevencs, ~d events.1? wh1ch Patlent is not fully affected (e.g. partitive objects
prototyplcal translt~ve.events. The incomplete Transitivity of negated and
is clauses has analogues 1n many languages in the treatment of motional events,
often are coded differently according as they are actual or hypothetical events.

('I'UES HORN:

(TUES MORN:

I)

Speec h-Perception Evid811ce that a Performance Model Needs a Competence Component

A silence the length of a stop closure is normally perceived as signalling a stop,
Dechovitz (e.g. the prece ding abstract ) has shO\In that this cue does not work when
silence falls at certain syntacti c boundaries.
We argue that the hearer fails to ~e use of the acoustically-present silence cue
the bol.llldaries because (1) The cue depends on the hearer's perceiving the material
ing the silence as part of a continuous s t ream of coarti culated speech, and (2)
rules producing coarticulation are blocked b,y the relevant syntactic boundaries. To
this formally, we need a model for perception that calls upon a model ot production
information about which syntactic units can be continuously articulat ed, and then
silence as a segmental cue only within such units.
This production model must be a competence model: Actual performance data for
(e.g. Cooper's results) shows that the relevant boundaries inhibit coarticulation
blocking it completely. If a performance model for perception called on a per~)~~·~
model of production, that model would predict possible (though less frequent )
across the boundaries, and the perception model would then process t he acousti
silence cue. To account for Dechovitz's perceptual data, where the silence cue was
processed, we must postulate that the perception model uses an idealized, competence
of production, a model in which the boundaries do block coarticulation completely.
1A

forms (utterances) are not "natural" objects like rocks or chemical elements
pr9ducts: they are produced by human beings in order to be interpreted o~
by other human beings. Whatever "structure" language forms "have" is that
put there by speakers or Which is interpreted as being there by hearers.
language event, e.g., the acoustic wave form, has no lingyistic structure
even discrete "phones" represent interpretations of the speech signal, not
..,,,,.... lLto~.ea ·) Language forms can, be represented and/or described in numerous
only those descriptions which match the cognitive representations or
intended by speakers or interpreted by hearers correspond to any kind of
reality against which linguistic theories can be evaluated or tested; the
purely arbitrary and descriptive-artifactual. No explanatory science of
-.·~~v~~=~~ is possible which restricts its attention to language forms, the
or universal tendencies they seem to exhibit, the ways they change through
• If linguistics wishes to validate empirically one (desriptively adequate)
-··~"' '" analysis against any other, linguists must become vitally concerned with
related to the knowledge and abilities of real, individual speakers and
• This realization has important methodological implications for the entire
including the widespread introduction of controlled experimental techniques.
0
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HAJUJINNA DI PAOI.O, University of Texas at Austin
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1)01/I)N, University of Texas at Austin
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~e Standard English Auxiliary system and Double Modals

Recent studies of the English auxiliary system such as Lapointe ("A Lexical Analyst.
Ak!Dajian, Steele, and Wasow (1979), and Baker ("Learnability and the English Awtilia '•
System") restrict the grammar to prevent overgenerations in Standard English (SE) au:
in (1)-(3); however, many speakers do find these sentences acceptable. This paper
1. He might not would've let you have it.
2. If he would've had known it, he might have done something about it,
3. If I hadn't have done it, he may not have gotten there on time.
cusses how the~amma~n be restricted so as to produce only the right strings of
iliaries for SE while at the same time leaving open the possibility of "dialect"
tions such as in (1)-(3). In examining this question, I will focus on double ~dal
structions such as might would in (1) on which I have collected a large set of data
northern Texas that indicates that double modals are commonly used by all speakers in
areas studied . By using the phrase structure and subcategorizations rules for ~.
and auxiliary verbs from the three analyses, I will compare the theories for both the
modal data and also the Southern American (Texas) English data and present a syntactic
framework that allows for SE as well as variations such as double models . For eX&Qple,
by using [-maj) as an Aux feature, the Lapointe analysis seems to rule out the poa
of postulating a modal phrase for double modal constructions .
J~S DISHING~, Harvard University

The Original

syntax

(SUN MORN:

of Germanic Adjectives in

VI)

relative clauses in ~odern Hebrew involve optional resumptive proBorer (1979, MI~ generals paper) convincingly argues that the
of the resurnpt~ve pro~oun does no~ involve deletion over a var i ablE
udes that the resurnpt~ve pronoun ~s first moved into COMP and then
~~~~~·····~ deleted. ~ model of grammar such as REST, in which rules of
~terpretat~on apply to pre-deletion surface structures, predicts
t~ve.cla~ses should get the same semantic readings regardless of
delet~on 1n COMP has applied or not. This conclusion is shown to be
because when the resurnptive pronoun shows up, the head of the relaclause
cannot
have narrow
'
·
·
. scope with respect to other quan t ~' f 1ers
~n
e1 a t ~ve
c1 ause, nor can ~t
have a non-referential readin
M
the resurnptive ~ronoun is missing, the head of the relatl~e ~r~::r,
be coreferent~al to other pronouns in that clause. I propose to
for the~e differences by base-generating relative clauses with and
re~urnp~~ve pronouns, and I give a Montague analysis which predicts
semant1c d~fferences between these two kinds of relative clauses .

.R. rx:MTY, OhJ.o State University

(MON MORN:

III)

•-llka-

Germanic adjectives in *-lika-, e.g, friendly, freundlich, are usually assumed to have
originated as compounds with a noun *lika- 'shape' as second element, thus *X-l!kaing the shape of X' • Sometimes *-Hka- has been taken to be an adj. *ga-lika- '(a)l1ke'
thus *X-Uka- 'like X'. Some of the problems w1 th these analyses are not yet resolved 1
(1) the type manly behavior where the adj . modifies an abstract, (2) the type ~~!!!WI
'forgetful' where the first element is a verb stem (and the corresponding
veresslich 'forgettable'}, and (J) the frequent genitive case-form of the first element
whether concrete or abstract} in early Gmc., e.g. Oic. gedsligr 'pleasing'. It is suagested here that adjectives in *-lika- are frozen syntagms in which an adj . *~ed, inclined, likely' originally governed a (preceding) genitive of respect.
manly behavior might be explained as 'behavior sui ted w1 th respect to a man', .!.!';~~~
as 'inclined toward forgetting' and 'suited for forgetting' (where the verb
was
verbal abstract), and gedsligr as a relic of the archaic synta.gm noun en. + *Uka-,
Other suffixes may have originated in the same way, e.g, *-~- Eng. -~. Ger. -.!!!)
and *-berja- (Ger. - bar); indeed, i t is otherwise difficult to explain their probl.eaa,
which are analogous to those of *- Uka-. 'lbe effect of the morphologization of these
syntagms was to create a new productive process for adjectives in Gmc., replacing the
older *-~-. *-&!-, etc.
BARBARA T. DOGGER,

Navarro College

(SUN MORNt
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Towards a Thsory of Generative Mo.rpholow

Purpose
This paper argues for "the word" as a frame for both grammatical
and phonological investigation, specifically within a TransformationalGenerative framework.
Abstract
Following a review of the study of word formation within the Word
and Paradigm(WP) and Item and Arrangement (IA) schools of linguistics,
evidence is provided which demonstrates the importance of "the word"
within a Transformational-Generative framework of linguistic inquiry.
Work in morphology by Matthews(19?4), Marchand (1969), and Aranoff
(1976) is examined as it supports Chomsky's lexicalist position.
In this way, evidence is provided both for the role of morphology
within a T-G system of linguistics and for the psychological reality
of "the word". Emphasis is placed on independent evidence which points
to the central and dynamic position of morphology as one of the
systems of language.
·
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On the Copula Function o£ Pronouns

This paper raises two questions:(!) can pronouns perform copula
t1ons and (2) what happens if they do.
To answer the first question, the paper presents evidence from
Egyptian Arabic to show that in the absence of a copula form in a lang
uage, a language may use pronouns to perform copula functions. The ev1:
dence here is based on the use of pronouns to mark yes/no questions
their use in equational sentences, and the fact that they behave like
other verbs with respect to Negative Placement.
To answer the second question, the paper will focus on the use or
pronouns for negative placement. It will be shown that sentences with
"copula pronouns" and those without have different discourse functions.
The former are more marked and have certain conversational implications
about the speaker that the latter do not have.

RICHARD GERMAN ELLSWORTH, UCLA Neurops1Jchiatric Institute

(SUN HORN:

of this paper is to show that the standard scope analysis of tense is
and that to arrive at satisfactory semantics, COIDIDOD nouns must be
indexicals. In the standaird analysis (ct. Montague), tense is a sentence
tb scope. All NP' s are in its scope unless "they are quantified in.
readings are obtained according to the relative scope of the quantifiers
'lbis analysis is too restrictive aince it does not allow us to quantity
iDdinduals who have a certain property eome tille in an interval which includee
present and tuture 11011ents. It rules out a reading, for example, for W, rich
~0..~~~~~~~~ where we are talld.ng about both paet and present r i ch aen,
out certain desired readings which would involve scope
011 one reading, Eveq eenior v1ll fall in love with a penator will be true i f
We need a sens.tor i nside the scope of evep
1 elliors love present senators.
_::!~=~~;· inside Future and a senator -outside Futuro. But i f a senator
it cannot be outa±de Future. The soope analysis offers no
scope clash. I propose an analysis where tense does not affect coiiiiiiQJ
A••"'-t.•T.lLOIILB and eo quantifying in NP 1 s makes no difference in the semantics of
·
LJiidtlict~ ~P88n~H~ are treated aa indexicals and th&.i- denotations are

Ill

WITHDRAWN

The vertical Cycle and Psychological Reality

Transformational derivation exemplifies a horizontal processing mode; that is, the
strictures of rule variable reference require complete-sentence output frow deeperlevel components to subsequent cowponents: the transformational component, for ex-.ple,
can only reference a phrase-marker representing a complete sentence . Fragments, then,
are not analyzsble within the transformational outline. Inasmuch as Language is not
produced in complete sentences, but more often in stages (i.e., both production and
comprehension operate simultaneously), Junction Grammar's alternate formalism, verti~
derivation is proposed wherein fragmented discourse can be derived by processing
•
segments of• varying length
from deep to surface forw regardless o f t he " comp 1eteness"
of the deep-level structures. This vertical processing mode can, then, account for
the ability to begin uttering a sentence before knowing how it will end. In addition,
the vertical formalism rejects structural change and adheres to constraints of
semantic invariance.

SHEILA H. EHBLB'l'ON, York Vniversitl} & University of Toronto

(SUN HORN:
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a
we
everx unicorn {there may
more
inaide the scope or
modal. This, or course, is not possible, Thus the
against a scope analysis of modale parallels the arguments against a scope analysil
in En~ (1979). The solution we propase is an extension of the treatiLent of co~m~~on
s) in that paper. Hodals, like tense, do not affect CN interpretations. CN' s are
denotations by the context and are thus indexical. The context may assign a set at
or in any possible world as the denotation of a CN. A difficulty with the indexic&
•••nt arises from the need to assign to a CN a set in more than one possible world, as
ta•teuoes with necessarily, where the 110dal would have wide scope over NP's in the
..,_tJ.onal account. We shall argue that this problm does not stem from the intensionallty
11Ddal1, as has been claimed, by showing that it also exists in non-intensional contexts.
eolution must lie in a satisfactory analysis of the so-called individual concept
llllll.D& of definite descriptions, and in extending that analysis to modal contexts.

IIIII' DBAJJGH, Universitl} o£ Cal ifornia, Berkeley
o£ Mandarin Syntax:

Incorporating Borrowing Rates in Lexioos tatistical Tree Reconstruction

A persistent concern of lexicostatistics nas been tne e!1m1nae1on ot a!! meanings
susceptible to borrowing from the test-list used in family-tree reconstruction for a
group of related languages. However, it is not clear that any meanings exist which~
completely immune to borrowing, especially in situations of large-scale language
There are also considerable statistical advantages in the use of a longer test-list.
Thus lexicostatistical tree reconstruction methods can be improved by incorporating
borrowing rates as well as replacement rates in the reconstruction process. This
involv~s reconstructing a geography as well as a history of the tree. The system of
differential equations necessary for this reconstruction (where the replacement rate t
and the borrowing rate b are known) will be presented, together with a computer
simulation of the divergence of a language family in which both lexical replacement
and borrowing are involved. The results of comparisons of the reconstructed trees Yidl
the computer-generated trees for different lengths of test-list and for different
of r and of b (using three different measures, each highlighting a particular aspect ~
the comparison) show that a high degree of accuracy, both in the topology of the tree
and in its relative branch lengths, can be obtained, even for values of r and b
conside rably higher than those found in actual his torical language change.
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Less " Grammar" Isn't Easi er

or a 2-7ear-old and a J-7ear-old 1n 'l'alpel, 'nll..a ebowe
utterance leJl8th, coDIPle:z:1t7 and error rates are ooaparable to
language learners'. Mvantages or not hav1ns to ••ter INl'taoe
- -..~~~;.a.L agree11ents are ooapenaated tor b7 d1tt1oul.t1ee ot seaeraU.atDs
ill a lADaua8e orsamzed aroum non-pare4~t1o ..1eot1cmal reatr1oCh1nese children show noh greater surtaoe replsr1 t7 than ad.ulta
llalud the11, w1. th rigld svo order, aDd 1.Jmovat1Te double ~~ark1ns lDU.oat!Da
llllter generative ab1llt7 at surtaoe -.rklng than the l..anguap l t • l t
~.. Chlld.ren anal7ae each IIOrpbe3e as a potential tree to:na,
lllallellng both classical Chinese, and the writing qstea. ~llea are
endent where• 1) Au:rlllariea, statlve verbs, or adftrba are
•
•• .:LlD Terba eg -.o JaU hal•I ant (to) atlll." 2} Compouma are
,e..ar.al7sed., eapeo1all.y VEBBt range, goal or result, eg -.o chiguangdan.le
tat+t'ln1sh+egg+ptv." ot *"I'" eat-egged." J)Veak 11nka 1n t• 1.anguase
•re several evolving forms compete (eg locative, benefactive and oau11)
tfhere one morpheme bears inordinate s)'lllbol1o weight (eg ge1 "•S.ve")
Wl .ne~me duo hua1ren dasid1ao.le "give so many bad+people beat+die+oft+
• 4) Non-contigUous morpheme sets eg sh1 ka1.h "'be open+mod1t1er".
llar-loDg tap1Dg

:01a117
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'l'HOIUIS ERNST, Indiana University

Grist for the Linguistic Hill:

JOAN FORMAN, National Technical Institute

(TUBS HORN:

IV)

Idioms and uExtra" Adjectives

It can be shown that the traditional idea of idioms having non-compositional, •
1ithic" meanings is false. In a sentence 1 ike With the recession, oi 1 companies are
having to tighten their Guccl belts, a representation of tighten one's belt as SPENij
LESS is inadequate, since we must account for the modification of belt by~. and 1
figurative Implication that the companies are very rich. Some element corresponding to
belt must be Included, and our representation of the idiom must be flexible enough to
permit such internal modification. Sentences 1ike.~~71~oo~k~e~d~a~~==~~~~~~~~.
the economic mouth similarly require a more artlcu
c representat on.
There Is a second way of combining "extra" adjectives with idioms: In She hit her
husband below the emotional belt, we are not dealing with a unit emotional belt, but
with an adjective wblch takes In Its scope the entire idiom in which it is embedded.
This inusual structure/scope relationship must be accounted for.
In order to handle these two distinct patterns of modification, it is proposed that
a semantic rule create at least two (possibly three) distinct representations for any
Idiom with an Inserted adjective, one allowing Internal modification as In the case of
Gucci belt, and one giving the adjective wide scope over the entire idiom. Finally It
Is shown how pragmatic factors normally restrict the interpretation of such constructions to one of the possible readings.
(SUN AF'l':

ALICE FABER, University of Florida

paper will present an anal ysis of the causative construction in American Sign
(ASL). The expression of agency and causation requires a highly complex
e system involving such devices as shift of eye ga~e, changes in classifier
, and changes in manner of movement. In addition, there is also an interaction
semantic classification of the verb and the privileges of occurrence of
inflections. ~le asked a group of fluent signers to describe a number of
and bizarre situations involving indirect and direct causation, as well as
involving persuasion, coercion, and direct control. While a variety of
e constructions emerged from these elicitations, this presentation focuses
ly on the i nflectional causative and its function as a part of the verbal
in ASL.

Institute of Linguistics & University of

II}

('l'UES HORN:

II)

Phonetic Reconstruction

In this p~per, I illustrate how detailed consideration of the so~nds inv~l~ed can
expand the results of the comp~rative method. The example used ~s the s~b1lant pn,one~!
in the Semitic languages. In ~ddition to s' and e, there are good correspondences_for
three additional sibilant phonemes, traditionally reconstructed as ~.
~~ s. Steiner
(1977) has shown that the second of these was a fric~tive-lateral ~. · S1m1lar st~dy
of the other two phonemes suggests that they were s.~d ts, re~pect1vely: _The ev1den~
for this conclusion comes from the treatment of Sem1t~c names In non-Scm1t~c langu~ges,
the changing values of the letters as the Phoenician ~~p~abet spread.throughout As~a,
borrowings within the Semitic language family, the relative frequenc1es of the various
phonemes, and the naturalness of the change~ needed_ to ~eri~e the attested sys~ems fna
the reconstructed system. This reconstruction has 1mpl1cat~ons for.~y compa:~son of
PS with reconstructions of related Afroasiatic groups {Chad1c, Cush1t1c, Omot1c,
Egyptian) and for attempts such as that of Bomhard (1977) to relate Proto-Indo-Europe•
to PS.

s

ANN K. PMWER, university of Arizona

(SUN lfORNt

IIII

A coherent discourse is not built out of statements about unrelated
The aspect of referent identification examined in this paper
author establishes a cohesion bett·reen a net~ referent and those
t1ithin the text. Data from texts from several lo.n~ages
Koine Greek) t·rill be used to illustrate the extent to ~1hich
type of cohesiveness is included in the text and some types of strucemployed to achieve it. The latter include participation in a
event 9 realized by an independent clause; the use of relative
; establishing a common location; the use of kin and social relaterms; etc. The question of t·Thich referents cohesion is tied to
\lith the ranking of the referents tdthin t he discourse. Some
that often enter into establishing ranking include identification
use of proper names versus class terms versus kin or social relaterms; the use of certain articles; the use of existentials;
tion in direct, indirect or no quot ati ons; etc.

~a·~~l~~.

(SUN EVE :
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o.n Eliminating the "Scrambling" Role in Japanese
Phrase structure rules have always h~d the role of defining the structure of
--that is relating supercategories, x, x , where X is some lexical category, to X.
• phrase is identified as Xn- 1 , or as X if it is the termina1 node. For
head of the
we will propose a phrase sta~!ture rule that only specifies depth of structure and
the locaiion of the head (X ). The phrase structure rule itself does not project
(Nn, Nn- ). Instead, the PS rule projects node-markers, X, which do not have any
content but are associated with an exponent. The exponent represents the level of
ture. The head in each exoansion is identified by the reduction in the exponent:
(1) X
X* X (where X is the head)
Such an approach requires that lexical insertion be context-free. Any lexical
may be inserted under any node marker. After lexical insertion, the features as~oc
with the item inserted "climbup" to their respective maximal projections (i.e., X).
One significant result of this particular way of viewing the role of the PS rule
lexical insertion is that "scrambling" no longer has to be a "rule" but is simply 8
of the way the sytem is set up to interact.

paper proposes that phrase structure grammars be discarded as devices
in the description of natural languages. In their place, a theory of
building operations along the lines of the categorial grammar proposed
ewicz in the 30's is suggested. In brief, hierarchical organization is
versally given assignment of lexical items to categories, Particular
are adapted mostly from Montague's PTQ, mod ified and extended on the
rec ent work. Left-right order (in strict word order langauges) is
by a language particular ordering convention.
The ordering conventions for several languages are proposed, including English,
ahd Malagasy. In each case, a wide range of low-level generalizations about
languages is shown to follow from a very simple principle. A tentative theory
ing conventions is suggested and a method of accounting for certain
word order tendencies is proposed. This theory is compared with phrase
e grammars and Keenan's method for accounting for t ypologies. It is
that categorial grammars have the technical and conceptual plausibility
&ives them the status of a genuine alternative to phrase structure grammars
the descriptions of natural languages.

SUZANNE FLYNN, Cornell University

University of Pennsylvania

(TUBS MORN:
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Effects of Reversal of Branching Direction in L2 Aaquisi tion

This paper argues that the factor or 'principal branching dire
(PBD) significantly affects second language acquisition. When ~niJo~,. 4
ent with the PBD of the first languge, PBD of the second
affects pattern and projected rate or acquisition of the second
Empirical results are presented based on groups or adult s~~nl
(right branching) and Japanese (left branching) speakers who were
ing English (rlght branching) as their second language at one or 3
ela of proficiency. Subjects are tested on English structures Whlcb
systematically vary in branching direction (e.g., pre- and post-poeed
subordinate clauses) by elicited production tasks. Error analyses are
consulted for evidence of hypotheses relative to PBD on the part or
language learner.
Results are related to current findings on the effects of PBD on
language acquisition. A theory is proposed which claims that Mhlle
'fundamental proJection problem' may be the same for either langua
acquisition process (first or second), the resolution of this nrobf:a
differs. The level of hypothesis formation reveals one area of di
ence.
JOSEPH P. FOSTER, University of Cincinnati

subcategories of the cla.ss of speech acts Seule la.bels representatives are
corrections, COIIIlllents, and explanations. After a discussion of
criteria and function of each subcategory, this elaborated taxonomy is
to
stretches of talk recorded at an infCil'll&tion desk. This attempt to
t&JCODOIIY to use reveals that the interpretation and categorization of litbegins with the hearer's expectations which are generated by the social
The hearer • e perception of the activ1 ty taking place defines a preferred
_.oat.~Lt.J.on of the utterance, thereby structuring the interpretation procedure.
ive glossing of utteraoces is- not enough r examination of the interactionenables the analyst to identify the starting point for interpreting the
of utterances. 'lbe crucial contribution ot this study, then, is not
it elaborates an existing taxonoay of speech acta but that it provides
lJJII•>w••~ into how such a taxonomy can be put to work in aore than an intuitive
.JUC1J;111.U'e>'"•

A classification of illocutionary acta.

I.e.~

in

(101 JfORI1:
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rih!l There Are No Pri.mi.tive Languages--and rih!l D!lirbal Is One

Linguistics for good reasons holds the position that there are no primitive ~mt~aa••
that none have existed since far back in prehistory. This stance is slightly
concessions that languages.with large lexical inventories are generally found
plex societies, and such work as Berlin & Kay's supports a hypothesis of
evolution. But our considered view is that no known languages have shown
phonological or syntacticosemantic characteristics that can be construed as
This dearth of examples may be partly a function of definition, however, since
teria of primitivity in modern linguistic writings seem quite strong . Similarly
criteria applied in Biology or Cultural Anthropology would force the exclusion of
organisms and some hunting-gathering societies from the categories of biota or of
sociocultural systems altogether. A weaker notion of linguistic primitivity likely
yield more productive research strategies may be developed by asking whether there
linguistic structures that seem particularly envolved with the expression of »r•oo~•tt~'
primarily associated with primitive or with complex sociocultural systems. A Dyirbd
of genitives has a "meaning" quite at odds with syntactically analogous structurea ill
other languages, but the apparent anomaly can be readily explained with the anlthr·~,~
distinction between kin- and property-based systems .

SUB FOS'I'BR, University of Southern California

Previous Investigations by the author have shown that cert ain psychologi cal
corre fete significantly with certain classes of consonants, e.g . the relafdence of strfdents correctly Indicated the presence of depression or
In 61 out of 66 cases . This paper extends these findings by show ing that
Jtab lo Is a part icularly importa nt affective doma in. At one level, :the relancfdence of open or cl osed syf fables directly symbol fzes the Individual's
fvlty. At another level, certain consonants and certain vowels that occur
stressed syf fables of muftlsyf !able words have specific significance, e . g .
fatlve Incidence of front vowels~· back vowe ls measures the degree of
logical Isolation that Is the opposite of aggression.

II:'IOiliA A . FRONKIN, University of California, Los Angeles

(TUBS MOR.Y:
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The Role of Interpratation in Language Development

atac••

a...uob an the earliest
ot lanpap c:ln•lopaent ie obaraoteri.ticaJ.lT plapld
b7 the problea ot oorrectq aeaeaainc a Vft'J JO'Iml obild.l• 1DttrDtiou a. ~--.

tbe ~~eaninc of bia/ber beba'fiow (TOOal and non-vocal). It 11 .treql*ltlT ditfiovlt
tp determine botb vhetber tbe child t. attemptins to ooaunioate at all and nat
preoi..:q bia/ber intended Manins ia. In tbie paper I argue, with illuatratSADa
trora • at~ ot obUdrerl •sed 011 to 216. tbat. 811Ch probleu in taot bisblistlt tbl
~ 1Dput at11mlua of laD pace c:lenlopment-ou.:q, inte~tat!ft b7 a utve
~Piiier-wbiob liu behind other c:loo~ted teatur.. ot ape~ tooildren•zp~Dncm, repet.itica, and ao cz. I arpa tb&t the child le&rDa wbioh ~t•
and Tooalieationa can be \11184 to OOIIIIIUilicate, and wb&t the;r •an, tbroup ba1'2AI
thoM IIIOYeiiClta and vooaliaatiCDa interpretecl aa ~~eaninctuJ,. All that t. Nquired of
the child is an initial repertoire ot tanot10Dall.T 'ClMtul. IIIOYeMDta and vooaluatieel
which can be 1nterpnted •• c~icatin, anci thua underso a chanp of atatua tor
tbe cbil.d. ReaolWls, tor e:r&~~ple, 11 1n1t1al}T U88d b7 the child 1n II'..Pinl what
b•/•he wants, but it o.m 'beco•• via 1Dterpret&tica b7 an adult. a pature •anini
1
I want' • SiiiUarq Ol'iaa• Uld wb.at have bee terllld 1 aenaori-motor morpbeMal •
undergo such . - , .• .l1nallT,I explore tile relationship between interpretatiog and
other factors in language development.
12

It is reasonable to assume that the 'obJect' (aim) of ~ost if not all linguistic
llquiey is to discover, describe, and, if possible, explain the nature of human languae;e.

lere linguists differ, then, is in their viev of the 'obJect' (universe of discourse) .
l rill argue that language is a Dtental reality and that only if it is considered as
llleh can ve account for slips of the tongue or ear, pathological language as observed
~aphasia, and the results of psycholinguistic perception and production experiments.
primary evidence to be discussed in support of this position vill be speech errors
llleh as the following : 'Are there any seven teeters -- I mean seven footers here? • ·
~~risked the take' for 'We took the risk.'; 'I'm afraid that's beyond my opport~ity
to ~e of any comment on that . '; • I'm very strange about his definitions.'; 'Television
bat a necessary evil' for 'television isn't necessarily an evil.'; 'He vas very
laderstandfU.l . • .
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LYN FRAZIER & KEITH RAYNER, University of Massac:lwsetts, Amherst
Eye Movements in
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the Reading of StructurallV Ambiguous Sentences

One goal of psycholinguistics is to identify the class of 'unparseable' ling 1
structures. The Garden-Parth theory of sentence comprehension claims that nume~sttc
unconscious errors of analysis are made during the processing of many everyday us
sentences. If this theory is correct, then characteri~ing the class of unparseabl
structures will presuppose an understanding of the revision procedures the parse e
to correct an initial misanalysis of a sentence; a sentence will be unparseable ~ ~ses
it defies ~oth the parse~'s first-pass analysis attempts and its attempts at (no n Y
or unconsclous) reanalys1s.
nma 1
Subjects' eye movements were recorded during the reading of garden-path senten
Results provide further evidence for the Garden-Path theory of comprehension and ces.
support the "Intelligent Reanalysis" hypothesis which claims that the human pars1
mechanism typically diagnoses the source of an erroneous structural analysis of ang
sentence and reanalyzes just that portion of the sentence.

STEPHEN J. GAIES, University of Northern Iowa
Foreigner Talk Discourse:

(SUN MORN:

In this paper, I discuss the proper formulation of two surface

a Salish language of southwestern Brit i s h Columbia. The
filter prohibits proper nouns as surfac e e rgat ive s , a s exemplified
); the second filter proh ibits 3rd person subjec ts when t here is a
person object, as exemplified in 2):
tni

q'"alatas

mary

x"m~k"aeaeamas

aux kiss-tr-2obj-3erg
'The man kissed you. 1
I also discuss
as Relati onal
evidence that
final level of

k "ea

sce·itan

det

salmon

k"ee

det

t h ese filters with respect t o a non-derivat i onal t heory
Grammar. Data invol ving ext raction of t he s ub j ect pr ot hese filters mus t be stated i n terms of s urface and
structure.
(S UN HORN:

JR., UCLA PhDnetics Laborator!l
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I)

in Chicano and

This papers reviews research in "foreigner talk discourse" ( FTD) and argues for
continuation or the trend to explore the area from a sociolinguistic perspectiv•
It is argued that the study of FTD has followed the pattern of s~cond language '
research aa a whole: from the analysis of FTD aa linguistic input alone to the
exploratior1 of FTD as verbal interaction (including the st.udy of sociolinguistic
intentions).
Current work in the analysis of FTD, including an investigation currently
being conducted by the author. are used to illustrate this shift in focus in the
study of FTD.

Non-standard Para + LOCATIVE in the Spanish of El

ia

aux bake-tr-3erg det Mary
'Mary baked the salmon. '

Linguistic and Sociolinguistic Perspectives

MARYELLEN GARCIA, Nati.o nal Center for Bilingual Research

f i lt er ~

Hal~omelem,

(SUN MORN :

Paso-Juarez

In standard Spanish, the function of a locative complement in a verb phrase
of motion can be signalled by a •to• or~ •toward', Interview data from the
Spanish language community of fl Paso-Juarez, on the U,S.-Mexican border, show
variation between ~ and !. 1n critical discourse contexts (especially where
the use of a preterite tense indicates arrival at a destination) that indicates
that .!!!!! is being bleached of its standard meaning by some speakers.
I use data from 15 speakers who show the greatest percentage of ~ use
in the sample of 59 to show that there is orderly differentiation in the linguistic constraints vhleh favor its non-standard (•bleached•) interpretation.
Two types of evidence are presenteda 1) the syntactic constraint hierarchy of
the following locative ooroplement, and 2) the discrete stages showing the increasing semantic range of discourse contexts in which ~ can occur. The evidence
susaests that the variation may be structured ch&nse in an early phase and not
random drift ~ieh might be assumed in the absence of orderly differentiation.

Hartford (1978) has recently claimed that the diphthongs produced by Chicano
speakers differ qualitatively from those of General American English and that
differences are attributable to synchronic interference from Spanish . Though the
bases her observations on personal fieldwork, she nevertheless fails to present
her own on this point and instead refers the reader to Ma and Herasimchuk (1971).
, this latter study is an examination of the Puerto Rican linguistic situation in
City and their observations as such may not be valid for the Chicano community.
Acoustic data from Chicano English and Spanish and General Californian English
examined to test the claim that systematic phonetic differences exist between the
,.,awgn~~:' of these two groups of speakers.
The diphthongs of the two groups were then
th those of Chicano Spanish. The results of the present study found
.-~-·~'''- differences between Chicano and General Californian English speakers . The
also put into question the validity of an interference model suggested to
~t for the differences found (e.g. Garcia, 1974).
It wi ll be argued that rather
.._being prilllarily detel"lllined by 'interference• from Spanish, Chicano English repre~ an autonomous social dialect with distinct characteristics passed on by the
~ processes of linguistic transmission (Godinez and Maddieson , 1980).

( TUES MORN:

VI)

J.D1scourse Particle:

An Anal!lsis of

~V'kllow"

II)

in Casual Conversation

Ill IBilyau of the puticle •y•kftow" in na~uz-al, epantaa-. COIW'er•ation u
.........,. '!he •tGI!y eaa1n.. the pertlole •• it relat.. to the topic of •
anc! the role it playa in the ~ of •repatr•. Previou
1111,... haft tzeated ~· putlole . . a ran&. and -..ini)J.es• filler itea.
Ill 1lftMilt auth= presenta a t.ooact. ~ of ita occarrenoe in ditloour•e.

--.t.iaft

,
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HELEN GOODWCK, Universit'} of Wisconsin, Madison
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GUNDEL, Universitg of Minnesota
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Backward Anaphora in Child Language

Young children have been found to avoid coreference between an NP and a null or prona.
nal NP that precedes it (Lust (in press) 1 Solan (in press) I Tavakolian 1978). I will ipresent results from toy-manipulation experiments that investigate whether this avoidance of backward anaphora is confined to cases in the adult grammar for which coreference is optional (e.g. null/pronoun subjects of infinitival subject clauses, pronoun
subjects of preposed temporal clauses). This hypothesis was suggested by experiments
testing a structure for which backwards coreference is obligatory in the adult gra.mar
(preposed temporal clauses with null subjects), in which children did not avoid backwards coreference. My initial results do not support the hypothesis that children's
grammar is restricted by the adult optional/obligatory distinction in English, but can
be interpreted as evidence that optionality of coreference is a relevant parameter in
children's grammar. Children aged 5-6 tend to treat the proforma and structures tested
similarly, regardless of optionality of coreference in the adult grammar, some
children favoring coreferential (backward anaphora) interpretations of proforma, and
some favoring non--coreferential interpretations. Pronouns and null NPs are distinguis~
to some degree, however, with backward anaphora occurring more often for null NPs. 1
will discuss implications of these results for learnability, suggesting that children's
performance may indicate the unmarked status of obligatory coreference for null NPs.
LARRY GORBET, Uni.versicy of New Mexico

(TUBS HORN:

reports on a study of the acquisition of pronominal anaphora in English
t speakers of various language backgrounds. It focuses on the distribution of
anaphora vs. overt pronoun forms . Two types of environments for pronominal anaphora
distinguished: {A) structures where the NP that binds the anaphor is a syntactic
c in surface structure, e.g. The letter wh1chA she threw 9~ awal; {B) structures
the NP that binds the anaphor 1s not a synt ctic topic 1 sur ace structure, e.g.
It was found that {1) the learner's interenv ronment iff the native l anguage allows zero in
env ironment~ {2) the learner's interlanguage has zero in an A environment regardof whether the native language allows zero in t hat environmen t ~ {3) the interge allows pronouns 1n an A environment regardless of whether the native {or target~
allows pronouns in that environment. These facts are shown to be a natural
of the interaction of native and target language systems with independently
ished implicational universals governing the relation of types of anaphora in A a
,.t Benvironments.

of Texas at Austin

IV}

HCM English Speakers and Linguists Can Tell each other and one another Apart

(SUN AF'l! :

IV)

Conditions on Morphological Rules

This paper describes part of the each other/one another contrast in English in te"- of
a special kind of vagueness. Apparent semantic dimensions include dual/plural, simultaneous/sequential, instantaneous/durative, and others, with each other preferred for the
first of each pair. Not everyone marks all oppositions, and since incompatible pairs 1~
dual durative are possible, no speaker can respond absolutely to all factors. Still, .._,
do mark more than one dimension. The essential explanation is that each other is used
when the data base is recoverable for the reciprocal construction. By "data base", I pairings of reciprocal arguments. These are recoverable when there are two arguments
(e.g., A and B saw each other-+ SAW(A,B) & SAW(B,A)), This is not so with more than~=
A, B, C, and D kissed one another~ KISS(A,B) & KISS(A,C) & ... for every nonreflexive
pair. Numbe r is generalized to aspect through quantification over time. Consider the
simultaneous/sequential contrast : if recipro city is simultaneous, the relative time of
(reciprocal) acts i s known; if it is sequential, this is unknown. Similar treatments
apply to othe r aspectual dimensions. If the semantic dimensions demand often conf lictin&
reciprocal forms, how is a choice made? Often none is -- the reciprocal is avoided. kt
use of a "wrong" reciprocal is COliiiiiOn. Sometimes this reflects neutralization of a dilllasion; in other cases, the dimension is marked whose de t e rminacy is situationally salient.

LYNN GORJXJN, Universit!l of Californi.a, Los Angeles

(SUN HORN:

IV)

fhe purpose of this paper is to exp lore the validity of the notion of productivity of
morphological rules. Consider the English suffix -en which att a ches to adjectives
lD form verbs, as in harden. At first glance, it seems to be unproductive, since
•ere are a vast number of adjectives that it does not a pply to. But there are a nUin llslr of phonological conditions which a form must meet in o rder to be eligible to under11' tho rule of -~ suffixation (Siegel 1974) .. Therefore, once th,e se conditions are
properly stated, many apparent exceptions to the rule are in fact ineligible to underIO it, and are thus irrelevant to an <:lvaluation of its productivity. Considerations of
Ibis sort lead to the following hypothesis! for each morphological rule , it is possible
to state conditions on its application which sufficiently narrow the set of eligib le forms
10 that in fact the rule applies to the majority of these forms. In consequence, all
rules are roughly equally productive , and the notion of productivity ceases to be a
ueful one, This hypothesis will be tested against several specific morphological
processes in English. If tilne permits, the notion " possible condition on a morpholoaical rule" will be examined. This notion must be constrained in order to avoid ..
&trivial confirmation of the hvo othesis._thl:rul.l!:h the formulation of ad hoc conditions .
1D HABBR, Universit!l of Illinois at Chicago Circle

(SUN AFT:
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Raising in Bauan Fijian

~ition Strategies

Raising t o object in Fijian is clearly a movement process. A number· of its features
are theoretically interesting. Raising to object is not restricted to raising the subject of the complement clauses almost any. NP contained in the complement clause can be
raised to object, When an NP other than the subject or object is raised, a pronominal
trace is lef t in the complement clause. Raising involves no change in the finiteness
of the complement clause. Raising to object appears to be an unbounded movement. I pre·
sent arguments which show that the raised NP cannot be base-generated as the object of
the matrix verb. Further, arguments are given to prove that raising to object differs
crucially from wh- movement (although it meets some of the tests used in EST to define
wh- movement). :Finally, I attempt to provide a more workable account of the process.
--(B) illustrates rai s ing to object from the source sentence (A)I
(A) E vinakata ko
Timoci me lake na tasane.
'Timothy wants to man to go'
3s want
p~o-art Timothy sub go
art man
(B) E vinakata na tagane ko
Timoci me lako.
3s want
art man
pro-art Timothy sub go

The present experiment was designed to explore (1) whether a child who uses a
strategy, such as word order, for one syntactic structure who deep and surr~e structures differ, generalizes this strategy to another structure wherein t hey
Utter; (2) the order of acquisition of passives, embedded relatives, and 3-way
nRersibles~ and (3) the sequence of a cquisitional strategies for these stru~tures.
The test sentences included reversible and equally probable (A) simple active
llld nontr\lilcated passives; (B) subec·t, object, and passive subject relative clauses;
114 {C) the 4 types of 3-way reversible sentences des"cribed in Sheldon ( 1974) .
~ school children grades 1-4 indicated their comprehension for e~ch orally presented
~ence by selecting the appropriat e picture(s). For each sentence, the picture
11001 repr esented all possible relationships alllOng the NPs named in the sentence.
(1) No generalized acquisition strategy was found for those instances where
~ and surface structures differ. (2) Passives are acquired before relative clauses;
Jlaaive relative clauses are harder. Three-way reversibl e structures of all types
"lire acquired later than passive relative clauses, with 00 acquired last . An impli~=Onal scaling emerged: those children who did not understand passives were also
~rtect in subject relatives and close to chance on the other structures.

"
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TIMOTHY HABICK, La Salle College
On the Acoustic Variabili t:y of PhDne:nic

(HON HORN:
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Systems

As has been kr.own for some tiu.e, the foroant valt.es on which 1nd1vi,.•
phonemes are acoustically based ar1~ r.ot absolute or predetermined b~tlal
considerably from speaker to speakf'r. This acoustic.vapiability is 0
the major reasons why auto~r.atic phor.eme detection or speech recoenitine
rr·- ~hinP.s b\"te bPo:>n rl H'f'ir:,l1t ": ~ bl'.'1. !!': "tr.i~ ::-~J..ort, a::>!"'e of tht~ ,on
1:11:.Mt.s o!· :o:o"-.:.tic aria~llity arE' ou+;lined.
On the br->sis of a Sfe~~
graphic analysis of the speech of 40 subjects, the size and location orothe phonemic system in two-formant acoustic space will be shown to va
a function of three major parameters: fundai!lental frequency, vocal tr~t Be
size, and socially-determined arti~ulatory setting. In addition sever
competing ~ h eories of this aspect cf speech perception will be r~jectedal
Specifically, Lieberman's (1975) assertion that listeners calculate the·
size of speakers' vocal tracts in order to decode their speech will be
arf!Ued against.

~s paper will examine the implications of Yidiny phonology for current proposals
the representation of stres~. It is shown that the pervashe influence of

~~ 1 t.e1111A'tO:Lng syllable count in Yid.in

Ne~

phonology coul.d not be straightforwardl,y ac-

tor under a purely segmental stress theory. FUrther evidence, from redupliand singing performance, suggests that of the two c<XIIpeting suprasegmcntal.

theories proposed by Schane and by Libeman and Prince, the latter should be
in that these phenanena can be best understood only by invoking Libeman
fl'iDCe's proposal that stress representations inelude constituent structure.

HENDRICK, Universit!l of North

RICHARD N. HALPERN, Uni.versi t!l of Illinois

On Asking

II)

Carolina

(SUN MORN :

III)

Questions in Syntax

I wish to focus on a yet neglected aspect of Noam Chomsky's originel
generative approach to syntax: i.e., the asking ot new questions, to
which it naturally led. It will be my purpose to show how Chomsky•a
stress on generating the grammatical sentences o! a language led researchers to investigate the scope and limits of various productive
proc'esses, and that this new impetus, in turn, led to the discover,r
of various fascinating grammatical anomalies. For example, one can
safely presume that such striking data as •John' easiness to please,
•John is an ea or man to lease, and the limits on movement rules embo 1e 1n e
oms
oss constraints are a direct by-product of thi1
very line of inquiry. In general, m.1· emphasis will be upon helping to
put into perspective the generative contribution to the study of S7Dtax, to date. Doubtless, it is a common desideratum to move beyond
methodological q~estions, so as to enable one to focus on the genuine
discoveries, moreover, the most exciting aspects of language.

CAROLYN HARTNETT, College of the Mainland

(TUES HORN:

1

This paper considers the implications of treating Subject Auxiliary Inversion
spec1al instance of the rule 'move<CIC ' 1n a core granrnar framework. On
r1cal grounds 1t appears that Subject Auxiliary Inversion should adjoin AUX
sometimes and at other times AUX should remain a daughter to S after
ion has taken place. This suggests that there are. to borrow a phrase.
landing sites' for AUX and in more traditional theories of transformations
ple landing sites would involve postulating multiple rules of Subject Auxiliary
ton. The core grammar analysis treats these two possibilities as a linguisticigniffcant generalization following from a restricted theory of transformations
ch landing sites are predicted by linguistic theory and not specified in the
ation of rules.

(HON HORN:
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Cohesion in Rhetorical Forms

A £adca1 Granrnar Based on ltfell-formedness and !!'ruth Conditions

The cohesive ties that Halliday and Hasan classified (1976) are the
specific elements in one sentence that relate it to another. The ties
a~so express communicat~ve or rhetorical purposes or forms when they ind~cate exactly how the sentences relate.
Cohesive ties can help with the
discovery or invention of ideas~ they indicate organization or arrangement and contribute to style. They aid in memory and are essential in
delivering written composition. Cohesion in oral discourse differs from
cohesion in writing. In both situations rhetorical expression with cohesive ties develops from basic mental processes that cognitive psychologists are beginning to describe. A practical application of the relationship of cohesive ties with cognitive processes and rhetoric is in an
efficient organization of a college level course in basic writing. The
experimental course consisted of a dozen units each teaching a cohesive
tie, its rhetorical purposes, the mental processes that it reflects, and
the traditional mechanics of grammar and punctuation needed for its use.
For example, to observe the details that will go into a description, one
must focus attention on the thing to be described. Third person pronouns
are cohesive ties that focus attention on the sub~ct and hold Lt ±her~

lthas been suggested that the relation between syntax and semantics implicit
bthe type-category one-to-one relationship of categorial grammars can be
linguistic interest by plocing proper constraihts on the syntactic
~rations permitted. I want to suggest another possibility: that the major
bt•rest in the semantics-syntax relationship lies in generalizations based on
~one hand on details of the truth conditions associated with lexical items,
•d on the other hand on a single,enriched set of well-formedness conditions
*ich define the syntax of those items. Althourh weakly a categorial grammar,
~grammar derives no strength from the category-type structure. The claim is
~Dplified by reference to English tense,aspect and time adverbials. These are
~ asoignei the rather uninteresting categorization of sentence operators.
es are interpreted as functions from time inter?als to truth. It is
that the semantic oddity of %John has r;one to to ~m yes t erday and the
tic ill formedness of •John yeuterday gone to town has and many apparently
te phenomena can be naturally captured by reference to the details of the
h conditions and wcll-formedness conditions for the items in question -- and
tlltir mutual interaction.

?R

P••n

?Q

ROBERT K. HERBERT, State University of New York at Binghamton

118rii'l"r1 Linguistics Research Center, U Texas at Austin

(HON IIORN:
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Alternative Scenarios in Linguistic Reconstruction

Theories which delimit the set of possible changes by which languages move from one
logical class to another have been termed Theories of Relative Origin. Theories of
sive Relative Origin refer to states with a single possible origin, e.g., it has been
asserted that the only source for nasal vowels is the loss of a nasal c~nsonant.
Theories of Multiple Relative Origin are more common, and they obv1ously cannot
permit the same sort of inferences to be.dra~. ~the:, ~he~r role.in the literature
usually, though not always, been one of 1nval7dat1on; 1f 1t 1s poss1ble ~o sho~ ~hat
particular condition/process was not present 1n the past, then one relat1ve or1g1n
may be discounted.
In this paper, three types of examples involving the application of multiple
theories are discussed. The first concerns prenasalized consonants, which may have
distinct diachronic origins. Under limited conditions, it is possible to infer the processual origin of synchronic nc. The second examp~e concerns th~ reconst:ucted history
certain voiceless aspirates in Bantu languages, wh1ch may have e1ther artlculatory or
perceptual origins; associated conditions may be used to.select one or th~ other ~~.•=n~r10
in a reconstructed history. The final example is of a d1fferent nature, 1llustrat1ng bow
the operational domain of a particular process may provide insigh~ into its o:i~in, e.g.,
processes applying only across ~ favor perceptual rather than art1culatory or1g1ns.
EARL 11. llBRRICK, Texas Alii University

(SUN HORN:
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or1d's rivers and forests, bays and settlements, deserts and
11s, are all but completely catalogued. Their developers
ten the streets of suburbs, and astronomers have labeled faaeven on the back of the moon. There is little opportunity,
for place names to be bestowed by priv~te individu als.
is the titling of apartment buildings. This paper
the hundreds of such names in one Southwestern city.

reflect many aspects of contemporary popular culture, e.g.,
and regional interests, ethnic influences, "aristocratic"
environmental setting, architectural style, as well as names
ns associated with the ownership or operation of these
4ings. The syntactic constructions are limite&, as might be
cted, but still more various than those of ordinary geographtoponyms in English.

HIRZBL, University of Chicago

(TUBS HORN:

II)

How to Descrfl>e the Five Kinds of Letters

An earlier paper by the author has shown that a written language can have 5 different
kinds of units which are popularly called "letters", and that each of these kinds of
"letter" functions differently in the language. This paper shows how each kind of
"letter" can be tiescribed in a linguistic analysis. The "letters" defined by their
shape~ and by their cooccurrences with suprasegmental graphemes are graphemes, and
funct1on respectively in the.realizations and i~ the graph~tactics of their language.
The "letters" defined by the1r ~and by the1r alphabet1cal order are not parts .of
ordinary linguistic communication, but are parts of the popular metalanguage descrlb·
i ng languages. The "letters" defined by t~ei r. pronunci ati ~ns w~ 11 require, for their
description, a complicated nomenclature wh1ch 1s outlined 1n th1s paper.

ELIZABETH KENNEDY HBPIITT, State University of New York at Binghamton
Different Drummers:

(HON HORN:

II)

The SVllabicjAccentual Bases of English Prosody

The generative prosodists' search for abstract rules governing English verse has
failed because English prosody is neither univocal nor abstract. In this paper I aduae
brate the progress of English prosody from the Anglo-Saxon accentual patterns through the
influence of the French syllabic meter and the emergence of iambic pentameter up to cone
temporary vera libre. The native prosody required two stresses on either side of a
caesura in a strictly patterned alliterative line. Rule oriented though this prosody
it was also based on highly audible phonetic patterns because when the line in time
lengthened out it depended on the alliteration to direct the audience to discount for
metrical purpo;es the extra strong syllables. The imposition of the French octosyllabic
tradition. which ignored stress but provided for rhyme, produced a blend which has
those who are convinced that a single prosodic tradition extends from Chaucer through
Shakespeare because the verse incidentally was often iambic and when the ten syllable
replaced the eight. the result is our "very English iambic pe~tameter . " But such a nor
description of our prosody fails to account for much of Wyatt s tantalizing rhythms
does it do justice to Shakespeare whose prosodic genius consists often in a skillful
play of the old alliterative accentual and the new rhymed syllabic traditions. More
importantly, it doesn't describe such later poets as Hopkins and Pound who also aooa1reo<~1
hear both the accentual and syllabic drums.
lfl

Much has been written about the syntax and semantics of the
imperative, but not about the pragmatic conditions which
its use. As the direct imperative is usually associated
illocutionary force of ordering, its actual use is very
d. This paper will focus on the pragmatic conditions
must obtain for the illocutionary act of ordering to be apiate in a social context.
The ~erceived•beneficiary of the illocutionary act of orderbe is the one who receives the primary benefit of the completion
~~e required act.
I contend that the •real' beneficiary of
an act is always the speaker. 'Perceived• benefit is only
t to an order in the sense that, if an order is perceived
•being for the addressee's benefit, it may increase his desire
•complete the required act. This, in turn, will have a great
tUect on determining the appropriateness o! an oreder in a
~tic framework,

-=r HOAR, Keene
!fud Bridging a

State College

(TUBS HORN:
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Communication Gap in Health Care

a.munlcation between doctors and patients is often t.peded becauae of a lansuage
If: doctors apeak "doctor languase" and patienu speak ''patient language." Por
~tlve communication, it is necessary for one member of the dyad to speak and under~ the other'• lansuase (Shuy 1975, 1976). Tbie description appliet a• well to
-..atcatlon between patients and other health care profesaionala. Pharmacilts in four
llllhborhoocls ranging from upper middle cleat to workins clua alternately dispenl8d
-.technical printed information with pretcriptlon drugs or diapensed these drugs alone.
lb printed information encouraged patient-initiated drug consultation with pharmacists
~UI of the diapenting situations; patient-initiated conaultation occurred in only 41
~~situations without accompanying printed information. (Ironically. one of the
-...nts asainst dispenaing such printed information has been that it might supplant
consultation.) Thia non-technical printed information acted as a
between ''lledicalese" and ''patient language," it persuaded patients that the pharactually wanted to communicate with tbem. In so doing, it alto helped to over... the reticence of both pha~ciata and patients to be coaaultation initiatora.
Ita "you flrat" attitude bas been cited in aeveral studiea and sunwy1 as a major block
"Jhaftlacht-patient COIIIIIIWlicatlon.

ROBERT D. HOBERMAN, Cornell Universi tg

J. HOPPER, State Universitg of New York at Binghamton

(TriES MORN:

A· 'I'HOHPSON, Universitg of California, Los An!1eles
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A Word-internal Transformation in Modern Aramaic

For every verb in the language there are pairs similar to this,
in which identical pronominal affixes are understood as having
different relations with the verbc
(a)
~mi~-a-~
HEARD-3FEM,SG.-3MASC.SG, 'he heard her•
(b) qam-~am~-~-le PAST-HEAR-3FEM.SG.-3MASC,SG. •she heard him•
All syntactic criteria show that the semantic agent (underlined)
is the subject and the patient is the direct object in both
sentences. It is argued that a word-internal transformation
adjoins object affixes to the verb stem to create the VOS order
in (a) from prior VSO order. Two constructions reflect the
morphological anomalyc (1) sentences like ~i~-a •they heard her,
she was heard', which are argued to be subjectless, not passive,
and (2) the use of independent object pronouns, instead of suffixes, with structures like (a) but not (b), to avoid VOS order
of affixesc ~mi~-1e ~ala 'he heard her•.

GARY B. HOLLAND, Universitg of California, Berkeleg

(SUN HORN:

linguists who have investigated linguistic categories from a universal viewpoint
the existence of two basic parts of speech, Noun and Verb. However, other
are found to be only inconsistently represented; Adjective, for example, is
in many language as a class of stative verb. Furthermore, within individual
there are often intermediate categories such as 'gerund' which cannot be
ly assigned to one category or the other. In this paper we report on some
"'"''"""T'ng that the basic categories N and V are to be viewed as universal
ons of the cardinal percepts of 'thingf, which are time-stable and indfvfdu'events', which are non-tfme stable and involve participants. We find that the
languages tend to mark the categories N and V with morphosyntactic markers
._,,,.tjllrlstic of these categories iconically to the degree that the instance of N or v
approaches fts cardinal function. In other words, the closer a form fs to
1ng this prime function, the more the language tends to recognize its function
morphemes typical of the category, e.g. deict1c markers for N. tense markers for
lusion we show that cardinal function has a clear discourse correlate: referfor N, foregroundfng of events for V, suggesting that categoriality is another
'-"•-n'r"l property of grarrmars which may be directly derived from pragmatic function.
Universitg of Wisconsin, Madison

Vl)
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Homeric Prepositions and Postpositions in Diachronic Perspective

In Homer, prepositions may occur before their nouns, after their nouns, and intel'posed in noun-e.djective sequences: !E2 khthonos 'from the ground' , theBn !E2 1 from tbe
gods •, gal.es !J2!?. patndos 'from his paternal land •. Explanations for this var14tion 1n
position fall into two groups. Traditional gr&11111arians (Delbruck 19001 Wackernagel
Meillet 19371 Schwyze~Debrunner 1950, Chantraine 1953) maintain that this freedom is
simply a retention of an earlier system and that limitations in placement are a later
development. Typological grammarians (e.g., Lehmann 1971 1 1974) argue that this varia..
tion is a result of change from OV to VO order. Neither approach explains the ........ .,._,..
in accentuation, the existence of the interposed cypes, nor the limitations in .,...,.,..,._,""
~here are no sequences of Noun-Adjective-('proper•) postposition in Homer.
I suggest that although the shift in verb-object order cannot have caused the shU\
from postposition to preposition, there are similarities in the o~eration of the two
shirts. Various scholars have argued that 'amplified' sentences {Gonda 1959) are
tional between (S)OV and (S)VO order. Just as sentences may have amplifications which
result in SOVO structures 1 so too NpA sequences are best regardert as 'amplified 1 postpositional phrases, and are transitional between postpositional and prepositional st~
tures. Comparative evidence shows that NpA sequences are not merely a stylistic device
in Homer.

(1973) and Postal (1974) have discussed the reiationsn1p between l!J and {lJ
John (looks/sounds} like he's sick.
(2) It [looks/sounds} like John is sick.
•iailar pairs of perception sentences. Rogers explores the possibility of deriving
from (2) via the application of a rule he dubs Richard, which copies the embedded
of (2) into matrix subject position, evicting the dummy it. Meaning differences
the pre- and post-Richarded versions and other problema,:Lncluding the existence
Hrlte'nCt!s like The soup tastes like Julia's been at th~ cooking sherry (from Rogers)
functionally parallel to (1) but lack a pre-Richarded source, militate against
subject-copying as a rule of grammar at all (and in favor of base-generating
, at least for those speakers who reject sentences like
(3) There looks like there's going to be a riot.
would have to be transformationally ~ved in the standard theory. However, new
~···-····~- will be presented here to support a rule of subj~ct-copying (Richard) in persentences, even for those dialects in which (3) does not occur. The argument
on showing that the matrix subject of (4) is a copied version of the embedded sub' i.e. the "weather" g_, and not the homophonous dUllllll}' which appears in (2).
(4} It {looka/sounds) like it's raining out.

v.
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NELISSA HOLLAND, Alrterican Institutes for Research
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HORN, Universitg of Wisconsin, Hadi.son

Ar.1N PRINCE, Universitg of Pennsylvania
Discourse Principles in
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a Medicaid Recertification Program

This paper extends principles of text comprehension to the domain of public docu.entl,
focusing on application forms. Taking a particular fonn, an application to recertify for
Medicaid, we show how it is designed according to principles of cohesion, communicative
cooperation, and global interpretive schemas, such as underlie the kinds of discourse
addressed in traditional analyses (e.g., Halliday & Hasan, Grice, Kintsch & van Dijk).
These principles must, in turn, be assumed by any reader attempting to understand and
use the Medicaid fonn. we arque that it is just these principles which are not assllllled
by typical users of this foJ:lllt They do not treat the document as discourse. We support
this argument with empirical demonstrations of errors, omissions, and total breakdowns
in comprehension that occur when Medicaid recipients try to complete the form. Such
breakdowns, as well as a cluster of the errors and omissions, cannot be attributed solely
to lexical and syntactic misinterpretations. We further demonstrate how comprehension il
helped by a revision of the Medicaid form which incorporates features, such as a letter
framework, designed to make purpose, continuity of reference, given-new distinctions, an4
other c~icative aspects explicit. We conclude by drawing inferences about the
stategies for understanding and using documents employed by Medicaid recipients and
similar reader pOpulations.

(1977} and Atlas & Levinson (in press) present alternative viewa of the formal
of cleft sentences. For Halvorsen, the NP-focus it-cleft (la)
It was the pizza that Mary ordered.
Mary ordered at most one thing.
that Mary ordered the pizza, conventionally implicates that she ordered something,
conventionally implicates (lb), i.e. that the pizza exhausts the set of (relevant)
lda&a she ordered. For A & L, (la) entails rather than conventionally implicates that
'-Y ordered only the pizza. Their account incorrectly predicts that sequences like (2)
(2) I know Mary ordered the pizza, but was it only the pizza she ordered?
I've just discovered that it was only the pizza
~
she ordered,
:qually acceptable without only , i.e. as simple clefts; there is evidently no direct
~ alence between it was a that pd and it was only a that pd. H's account is also un~!actory, since (lb) lacks the projection properties of true conventional implicatures.
"
• naturally occurring examples will be cited to demonstrate that any purely semantic
It will be argued that exhaustiveness is in fact
1 roach to exhaustiveness is misguided.
~~-detachable but non-cancellable generalized conversational implicature of focus conactions, filling a gap in the pattern of behavior of "presuppoaitional" phenomena.
33

JULIA HORVATH, university of California, Los Angeles
Movement in "Logical Form":
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Evidence from Hungarian

The essential similarity between syntactic structure and the level of representat
relevant for semantic interpretation, referred to as "Logical Form" (LF), has been
posed in recent versions of the Extended Standard Theory of generative grammar (cr.
(1977), Chomsky (1979, 1980)). More specifically, it has been hypothesized that the
• Move"' • is involved not only in the derivation of S( urface )-structures but also in the
mapping of S-structure onto Logical Form, the main evidence having to do.with the properties of .sentences with quantified expressions (cf. May (1977)'s Quant~fier Rule).
This paper will deal with the LF-representation of Wh-questions and FOCUS sentences. It
will be argued- based on the application of the structurally conditioae4·lnterpretiye
rules "IMPERATIVE" and "PROGRESSIVE/PERFECTI VE ASPECT" of Hungarian in the above tvo
constructions - that in this language, the position of phrases with Wh-Q operators and
with FOCUS.operators is different at the level of Logical Form from their position in
syntactic s-structure. Thus, Hungari~n provides striking em~iri~al evi~ence for.the existence of phonologically "invisible movement rules, apply~ng ~n the ~nterpret~ve ca.ponent.

KATHLEEN HOULIHAN, Universitg of California, Los Angeles
On Defining Aspiration

VI)
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Tbe trade language reported by de Goeje in 1906 and 1908 is still in use
speakers of Djuka (a creole language} and speakers of Wayana and Trio
languages} in the interior of Suriname.
Field notes and recordings made in 1970 indicate an SOV language with more
and syntactic similarities to the Cariban languages than to Djuka .
are Cariban, while content morphemes are both Cariban and
reflects modifications toward both languages, and provides
for independently posited earlier forms of some Djuka words, intermediate
their English or Dutch sources and their current form.
Unusual features of this pidgin include the marking of dual and the optional
of copula in NP-be-Adj clauses.

INGBHANN, University of Kansas

V)

V)

Alternation in

in Final Position

Aspiration has been defined as a delay in voice onset tine after the release of closule
(Lisker and Abramson 1964) and as a period of voicelessness after the release of closul:e
before the reSUI~Ption of voicing for the following segment (Ladefoged 1971). 'lbese
definitions seem to be adequate for aspiration of voiceless consonants in initial ~:~:~~t:a
rut they do oot characterize the aspiration of voiceless consonants in 'tltlrd- and uttelrmlllli
final positions, where the following segnent, if there is one, nay mt be voiced.
'lhis paper addresses the question of defining aspiration in 'tltlrd- and utterance-final
positions. Spectrographic and aerodynamic data will be presented fran a group of SP~IIIll•
of Eastern Armenian, one of the few languages in which there is a CXXltrast be~
unaspirated and aspirated consonants in final position. Spectrographic data fran one
speaker of Nepali will be presented for c;x::nparison. Preliminal:y results suggest that
aspiration in final position can be defined in terms of. the duration and intens~ty of tbe
mise period following release of closure. Intraoral cur pressure nay also be lllpOrtant.
'Ihe extent to which this definition characterizes initial aspiration .and the SJO-Call.ed
"voiced aspirates" will also be considered.

GROVER HUDSON, Miahi~an State University

(SUN MORN:
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Jpili, a New Guinea lanquaqe, there are verb suffi xes which have variants with
IYI or /1/. For example, the present tense marker is / ey/ in all forms except
person singular /el/. The immediate past marker is / 1/ for all verb
na in /a/ or /u/, but /y/ for verb stems endino in / i/ except in the second
sinqular. Other suffixes which have / 1/ - /y/ variants are / lu/ - / yu/ (past
.ntl!ncE!-ml~dial form) and /lapa/ - /yapa/ (plural imperative).
It seems that the
is conditioned in part by the precedinq vowel, whi ch must he front (either stem
1 /i/ or present tense /e/ ). However, the second person sinaular rema i ns / 1/
te the front vowel precedinq. In this case we must look at the vowel followinq.
second person sinqular, this vowel is /e/ (or / i/ ) in vowel harmony, whereas
to/ for first person sinqular and /a/ for third person and all dual and plural
. The occurence of a followinq front vowel blocks the chanqe to /y/. Thus t he
favorable phonetic environment for palatalization. i.e. between front vowels,
not produce /y/. The phonoloqical rule can be stated: / 1/~ /y/ I ["'back]
k]. This rule also accounts for the otherwise irreqular verb stem ~ 'hit:r
has the form~- before front vowels and therefore has an underly1nq stem
/ttl a/.
(liON WJRN:
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The Questionable Status of Reciprocal Conditioning

In transformational phonology ABCD may yield AEFD, where C conditions E, and,
reciprocally, E conditions F. But given nontransformational A{!}[~}n, C is only
POTENTIALLY present, so cannot conditionE, and E similarly cannot condition F. The
importance of reciprqcal conditioning for nontransformational phonology has been noted
\Wells 1949, Hudson 1980), so this paper examines the five claimed cases of reciprocal
conditioning presented by Kisseberth and Kenstowicz (1979) and finds them questionable.
For example: Klamath sna-pg-a 'makes a dog bark' is said to come from sn-pag-a,
where a of the stem conditions insertion of its copy in the prefix, and the prefix
then conditions deletion of the stem-vowel. But if the vowel of the prefix is indicative of composition of the stem, it is not necessarily a COPY of the stem-vowel. A discontinuous morpheme analysis or a metathesis could equally account for the alternation.
In fact, nontransformational phonology clarifies the relationship among these
three transformational analyses, by abstracting from them the crucial fact they share:
the non-linear and invariable status of the stem-vowel quality,

•
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.Pragmatics of a Japanese Conditional

In this paper, I discuss the pragmatics of one of the four conditional expressions
II·Japanese, the .!!!!!.-form, e.g. nemu-i nara, ne-nasai "If you are sleepy, go to bed",
I propose that the appropriate· use of this expressi on in Japanese is constrained by two
~radoxtcal conditions on the situation that the speaker can refer to in the antecedent
~usa. First, it requires that there be a specific referent situation prevailing con~ently with. prior to, or subsequent to the speech act.
The speaker can utter
ie;-1 nara only if there is a person who is sleepy. Second, despite the specificity of
referent situation, the speaker's knowledge of it must be such that he is unable to
fllll.y commit himself to its occurrence, The speaker can use the nara-form and say "If
Jill are sleepy" (and not"because you are sleepy" for instance) be~e he is unable to
-.ert fully the existence of someone else's physical state; he can merely conjecture it.
I shall demonstrate how the speakers of Japanese effectively exploit these charac~tlatics of the nara-conditional to achieve various rhetorical purposes. This study
~ides insight into not only the conditionals in Japanese, but also the rhetorical
~tion of hypothesizing in natural language in general.
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Rules, ConstraiJ'lts, and Pa.rad.:l.gm Lacunae

Phonologically definable paradigmatic gaps have been reported for Russian (Hall
Arabic (Hetzron 1975), and Swedish {Eliassen 1975). In Swedish, for example tber:
neuter singular forms (-!suffix) of the adjectives r~dd 'afraid' and fadd ';tale'
certain others (1!1 'lazy', gravid 'pregnant', etc.)! presumably because of some
restriction against combining stem-final dental plos1ves of specific (by no means
roots with suffixes of the same form. But as in the Ru~sian and Arabic cases
ing paradigm lacunae in Swedish are especially surprising because, independently
must be rules posited which would otherwise appropriately "fix-up" the offending'strt
e.g. /f6d+d+t/ becomes.fBtt 'born', neut, sg., through regular applications of voice
assimilation and degem1nation, yet /rSdd+t/ may not surface as r~tt, or as anything el
The account of paradigmatic gaps suggested here involves associating lexical exce
tionality even with surface-valid rules like voice assimilation. Without positing a:;
further machinery, such as Halle's ad hoc [-Lexical Insertion] feature, gaps tn paradt
thus turn out to be the natural consequence of filling a taxonomic void in the ~u·~~u•
rence of exceptions with transparent rules. This characterization also explains the
that paradigm lacunae apparently are always rule related, i.e. that if the language's
independently motivated phondlogical rules were allowed to apply there would be no
lacunae.
GREGORY K. IVERSON, University of Ir:Ma
GERALD A. SAND&RS, University of Minnesota
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1n this paper I will present arguments for two ascension rules, Raising

to

and Raising to Object, in Imbabura Quichua, a highland Ecuadorian Quechua
• An NP which is promoted by either of these two rules assumes the gramrelation of the clause out of which it ascends, as is predicted by the
succession Law of Relational Grammar. The two rules in question also
support for the Accessibility Heirarchy of Relational Grammar in that
raise a continuous segment of the relational heirarchy, from the highrelation, Subject, to Instrument. After examining the syntax of
two ascensions I will discuss some of the interesting implications they
universal grammar, particularly as regards certain conditions which have
as universals. Some of the conditions on the appli cation of Raising
are different from those on Raising to Object. For example, while
to Object does not violate the principle of Subjacency , Raising to Subject
applY unboundedly.

D. JANDA, University of California, Los Anqeles
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Phonetic Generalizations and Rule Functions in Phonology

This paper deals with the relationship between rules of grammar and laws, or lawl
generalizations, about the forms of linguistic expressions. We argue that this relationship is one of government, such that the characteristics, functions, and functional
actions of the phonological rules of a language are governed or delimited by true lawlike
generalizations about its phonetic structure.
By taking phonetic laws rather than rules as the primary axiomatic basis of
it becomes possible to construe each grammar as an explanatory theory about a language
whose laws are each subject to independent determination of truth or falsity.
show here, however, that this assumption of law-primacy also has a number of more
values for linguistic analysis and methodology, with specific implications for the universality of rule types, their modes of interaction, and their deri vationa 1 functions.
(MON MORN:

WESLEY JACOBSEN, universitg of Chicaqo
Japanese Potential Constructions and

IIIJ

rrertou treatMnts of Proto-Germanic (FOmc.) word-order, in contrast to tho.e
\Ill QDtax of its ancestor Proto-Indo-European (PIE) and its descendants English
Qll'llll!l, have large~ been in agreement with cme another, and their conaeniiUB 1a
1'(1110. was StJV (cf., e.g., Smith 1911, Lehmam!. 1972, Hopper 197?). Some of til*
tor tb!Sorder comes from internal reconstruction and the comparative metbao4
-''"''1'"""" on historical stages ot the individual Germanic daU&hter-c:lialects/lan•
(relative]7) extensin. continuous texts. HOWft'&r, IIIUCh ot the weight ot
that POlio. itself was StJV has been lent b;r l'\1nic inscriptioua. From the
•lllSilSJ'Ttt text-collection and linguistic ana~s18 iii liltonaen 1973, it ta clear
order of subject (S) 1 object (0), and verb (V) in the oldest, •Hortbvea'- ~
inscriptions (ca. AD 15<)-600) !!! preclolldnantly SIJV. Yet the •minor exoepoo
that .Antonsen lists to Runic Germanic's being a Greenbersian (S)oV-language kl
"""•t.1't.n1~• extremely sucgestive evidence tllat a "P"'ri.OU ~Rap to R11D1o • • (I)
sro .!l VSO) I aside troa 0 + v. practical~ all combinations are ordered IIIOdi• IIOdllier (N + Det., .Adj., Title, Gen. (preponderant:qh there are no postpoat.CI14r prepositions) • Since tbese Doainal. order-pattems themselves shif't as
hlic pins.!!!:!!!! svo, tbey are unl!keli te be the triger/l!'ecureor or tb1a.

(TrJES MORN:

KAC, Universit;g of Minnesota

I)

the Semantics of Simple Happening

In English, two modes of expressing potential meaning are available:
cribes the potentiality of an event to the ability of an agent to bring it about, and the
other to the inherent propensity of the event to occur. Cf. I can't open the window va.
the window doesn't open. In Japanese, there is a clear tendency to use the latter
of expression: mado ga akanai (window NOH open-NEG), not *mado ga akerarenai (window~
open-POTENTIAL-NEG). The intransitive morphology of the akanai construction, combined
with a patient subject, gives rise to a construction which bears a close affinity to pa~
sive constructions, except that no agent is allowed. I will argue that such construct
~re rather to be categorized in a larger class of spontaneous constructions, semantically
of form HAPPEN(E), where E•an event. Potential constructions are to be distinguished •
~ subclass of this category by virtue of a particular aspectual character they bear,
by they are divorced from reference to a particular point in time (representable as "E
happens in general"•"It is possible forE to happen."). This approach provides a more
Eied semantic account of predicates such as ~. traditionally considered to have !!!
!leanings of ''be able" and ''be accomplished." It also accounts for why the potential110r~heme rare is attachable only to agentive predicates: non-agentive predicates have a~~
taneous character which, given the proper aspectual context, gives rise to a potential
•ing the would be redundant with rare.

•od•

3fi

la widely assumed that a central goal or syntactic theory is to define the notion
.......-····~· grammar through a definition or the notion 'possible rule'. I take issue
assumption for several reasons. First, the goal or defining the set or
languages does not depend on a definition either of 'possible grammar '
rule'; moreover, the rationale for constraining the notion 'possible rule'
to an infinite regress of constraints, constraints on constraints,
on constraints on constraints, and so on. My position is that the only
concept of linguistic universals identifies this notion with that or
...,tant1ve universals. I will also comment on the difference between a theory and a
~rk, and its relevance to this issue.
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Proximate and Obv1at1ve in Et11dmo

The Eastern Eskimo fourth person is said to identify the subject of the so-called
subordinate verb or the possessor of a possessum with the subject of some superordinate clause. If the subject of the subordinate verb differs from the superordinate subject, it is said to require the "subject-changing" suffix -tit; in a
similar situation, the possessum is said to take a third rather than fourth-person
suffix. But an analysis of texts from a number of Inuit dialects reveals that the
facts are otherwise. The subject of a fourt~person verb is in reality often different
from that of the matrix clause, even when -tit is not used. Furthermore, often no
superordinate clause can be identified at a1!7 The choice of fourth person is not
governed by the grammar of subordination but by the pragmatic category of '~in
character" . The fourth-person ending marks the verb (or possessUIII) whose subject
(or possessor) is the main character in the text, or - if there is more than one aain
character - the one that has been mentioned first. The suffix -tit is used on verbs
whose subject is not the main character only when the speaker intends to maintain the
same main character in the subsequent discourse. Thus the use of the fourth person
parallels that of the proximate person in Algonquian .

Fixation of word-accent on the root syllable in the Germanic
has resulted in the reduction and loss of most vowels in
syllables in these languages. Apocope (the loss o! an
vowel word-finally: ich !ahr vs. ich fahre 'I drive',
vs. ,;:!-\ ~ 'at home •) and syncope (toe IO'Ss"""o! an
vowel 1n pretonal prefixes: ~fagt vs. gesagt 'said,
.e't bsonders vs. besonders especially') are evidenced
·~W~LDW•~e 1n the cont1nental West Germanic dialects. Descriptions
phenomena among the several dialects typically attribute
loss to morphological conditioning. Vowels are claimed
lost due to the relative strength of morphological category
number, person, etc.). I will argue !or a phonological
to~ b~th ~he vowel loss and the sequence o! loss, accounting
t var~at1on 1n apocope and sy.ncope. Both a~ocope and syncope
shown to spread b7 a·series o! ato~c and complement rules.

FRANCES KAR'!!l'UNBN, University of Texas at Austin

f, XBRNAN & SHARON SABSAY, University of California
Jlltieles

(TfJES MORN:
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Nahuatl Lexicography

During the past four hundred years about a dozen dictionaries and major vordlists of
Nahuatl have been compiled, of which Alon&o de Molina's 1571 dictionary and R~
Nahuatl-French dictionary of 1885 are major works of ca. 10,000 entries each. These
present older Nahuatl, traditionally known as Classical Nahuatl . Modern Nahuatl has
moat extensively documented in the dictionaries of Key and Key (Zacapoaxtla, 1953) &D4
Brewer and Brewer (Tetelcingo, 1971). Wordlists and sets of minimal pairs set down iD
the 17th and 18th centuries are derived from older 16th century sources.
The works
compiled prior to 1975 are either modeled after Molina or according to a fo~t deviae4
by the Summer Institute of Linguistics. The former generally fail to record
vowel length and the glottal atop, while the latter are less analytical in that the
canonical form is often a prefixed form of the atem. New directions in lexicograpny
have recently been undertaken by J. Richard Andrews, R. Joe Campbell, and Frances
Karttunen.

PATRICIA KEATING, University of California, Los Angeles

(7fiBS J«JRlf:

I}

paper presents the results of a study of route directions given by mildly retarded
living in the community compared to those given by nonretarded adults. Fifty sets
tions to their home given over the phone were collected from each group.
4irections from the nonretarded adults were analyzed to determine the ideal form of
tbe ·work done by a set o'f directions. The structure of an ideal set of directions
4etermined to include such major elements as: an orientation section in which a
point and a starting point for the actual route are established; the route
which includes GO and CHANGE directives and optional orientational reference
; and a location and description of the destination point. The directions given
retarded adults were then compared with the idealized form and with the directions
the nonretarded adults, both in terms of overall structure, and in terms of
and effectiveness . Although it was found that nonretarded adults often give
te or inaccurate sets, the directions given by retarded adults differ signifion a number of dimensions .

• KIM, University of Illinois

(MON MORN:
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Biological Constraints an Language Variation

Two observations are central to linguistic research: first, the rich
diversity among languages and variation within any one language1 second,
the relatively rapid and automatic mastery of a native language by any
normal child. A major goal of linguistic theory is to reconcile these
two apparently contradictory observations. It is reasonable to assume
that all people have roughly similar physiological and cognitive mechanisms. These biological factors constrain and structure the set of possi•
ble human languages, that is, they determine the ways in which all lang•
uages must be the same, and the ways in which they can be different. Thil
general approach is applied to phonetic data on stop consonant voicing ia
Polish and English. Measurements of voice onset time in different
.
ges and speech situations results in a wide range of values for each ~o1•
cing category. However, given a biological predisposition to categor1ze
VOT in a highly constrained way, the language learner can immediately i r
pose some order on the surface data. The stylistic variations which are
superposed on the underlying phonetic categories can then be determined.
This approach will also be illustrated with an example from phonology.

hmetrical phonology (Halle & Vergnaud 1978; Clements & Keyser 1980), the syllable
has been proposed as playing the role of monitoring the well-formedness of the
-··VJ~.&."...... string. Thus, when the syllable template uncovers a "stranded" consonant, a
syllable structure is assigned to it, and a vowel is inserted under the empty
For example, if the permissible syllable structures in a language are
~
eve, a string ccvcc would leave the first and final C's stranded, i.e.,
vowel would be inserted under the empty nodes to construct minimal syllables,
problems relating to this will be discussed.
1
• On what principle is the syllable template assi~ned? Given permissible syllable

t'cvc l',

of CV, VC, and CVC, is a stting of CC assigned the template 6'6',~~. or C~C?
a phonological rule violating the syllable structure be allowed to apply only
another rule whose sole function is to repair the damage done by the prevfous
g. In Klamath, .. a vowel is elided to yield an ill-formed 11yllable structure. An
An glide is then vocalized" to rectify it.)
unpermissible C cluster can be resolved either by a vowel epenthesis or by a
simplification (i.e. a C elision). Is there a principle that governs this choice?
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Quotative Canplements and a constraint on Extraction in Korean

The most peculiar syntactic element in Korean quotaive complements i
a complementizer ~. since almost all syntactic phenomena in sentenc! 8
containing quotaive complements are related to this element. The
prese~ce or absence of the ~omplementizer ko.affects other elements in
quota~ve complements. For 1nstance, syntact1c processes such as the
change of copular ending, copular deletion, the quotaive predicate
verbalizer ha deletion and contraction of em~edded predicates with
matrix prediCates are triggered by the absence·or presence of the c
mentizer ko. This paper attempts to all these syntactic phenomena
place ~n quotative complements. NP extraction out of quotaive complements ~s also affected by the absence or presence of the complementi~er
~o. Chomsky's SSC and PIC cannot explain data found in Korean quotative
complements. A new constraint similar to Bresnan's The Complementi~er
Constraint on Variables (Bresnan 19??} is formulated to explain the
same data.

subject of this paper is the syntax and semantics
. ?ccurrences of ordinals in English
The
ut~l~zed ~s one which combines a simpl~ phrasegrammar w~th a model-theoretic semantics
is
such a
that of the determiner i~ws~~~e==~~~~ ~!t;~r~~d~n~l
construction of the appropriate meaning of. •. ~h e
n
ions -~s '.'my first car." '!'his issue is su"m;~;iz:~~ued. it is shown that the meani
f
include a contextually-determined el~~e~t.the ordinal

~~~b!~~l~~!~~o!~~ ~opic pose~ ~or

fra~~~

KITAGAWA & RICHARD T. OEHRLE, Universitg of Arizona
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ROBERT D. KING, university of Texas at Austin
ALICE FABER, Universitg of Florida

Historical Linguistics and History:

Yiddish Prehistory

The Rhineland area of Germany, called "Loter" ~n medieval
sources, is traditionally regarded as the crucible from which Yiddish
emerged during the Middle Ages. Jews fled from Germany to Poland
in the wake of the Crusades,populating an area of Eastern Europe
previously unoccupied by Jews. This is the received view of Jewish
settlement in the East and of the German provenience of Yiddish.
The internal linguistic evidence clearly points to Bavarian
as the German dialect from which Yiddish developed. This linguisti c
conclusion permits us to revise radically the settlement history of
Ashkenazic Jewry in Eastern and Central Europe--a nice example of
of a service provided by linguistics in illuminating a murky and
poorly documented period of Jewish history.

ROBBRT ~HaNAS KING, university of Frankfurt

(WJN Jf()RJI:

Japanese particles ~· o, and ni is one of the f d
1
of Japanese grammar. Standard transfo
_...
un amenta
these particles as inherently meaninglea~tiona~iac~unts of this problem
the derivation of a given sentence in a v!~~ ca elements introduced
yet provided a satisfactory account of the dit~ ~= w~ys. B~t no such approach
when an alternation between two particl:sri ut on of these particles,
Byhanalyzing utterances rather than generatingns:n!!~~:sen~~r~:-;:!s!:le
s ~· to treat adequately the distribution of these par~icles in a way '
e syntactic and semantic facts concernin th i
that
•jor benefit of this approach is tha~s ~late abstract derivations of sentences,
~trinsic grammatical properties it ils nee each particle may be assigned its
~e observed occurrences of any, give: p~;:i~~:.to generalize, where possible,

unnece:!::;u~nr::~~=ef=:m:~:~=f~~ti~nal mechanisms~ ~~~~u~~~:c:h:n~act

University of Iowa
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Prepositional Usage in German Causative constructions

The purpose of this paper is to present data on prepositional usage
German which support an analysis of causative constructions in terms of
entailment relations. In English, there are no clear-cut syntactic or
morphological distinctions between causative expressions under this
sis (such as John kill~d ~a~~v> ano non-causative transitive express!
(such as John hi.t ~a~/ly). In German, however, prepositional usage in
passive constructions depends on the presence or absence of causativlty
A causing event is indicated by the preposition du~ch, as in £4 wu~d&
du4ch ~in~ g~~chicki~ Op~~aiion g~4~tt~t ('He was saved by a skillful
op~ration'); agents (personal or natural) and instruments are indicated
by the prepositions uon and mit, respectively, as in ca~a4 wu4d~ von
B4uiu~ mit ~in~m Dolch ~4m04d~i ('Caesar was murdered by Brutus with I
dagger'). Whereas uon and mit may also be used Jn non-causative con·
structions, du4ch (in its non-locative sense) may not. In causatives,
du4ch may be used instead o~ uon or mit to indicate agents or instr
but only if these are regarded by the speaker as medial (means to an
and not immediate. Otherwise, uon or Mit are required.

•s (S anish Phonolo
& Mor holo
Geor eto
'7
inflection, here 1
intended to ~dd g
wn
8, P· 133) morphological rule or
because the second stibcase mentions th:~~l-~or -~to noun and adjective stems,
add any-~· However, many of these -e w~uldv~r~able on only one side; thus it
, azul 1 blue ' ) by Apoco e but ho
ave to be removed anyway (e.g. in
~splac ed; a (phonological)PE;enthesi;e~ ior.an adequate formulation of this rule
which adds-cor -a has the unfort
t u e ~s seen to.be preferable. The first sub·
lase form does not-end in -o of una.e.consequ~nce, ~n.the case of those nouns
of the same stem thu~ tre:~~u~r~ng s~para~e lex~cal entries "for the masc &
(lexically unrel~ted) instea~n~f\~k Jefe-Jeia :boss, m-f' like~ 'case'analys is avoids this b sub
. .
~ e e.g. ~ uncle' - t!a 'aunt'. My re-

not[i~~~J~db~i~~;~~~::i<i:~:~!~~~:~:ubd~~~n~;~~!~
~;~C+~~i:l~C:~a!~)Ya~~d(~)
s :ase
(4). Thus, -o, -a are indeed
~rs

w~th

gender vowels, but -~ ~s seen not to show gender and to have-a

(~) [o~~.mascl ..S•back]

... o J
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Non-occurrence of Copula in Child VBE:

Absence
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A number of studies have listed and described the features of Child Black English
the framework of the adult model, with little of discussion of the process of
features known to be variable in the adult model.(e.g.Henrie 1969;Legum et al.
1972; Cole 1980)Based on samples of oral language from 49 3, S, and 7~yr.~olds in
lation controlled for race and socio-economic status,this investigation of the
on of variable features looks at the effect of grammatical and phonological
the non-occurrence of finite be.Following Labov•s model(l972) for describing ~Ql~~,,~
and deletion in adult VBE,it is concluded that contraction and deletion
as interrelated phonological processes in child VBE, and that Pro- and NPmay be treated separately by young speakers.It is impossible with either middl
working-class speakers at age 3 to separate developmental absence from incipient
With working-class speakers at S and 7, the frequency of non-occurrence suggests
is other than developmental absence, and is accounted for in Pro-environments by
tion between~ forms and forms that incorporate the be morpheme.The adult constraiut
at 5 and 7 in NP-environments suggests the operation of a deletion rule, syntactic in
ure.With middle-class speakers, while 0 forms are attested in an environment that
deletion in adult speech(NP-Ving)there is little evidence for a deletion rule.In
ronments,there is again evidence of alternation.
ELIZABETH KRAINER, StiJllford Universitl}
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Deletion?
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for the ve~y rigid_c?nstraint that verbs must appear
sent~nce-flnal pos1t1on, Japanese has a relatively free
order:'l
To describe the free word order phenomenon in Japanese this
presents a ~et of catego~ial synta~tic rules where th; three
part1cles, ga(subJect), Q(dlrect-object), and ni
t), are treated syncategorimatically and ruli=inserted
~ of these particles is independent of configulational •
s1nce each of them will be introduced only when an NP
is combined wit~ a verb(IV, TV, or DTV) phrase expression
a relevant syntact1c rule. Some consequences that follow
present analysis will be also discussed,

s. (197J).

~Structure Ql ~Japanese Language, p.4.

~lOGED, Universitl} of California,
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HCM to Grab PCMer 1n a Group Discussion, and What Does That Have to Do with Clus
or Race, An!/Wa!{?

In an analysis of taped discussions among a group of women of varied social cl...
and race backgrounds, I intend to isolate the linguistic devices that each woaan uaee
her attempts to gain control of the discussion and/or to take her turn. I will thea
for patterns of usage of and reaction to these devices among these women that ... u,, ......"'
with their social class backgrounds, and to a limited extend with their ethnic ba4~kl~
as well.
I will examine structural features (such as pronouns, models, passives, coadi
tags and hedges), jargon, interruption patterns, and speech acts. I assume that tbe~
be individual, class and race differences, based on the reflection through linguistic
devices of such psychological processes as degree of self involvement, proximity to
degree and types of expectations toward self and others, ~portance allowed feelin&s
personal experience, and the experience of personal power or powerlessness.
This analysis, as one of many, can help investigators track the distribution of
in verbal interactions . Thus it can lead us to a greater understanding and more
analysis of how people can be and are oppressed through language and of how language
as a reflection of the psychological processes going on within and between individuala,
Further , such analyses will help establish nonoppressive language models for group_.
individual verbal interactions.

is like a code of moral behavior . Both these entities specify a permissible
human action within a certain domain. To some extent the patterns that may be
in different languages, or in different moral codes, may be explained as due
influence of external forces. Languages get to be the way they are because of a
balance between the demands of speech production, perception, learnability,
and other cognitive factors . Moral behavior gets to be the way i t is in a
society because of the way that society chooses to resolve conflicting
such as the desire of an individual to seek personal goals, and the need for
to protect the good of the social group as a whole. The forces acting on
and on codes of moral behavior may be due to outside events such as foreign
or economic considerations, or religious experiences. Both language and
cannot exist without a society ; and society cannot exist without
cordingly, it is not clear whether language and/or moral behavior depend
... ,,... u~.o.•m of society, or whether they are the result of the evolution of the
human being. Consequently i t is not clear whether it 1s preferable to
each of them simply in terms or the observable patterns within a society or
one should make reference to some faculty of an individual such as lingui~tic
, or moral conscience.

ANTHONY KROCH, Univers1tl} of Pennsylvania
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'l'he BCP 1n Real-Time S!(ntsctic GeneratJ.on

More than one observer has noted that the "island" constraints might
be rather than features of grammar, reflections of the parsing and/or
ge~erating mechanisms used by speaker-hearers in real-time proces~inq.
this paper we argue, on the basis of observational data from connected
spontaneous speech, that at least one of the proposed constrain~a on ~
constructions, the Empty Category Principle (ECP), reflect~ a l~mitat ~
of the real-time syntactic generator and, therefore, that lt may not
to be stated in the competence grammar.
our data is a set of 300 relative clauses from English language c~
nected speech in which a pronoun appears in the normal "gap" positi~nl
example: They have a roofcoatingi that you can put it· on in the ra1n.
overall resumptive pronouns like the above occur wifE low frequency
than 3\)• but when the clause violates the ECP, the resumptive pronoun
always appears ( 1(}0\ of 51 cases) ·. Statistical analysis shows that the
pearance of a resumptive pronoun is a sign that the speaker has lost
syntactically of what he is saying. Thus, it seems that violating the
hecessarily causes the speaker to lose track, and if so, the ECP must
fleet an inherent limitation of tbe real.-tima B.pltac.tiC getlerator.

d!stribu~ion of the English determiner~ is restricted by the requirement that
1censed .bY the occurren~e elsewhere in a sentence of an expression with certain
properties . The analys1s in Ladusaw 1979 treats the !nl'S in (1) and (2) as
of distinct lexical items .
John didn't eat anything
John will eat anything
negative-polarity item !nl in (1) is an existential quantifier which must occur in
of ~n.affecti~e ~r "downward-entailing" expression. (An item is a license for
s1t1ve !nl 1f 1t can be interpreted as a function f with the property that
a subset of B, f(BJ is a subset of f(AJ.)
s .of !nl such as.that in (2) seem to be interpretable as universal quantifiln th1s p~p~r . r exam1ne the modal licenses for Free-Choice !nl (permission,
• and poss1b1l1ty) and show that they differ from the non-licensing modalities
on, future, and necessity) in a way parallel to the distinction between licenses
licenses for Polarity-Sensitive ![(.
• W. (1979) Polarity Sensitivity as Inherent Scope Relations. Garland Press .
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Evidence Drawn from Borrowin~

Borrowing is a part of linguistic study which has not received a great deal ot
attention, considering ita potential value. A term borrowed from one language into
another is a double-beamed spotlight, casting light on both the lending language lnd
the borrowing one, This is particularly useful in historical linguistics, where 10
little direct evidence is available. Haw a language interprets the phoneme 1 of a
borrowed word helpa define two areas at once: the phonetic range of those phon~,
in their original language, and over what phonetic range phonemes in the borrowing
language extend. This study concentrates on three Germanic phonemea, /x/, /h/, and
/w/. None of the three are phonemes of early Gallo-Romance, the linguistic bridge
between Vulgar Latin and Old French. All three, however, are contained in Ge~nic
words borrowed into Cello-Romance. At firat, initial /x/ or /h/ waa interpreted e•
/k/, as in the name '£lotilde' (from Gmc. '!lotilda'). By the time of Old Prencb,
however, /h/ had developed as a new phoneme. The causes and implications of this
innovation will be discussed.
In addition, Germanic initial /w/ is typically borrowed i nto Gallo-Romance, ••
well as early Spanish and Italian, as /#gw/. Possible implications regarding the
quality of Germanic /w/ will also be discussed.

GERALD D. LANE, University of Texas at Austin

(HON JIORN:

~odern

rr1sh ~in •self• ( ] ndecl~able) ~ t~
d Old Iris~ pronouns, ~'in fad~in ca~lin e ~es,endan t of f our
w~ic~ are a t tested wit~ full deci ens i ons' ag1r~ .in , a l l. but t~e
the earlier forms are not dealt wit~ b ;
erP.nces 1n us ~ge
-··"•"'" or Ue RIA dic t ionary, Tr eref ore Y .•tan~ ard sour ces sue~ as
t~e Lebor)la hUidre, Yellow Book of Le~~pa~ l s o~s of us~ge
mss. of T~in B6 Cuailgne were made,
iger on . 782 , ann
zed acco'@"llig to person numb!~ r case ron a~ ~~ cl"olc e was
1 construct i ons, and scrlbe and ~ turt i d £f~~~ l ng pa~ of .spe ec t,
as well as across passages c ommon to moe
ln each 1~div1~u~1
were then subjec ted to statis t i cal
r
e
.
than
one v~rslon . The
that each of the categoriza tion ~! 1 i 8 15 • Frel ~mmary rf>Sul ts
pronoun, with the result trat
a ur es contrlbute s to t~~
method of analysis will be disc~~~=~ -!~~~ d~i{e r:nces are f ew,
llity t o ot her problems in hi s torical ling~isti~s~ts
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Is There Phonology After Universal Phonetic Interpretation ?

A central tenet of nearly all versions of generative ~rology is that the Outplt of
~logical ccnponent is "a r91Yesentation in terms of a universal ~netic ts..q¥laiJet,
(Cbxnsky) Discussion of this hyp:lthesis would be facilitated if we .M::l a ~1eai:er
of what a ph:>rological theory which lacked this hyp:>thesis would look like.
of this paper is to sketch the outlines of such a theory.
ib claim a universal ph:>netic al~t is to claim that the function which naps
representations onto sets of utterarx:es is a universal. '!he alternative prclpOsal
this function is l.im;Juage-specific, and srould therefore be regarded as a oattX>nent
granmar, capable of E!llbx1ying iltp:lrtant generalizations ab:lut the soun1 pattern of a
uaqe. Since this function generates "pronetic substarx:e" directly (expressed in the
theory by the building up of structure in a "rrodel "), its inclusion in the granmar
allow a) the expression of fi.ne-<Jrained ph:>netic differences between languages, b) the
treatment of language-specific as well as universal oontext effects in terms of~
tract structure and dynamics, aM. c) versatile expression of t.imizJ;J differences.
A1roiY;J issues that separate the b.O ap(Xoaches are the inplied scale of oontrollable
pronetic detail, and the malleability of the perception am pr:aluction systers.

ADRIANNE LANG, UCLA Neuropsychiatric Institute
(lfON lfORN :
Alpha Wave As!/lll!!t!!/ in Autistic Children's Respons e t o Speech

Adult aphaaic patients with left hemisphere damage oft~n retain automatic epeech,
etmilar to stereotypic ~outinea and echolalia found in autistic's speech. This
similarity euggeets a location for automatic epeech centers eomewhe~e other than
the left hemisphere. EEG studies of alpha brain waves in normal adult• have
indicated a difference between the left and right hemispheres' responses to verbal
and spatial taska: the •low ·~etrical rhythmic alpha pattern• over both hemispheres are broken by fast, irregular activity (alpha deaynchronitation) with a
predominance of activity in the hemisphere engaged by the specific task, e.g, left
h~isphere for speech.
This report of a pilot etudy compares three groups of
subjects, normal children, normal adulte and autistic children, in their response•
to four type• of stimuli (passively listening to a atory, automatic epeech,
etereotypic speech, and GUsic). Resulte are pending; however, it is expected
that differences in the autistic children's response to automatic and stereotypic
speech will be evidenced in variation• in the alpha as,aDetry as compared to
normals. The presentation will include a discussion of the issues involved and
some implication•.
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of the major sociolinguistic problems facing the Arab world today is how to make the
c language a functional. modern instrument of communication and education. and to
fY its unifying pan-Arab role. The major hurdle confronting this goal is the
of a common strategy to deal with the negative impacts of diglossia, especially
African countries, where the competitive existence of French is still encouraged
e of Arabic. The work of the Arabic Language Academies and in particular.
nating efforts of the Bureau of Arabization have done a great deal to attain
• From a language planning point of view, however. a lot remains to be done
lY in the elaboration of functional lexical lists that cut across regional
and~hat could be used in the preparation of textbooks for all levels.
Ten
ago a group of researchers from the Maghreb set out to prepare such a common list
used in the preparation of primary school textbooks. Today this list is a reality.
onal impact is yet to be assessed. The object of this paper is first, to
ly evaluate the sociolinguistic criteria the researchers have based their lexical
and second. to suggest some of the steps that could be used to generalize the
of this work for the rest of the Arab world.
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(also known as Ladino or Judezmo) , the language ot the ::.epnaral.c .Jt!W~>,
intimate and continuous contact with numerous languages throughout the five
years of its existence. In spite of this contact, the language until recent timf
for various socio-historical reasons, remained relatively f ree from extensive for influence. Twentieth century developments have rather significantly alt ered this
however, as the three largest remaining communities of Judeo-Spanish speaker•
tanbul, and New York) have been subjected to considerable pressure by majority
tige languages (namely, Turkish, Hebrew, English, Standard Spanish, and
This paper will examine the effect of these contact languages on Judeo-Spanish
areas of phonology, morpho-syntax, and lexicon.
present analysis is based on the data collected during linguistic fieldwork in all
coaiiDU:n:n ies. Sixty informants were interviewed by this researcher in Israel (May), and thirty-five informants in Istanbul (Hay-June 1980). Harris (1979)
twenty-eight informants in New York City during the summer of 1978. The de(and trilingualism) which results in each community is of course
large part by the amount and kind of contact language influence that has
• The nature of foreign interference observed in the three communities will
a.c:~s;aeo and compared, and due attention will be given. where appropriate, to previous
n the fieli'l.
{NON /tORN :

~~ r,INBSARGER, University of Pennsylvania
d Entailment' and Negative Polarity Items

~

f

at've polarity items in English have traditionally represen-

~JlY~:~o asn~e ~rimary trigger for NPls: other expressions whic~l~ense
ted n~~. suXPrised ~· comparative~, only, ~· eto::.) are claimed
by;Tirtue of their negative unplicature.
i
iss of papers
tflqqet~s analysis of NPis has recently come under attack n i: ~er the abilitY
orJil (1979) and elsewhere) in which it is proposed that
s
et
l~usa"' e 'downward entailment' , i.e. substitution of subset for s~pe:iB
to licell\tate, which defines the class of NPI trig?ers. Negation, n
sa_!VI ~ s no s ecial status as underlying tn.gger •
~::· c~~ic! betwe~ these two analyses has theoretic~! ~n~=~e~.~~sis.
uments are presented against the 'downwar en a
tbis pa~a: are based upon (1) the claims about entailments in opAaquccecept.al>l~.l. ..,
fbeSil a that affective& such as surprise forc e one to make; ~2) ~I (3) NPI
cOI'uxts
of e ressions which are not 'downward entailing I
~~e scabo~l'ty ~the scope of 'downward entailing' expressions.

!ll'lS (!.-

unaccept

l

l

Ill this paper we will examine the system of negation in Kabyle, a Berber
of northern Algeria. We wil describe Kabyle negation and discuss the
of negation with other syntactic and semantic structures of Kabyle.
languages have recently developed discontinuous (i .e. circumfixal)
among them Kabyle. As in the North African Arabie dialecta. and in
, the new, suffixal element of the negative is not alwaya present
aeope of the negation includes an indefinite subject or object NP.
Kabyle differa from the aforementioned languages in acme interesting
• The type of negative chosen seems to be aenaitive to considerations
and aspect. In addition, negation in Kabyle interacta with the forcomplex aentencea; even seemingly non-complez sentences with negative
morphological elements which occur otherwise only in complex
• Furthermore, as in certain Mayan languages - which are also verb
when the indefinite subject or object NP is in the scope of the
a complex sentence results.
ly, we will include a hiatorical sketch of the development of Berber
to show the innovative character of Kabyle in this respect,
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ALEC MARANTZ, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

TOward a Restrictive

Theor~
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of Grammatical Relations and Lexical Rules

Grammatical relations (GRs) intervene in the connection between the semantic role 8
0
relations (SRs) associated with a verb and the expressions of these roles (
~
sitions, case markings) in sentences. Only two GRs, subject (SU) and object (OB)
Within a lexical entry for a verb, SRs link to SU and OB, and SU and OB link to '
sions of SRs. The remaining SRs associated with the verb are linked directly
expressions, A verb is either transitive--has a SU and an OB--or intransiti
a SU, Some languages may allow a verb more than one OB, Lexical rules apply to
entries of verbs and must be composed of the following primitive operationst 1
of the SR from SU or OB, 2. Addition of a SR to SU or OB. 3. Transitivization'(
of OB), 4. Detransitivization (removal of OB), Passivization, for example, is
tivization and the removal of the SR from SU; the "promotion" of OB to SU is an
consequence of these operations, In many languages, causativization involves
zation and the addition of an agent role to SU, Besides restricting lexical rules
strongly than competing theories, the above theory proves better able to explain 8
phenomena prevalent cross-linguistically, which will be reviewed as time permits
include the use of the same morphology within a language to signal different lextcal
(e,g,, impersonals and passives, passives and reflexives) and the restriction of
'Dative Novernent" in certain languages to transitive verbs,

origins of modern sociolinguistics are to be found in American pragmatist philosocial psychologists of the 1910's and 20's: John Dewey, G. H. Mead, ar.d
Grace A. de Laguna. De Laguna's Speech: Its Function and Development (Yale,
remarkable though neglected classic, goes beyond Saussurean/Durkheimian awarethe social character of language and insist on the social functions of speech in
ic, social, cultural, and psychological contexts.
Bistorically, it is rooted in instrumentalist pragmatist philosophy , in the comparattudy of behavior, and in the revolutions against 19th century--part~cularly Wundtian
It sets forth a modified behaviorism tempered with sociological and Geinsights and significantly distinct from Watson's and Weiss' shallow, mechanistic
The study of the meaning of speech in its objective social functions was primary.
, it is also the work from which J. R. Firth (Speech, 1930) drew his most
theoretical observations--though not surprisingly he hailed Malinowski and not de
as the pioneer of the new 'sociological lingustics'. Fi r th 's study of language i n
ial context predates 'sociol inguistics' by a quarter of a century; however , through
therto unrecognized link between British and American theorists the foundations of
ical linguistics lie in America itself in the work of Grace A. de Laguna.

STEPHEN HARLETr, University of California, San Diego &

(TUBS HORN:
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Summer Institute of Linguistics
Chltnge-of-subject Harking in Seri:

Evidence for

S~ntactic

Levels

A current issue in linSuistic theory is whether there is rea.son to
posit more than one syntactic level. The framework of relational
grammar is one which claims that nominals may bear grammatical relatione
at levels other than the surface. This paper presents evidanoe from
Sari, a Hokan language of Mexico, which bears on this important questio~
Seri has a change-of-subject marking system which does not make re:f'erenoe
to surface subjects, as the following example illustrates.
1
'lap
ki? toXi
ma
yopa'lit
When a deer died,
deer the it died diff. subj. it was eaten
it was eaten. 1
It is shown that these facts provide a new argument for an analysis of'
passive clauses which posits more than one syntactio level. It is also
argued, based on an analysis of a raising construction 1n Sari, that tbt
generalization for change-of-subject marking cannot refer to initial (or
logical) subjects. A new notion of 'first' subject, which is available
only in a framework recogni zing more than one syntactic level, is
proposed to account for the facts.
(HON HORN:
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~ present vowel system in nahuat-pipil makes 13 distinctive cuts. There are
triplets of vowels l<tlich may be labelled "short", "high-toned", arx1 "long". The
vowel is l ol and is found only in recent Spanish loans. All the "long,"
derived through sinplification of reduplicated fonns. ijl i!! ~ i/ i!~ ... i • ~
'Jhe high-toned vowels are generally tenser a'1d longer than their "short"
-..,.,.,.·rt!':, but the length difference diminishes in fast speech,
which"
vs. Ka "to, at;, in"1 yrf, "three" vs. mey ''hand";
, do" vs. 'piya "have" ; ~ffita "cry" vs. <Sulu "run"
~K1r-.J.Lu,j.Lo;.;cu. rules (1) final devoi :cing and (2) high vowel drop apply
to high-toned and short vowels. Final devoicing only applies to the
nora of the high-toned vowels. nu I kwe'tasyu~
"my skin" vs. nu/su 'la;yu
my
skin
my husband
lllllband" .High vowel drop applies only to short vowels. ni/k 1 piya ~nik 'pya
vs.
I it have
I have it
k I c!'wa ~ nikc~a. These rules do not affect the transformationally derived long
do
I do it
Discounting additional sporadic lengthening of stressed vowels in Spanish loans,
are thirteen phonemic vowel differences to attend to in nahuat-oioil.
HC A'NULTY, Universite du Quebec a Montreal
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Social Roles and Linguistic Code SWitching

CD t~ bu11 of a prelladna17 &nal7a1• of int.er'f'iw •t•l"ial of

Malunl cl!lll.ect of

Swedish (Daluna) it can M conclud.d tbat the aocid rolu of autborit7 •• vtil
a1 the particW.r topics of dilcuuion are the pr1•17 !actors in the choice of
coclea (dialect vs. atandard) am have a decisive effect on code sw1\~hinc/lllixinc.
Sou

IIIOI'e

general aspect& of lingui&tic attituclea am identification. ancl •lejt.-le

roles Will be discussed.
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This paper argues that c-command should be replaced by cl- command, thus avoiding
1Dc:reasing nWIIber of cases where the first branching node in c-coznmand "does not
and making new predictions .
cl-command: o( cl-commands ~if neither()( nor ~dominate each other and the
first node that branches into lexical material which dominateso{
dominates (\.
material is interpreted as material which is the product of a Iexical choice.)
loOCIU.EU'Id, but not c-command, predicts that:
• the COMP node does not count for ECP (proper government);
• IIIFLECTION, or TENSE, does not count for ECF (AG cl-commands the subject 1n
Italian);
• 'Prepositions subcategorized by the verb do not count in b1ndlng, nor do they count
1n pronoun/antecedent violations;
• transformationnally derived prepositions do not count in defining opaque domains;
• the possessive marker does not count in Case-marking;
• l!lllpty COMPs do not count for government of an embedded subject by a matrix
verb.
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Bvldenoe from Child Spell.i!l.i

rne common approacn 'to 'tne s'tuay or vernacw.ar tt.Lack Lllg.lJ.sn l Vttt.J naa neen t
Standard English (SE) as basic and describe VBE in terms of reduction or alterat~
forms. This approach is an unsatisfactory explanation of the phonological patte~
:hild speakers of VBE. Underlying phonological representation was investigated vi 1
~pelling errors of second grade children. Research has formerly established the a
cance of the sound-to-letter correspondence in child spelling and documented -····~.....,..
tendency to spell phonetically. A visually presented writ ten spelling task
to 372 children (140 black, 232 wnite). VBE speakers produced fewer n~~~··••
the standard forms of words , but more dialectal and hypercorrect/intrusive ~o:osc1nalnt
ings. These findings are interpreted a s evidence of differing underlying forms in
gpeakers of VBE. It is claimed that children infer their underlying phonological
iirectly trom the
linguistic data in their environment. This underlying fora
a representation ip permanent memory, does not change. It is suggested that a
'
~s -tne mechanism used for adjustment a s the child's language changes to more
~ximate SE~ The high incidence of hypercorrect/intrusive consonants in the data
:his suggestion. It is inferred that chldren speaking any dialect have different
lng forms for those words whose pronunciations differ from the standard dialect.

GBORGB p, MCCASLAND, Uni.vers!tg of Pennsylvania

Kurylowlcz' FJ..rst Latf of Analogy:

(lfON

& Metz {1975) present a problem of regressive assimilation of
of stops in French. A syllable-final stop after a nasalized
optionally be partially nasalized, e.g. "plainte"
CPl~:ntJ.
However, if the stop is syllable final only after
deletion of a following liquidH the nasal assimilation is
, e.g., "plaindre" /plE:dr/-->[plE:nd] , although the form
is non-occurring. This would appear. to require a global
'refer back to the deleted /r/ and make nasalization obligatory.
, we will show how the syllable core & affix framework developed
imura & Lovins (1978) helps account for this variation, through
signment of featur~s to lar~erNthan-seqment constituents. This
us to express /pl'e':d~/~LPlE:nd] as a natural one-step

(WITHDRAWN}

HORN:

Analogic Change and Sound Change

According to Eurylow1cs 1 lst law (AL

! :15-3'7 ,1945/49),

ot 10IG Bllu. "t:roeea" and Tflite •pots" are

the umlaut
due to analo~ic proceaau.

Ill\

this is plausible only it
e sound chan~ prequ1altes are elaborated. 1
sound Cb&D8• reflected in KBG (Twaddell,l938) produced many new umlaut
phcmemea as the result or new contrasts involving some ot the mo:ropha
had previously be~n followed by the conditionin~ sutriz /•1/ when OBG
tonic /-1,-a,-o/} IlliG (-~J, ••R•r /6/: adj. OHG scent "beautltul" >MilO
schoene )!IBG sehO.; ~a.. scono "already"> scheme) s~hon. Hoenigswald'•
(1066:93) sec'Oii'CliM- split eiaadtiea it. Ii a related split, lllll'D'J othtl'
OHG nonditlonearatiophones were reassigned to the new phonemes on the
ot pbonetie dm1lar1ty, e.g"{ noun sg. OBG l£Sl "hole" >MEG ltit; pl
lochir >IlliG l~~ber. A more 1m1ted fl.Bt trom reasaigament,
to
ha'C!""'taken place ID OHG, e.g., noun p • o. gastela "guests") OBG
'fba new uzalaut phoneme a, whlnh had many oceurren~•• in noun pl. ai'IOiiiiOtoopbl
favored subsequent anal ogle processes. Ba.um, Tbpt had not been attecte4
by sound change because they had been followed y '/-a,-o/ 1n the plural.
Analogic qb&DS! (Roen1~s~ald,l960:30) is descriptive ot the RHO umlauted
al10111orpbs o? : l!e.r T®te •
JtARLrS MCCLARAN, Iuni.v8Sl.t:e 0 Samoa & University of California,
Los Angeles
Transi tivitV and causal Inferences:

II}

.-ttin of a sentence lies in a speaker's understanding of, and desire to communicate,
situational environment. This pragmatic prem1ce is the cornerstone of Sanskrit
theory. Grammar provides the framework which allows the speaker to externaby employ1np, a finite number of rules, based on the limited series
......~u.,,...... relationships {cases) which underlie all situations, to produce an infinite
of sentences, reflecting infinite hUJ~an experience. Given situation as its foun' sentence generation can occur with an unordered base. L1near1 ty need not be 1mlate in the r.r&111111&1'· Phrase implies that linearity already exists, thus ne. the appl1cat1on of T-rules to generate different sentence types. But when
is s1tua.t1onally based tra.nsfor=a.tions are never necessary since the desired outthe one evolved. The speaker analyzes his situation to determine the relationships
it. He then selects concepts from the lexicon to match the 1telll8 of that s1 tuat1on
, tense and inflectional affixes, if needed, are also chosen. Only then, after
are the concepts and affixes ordered to create words. And words are then orto form sentences. Phrase never evolves as a separate entity since the linear1 ty
l8 applied to words just once--to form the complete sentence.
·

HVNOZ & RAINER E. ~L, Universidad Nacional Autanoma
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A Samoan Example

The central hypothesis investigated is that the cognitive fun ction ot
sitivity in claus~ is the encoding of causality . A claim has been
(e.g. Hopper and 1hompson 1980) for the dimensionality and scalability
Transitivity and fur its connection with the communicative function of
Grounding. This study builds on previous work on Samoan sentence types
inference (HcClara1 1978) and shmis that speakers (N=20) (i) scale c1
(ii) sort clauses tccording to a adterion o~ similarity so as to exh
dimensions linguis:s have identified in morphosyntax, Transitivity in
cular and (iii) mtke judgments of causality predictable from the t
vity features of "tvidence" sentences. Using culturally appropriate
sions of standard :nterpersonal questions that probe perception of
ty within Attribution Theory, a query protocol is administered across .S
sentence types and 6 verbs. Among the attributes of causality we find
ascriptions of gererality ("Xs always go around doing Y to Zs"), the
ment of credit, frult and blame, etc. These patterns of inferences
found to be relate! to morphosyntactic differences among sentences, le
differences among 1erbs, speakers' ratings of the "transitivity" of se
ces, and component; of transitivity, and judged similarity of sentences.
50

wish to distinguish between 3 concepts and their elicitation in field
Language Attitude, and Language Sentiment. Until recently,
'"'"'"u~'"~) have measured language attitudes as stereotypes through
~rejective techniques(semantic differential, matched guise, questionnaires) i mtl\at attitudes represe'nt the whole of the native speaker's l anguage conscience. For
conscience encompasses not only language attitudes, but also language senticapacity to verbalize the relationship of the two. While attitudes (public
_,lo'tvn'"') are produced by a "public discourse" on the bilingual situation, language
the product of the native speaker's communicative experience.
•..,,.,.,,.,,.en on the bi lingual situation of the Otomi Indians {Mexico } we have devised
• •1 thcldo.lo~tv to elicit language sentiment and which consists of 3 steps: The recording
speaker's judgement (l }of his bilingual situation is presen t ed to a 2nd naspeaker as a non-directed stimulus requesting him to int erpret and comment upon it(2}
questions recognizable public stereotypes in the 2nd speaker's interpre3) Th is leed to a "deep interview"(Schiitze, Lafont ) where the intersection of the
1
~•·v •u··~ with the native speaker brings out the latter's capacity of verbalizing the
language sentiment. The materials are analyzed at different levels.
. ~~~~~~~~~·

JISSL'f,

PA~RICK HENRY HURRAY, Universitg of California, San Diego

urll.versitg of North Carolirla, Chapel Hill
uPSHUR, Concordia UniversitiJ
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The Pressure Centric Manifold of Speech Act ~qees

The primary cla~m o1' this paper l.S ~ha "t ,;nere exl.s-.;s a vas't
intricately structured multi-lev~led man~fold of speech ~ct types
has as its root the class of soc~al pressures (e.g., obll.gations).I
this the PCM.
.
In part one I define and argue for the ex~stence of the PCM. In
part two I demonstrate the PCM's relevance.to spe~ch act th~ory by
it as a perspective to argue for a cumulat~ve ser1.es of rev1.sions
current theory1 (i) that Austin's exercitive.c~ass should be
ed but as a superclass 1 (ii) that all exerc~tl.ves par~ke of a c
eristic tricomponential design (the speech a~t, t~e entl.t~ement, the
illocutionary obje~t)l (iii) th~t.Searle's dl.rect~on o~ fl.t.analysia
in his classificat~on needs rev1s1on because for the dl.~ectl.ves,
commissives and representatives it ~s ~ feature of the l.ll?cutionary
object, while for the declarations l.t l.S a feature of the ~llocu~~•~nlt~
act.

DONNA JO NAPOLI, Universitg of H1ch1gan

('I'UES HORN:

of language as a constitutive rule system (arithmetic and chess are also conrule systems} preclude statistically-oriented experiments for validation. Unconception of language, performance data can be interpreted only in terms of
s know the rules which constitute the language. A theory based upon ideal
rers fn a homogeneous community also poses validation problems. The statistionto which data is mapped assumes random variation among categories of data;
stfc products generated by the competence component of the idealized speaker
ant, with no provision tn theory for a random process.
a conception that allows statistical tests of performance data. This view
levels of data. The first, comprising the language data available in prinspeakers, consists of~ words (and pronunciations), seatences or fragments,
sequences, and prescriptive or descriptive statements made in the language
•rel evant" social attributes of speakers and cf rcums tances for each one. The
level provides the data for the experiments; it includes speaker behavior that respeakers' own generalizations on the above data. These generalizations do, of
vary. The immediate goal in this conception is to isolate the major features of
""'""tl!lrs' generalizations. The notion of the grammar of a language fs taken to be a
cone, and ultimately a fiction.
Cornell v.niversitg
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Subject Pronoun Drop in English and Italian

There is no rule of Subject Pronoun Drop in English.The evidence against
such a rule is threefold. If it were a syntactic rule, it would have to
phonologically conditioned, since the presence of and type of auxiliary
is relevant. Floated quantifiers can't appear in SPD sentences, but
floating would have to occur before SPD, leading to a contradiction.
SPD sentences sound worse as the sentence gets longer, a suspect condi
on a syntactic rule. Italian, likewise, lacks a rule of subject pronoun
drop for the strong form of the subject pronoun. However, I a~gue that
Italian has clitic subject pronouns which .must undergo SPD. Thls ana
explains some otherwise unaccounted for differences between Italian (and
spanish) on the one hand, and French on the other. It allows a unified
system of all pronouns (subject or otherwise, strong or clitic) in I
and F~ench. The contrast between English and Italian with regard to
follows from my hypothesis that null anaphors and proform anaphors
in complementary distribution. This hypothesis turns.out to be best
as a constraint on the kind of rules that can occur ln a grammar rather
than as a constraint on rule interaction or on phrase structures. Data
is taken from Mod. Eng. , Mod. It. • Old It. • and a variety of It·:
GEOFFREY S. NATHAN, Southsrn Illirlois v.n1 versi tlj, Carbondale
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!be present study is concerned with the employment and influence of analogy in the
verbal system. It takes its inspiration from a diachronic interest in ablaut,
of internal vowel alternations characterizing tense differences in a large
verbs in the Germanic languages. The purpose was to investigate the presentof this 'strong' typ.!! of inflection with respect to productivity and the
throughout Germanic away from intern~l inflection and toward the
' suffixal inflection. To this end, 300 English speakers were tested on their
formations of 20 rare English verbs and nonsense words with typical 'strong
forms. While the results confirmed the overall regularizing tendency
preterites, there was also a considerable amount of variation in the
and a notable incidence of suggested strong preterites. Consideration of these
leads to a clarification of the necessary difference between the notions of
'and 'productivity', linked to the quantitative and qualitative factors
ue~ue1~cy and formal structure upon which each notion depends.
The study furtherD~~,v1<iP~ a good example of the variability of speaker options and our consequent
to exactly predict language change.

J. NEfiHEYER, University of Washington

(TUES W>RN:

III)

be's Be?

It fs traditionally assumed that all occurences of the English copula
be are syntactically equivalent fn some basic way. There fs assumed to
be no syntactic distinctions between the use of the copula in the passf
the pr.ogressfve and as .the main verb of a sentence. There is at least
one construction, however, which apparently discriminates between d1f·
ferent functions of the copula. For some speakers of American English,
a singu1ar form may be used with a plural subject fn WH-questions where
an expletive occurs between the WH-word and the copula. For those spea·
kers who allow this kind of number neutralization, the only case that
allows it is the purely copular use of be. and not a be used fn perf·
phrastfc constructions such as the progressive or passive. This gives
the following ?rammatical contrast: Where in hell's the answers? VS
*Where 1n hell s the men running?. Such a distinction has important
consequences for such questions as the deep structure of passives, and
wider implications for most theories of syntax.

(1) Eat, read, etc. are always transitive, even when no
superiCial ObJect appears. That is, both deeply and superficially,
the student reads is represented as the student read [NP ] .
2) A surface filter ('The Flanked Trace Filter')
blocks all derivations in which a trace is flanked on either its
left or its right. After preposing, the reading student is
represented as the reading student [t[NP ]]. That phrase is
therefore excluded by the filter.
-
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Adversity Causatives in Japanese

The existence of 'adversity' interpretations in connection with the suffix ~ra~ h.a
been recognized in studies of Japanese grammar. Such interpretations arise in other
contexts as well. For example, sentence (1), which contains the 'causative' suffix
1) Hanako wa musuko o sin•ase-ta.
Hanako topic-marker son object-marker die:SASE:past
is applicable to situations in which Hanako (a) intentionally brought
death, (b) let her son die, or (c) failed to prevent her son's death. In addition to
these 'causal' interpretations, (1) supports an interpretation on which it is app
to a situation in which Hsnako played no role in her son's death but suffered as a
of it. This is the 'adversity' interpretation which arises in connection with ~sas~
it can be shown that under certain circumstances, simple lexical transitive verbs
support such 'adversity' interpretations as well. The circumstances which give rise
to 'adversity' interpretations in the cases discussed above ~st be distinguished fro.
the circumstances which allow an 'adversity' interpre~ation in ~onnection with •rare.
It is possible to formulate two distinct concepts of adversity which accord well with
the linguistic and pra~tic factors which condition the possibility of 'adversity'
pretations in these different contexts. Finally, we comment briefly on the syntactic COR•
sequences of these facts and our analysis of them.
MICHAEL NOONAN & CAROLYN SCHAFFNER, State University of Nefti York
at Buffalo
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Kiparsky (1973) has proposed the Elsewhere Condition for phonology , which predicts
two rules are applied in a disjunctive manner whenever certain formal conditions
This proposal is different from the claim of Chomsky and Halle (1968)
tive ordering is a property of certain abbreviatory conventions. In this
I provide support for the Elsewhere Condition from the tonal grammar of Shona.
in two separate cases for the existence of pairs of tone rules which stand
ive relation. I show that in both cases, the rules under consideration
collapsed with any abbreviatory devices, and thus cannot be assigned
ordering under the SPE hypothesis. I then show that the rules stand
which is required by the Elsewhere Condition, which will autoimpose disjunctive ordering on the rules .

'l'. OEHRL8, University of Arizona

(NON HORN: I)

The Noun-Class system of Kabre

Kabre has an unusally complex noun-class system for a Gur language.
There are 10 classes, 9 of which may be used for singular nouns, 6 for
plurals. 15 singular/plural pairings have so far been discovered.
Class markers are suffixes on nouns, but concord 1s indicated by both
prefixes and suffixes. In our paper, we w111 examine the morphology
and syntax of the noun-class system, discuss the semant1o content of the
classes and class pairings, and speculate on the llnks b~tween the class
system of Kabre and other Gur languages and Proto-Benue-vongo.

(TUES HORN:

GEOFFREY NUNBERG, Stanford Universit!l
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~lish

constructions which I refer to collectively as tough-movement. and whose
in simple declarative sentences const•ts of the following string of elements
Nl'i is
a N/Adj (for HPj,.i) to VP*
VP* is a verb phrase which lacks an a~gument satisfiable by NPi), are a rich
of grammatical problems. Two fundamental issues which arise in the analysis
constructions are: a) how should the dependency between NPi and VP* be expressed?
~) wbat are the correct constituency relations between the various pieces which
up the tough-IIIOVement construction?
I argue that there is no unique answer to the constituency problem; that where
in constituent structure clearly exist it is always possible to distinguish
casea on seqantic grounds> and that the principles which effect a
between constituent relations and the composition of interpretation
applicable to a broader range of cases. In conclusion. I examine the consequences
chua assertions for the gr8Dillatical analysh of the dependency between NPi and VP*.
fo~

L, PALACAS, University of Akron
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Individualism, Holism, and Linguistic Idealization

When Chomsky equates his picture of idealized competence with Saussure 's notion of
the beginning of Aspects and elsewhere), he assumes as most modern linguiata
that there is no empirical difference between an ideal ization to language aa an
individual fact, and as a social fact or collective representation, provided the
idealization is sufficiently severe. It is easy enough to show that this equation 1~
justified only where it is commonly known-- in the favored sense-- that each individ~:
is subject to the same performance considerations, roughly, as each ot her, so that J
speaker can construct his phonology, for example, in private consul tat ion with the
properties of his own mouth. But while the conditions that allow the equation of t~
two idealizations do hold for the performance factors that constrain the selection of
phonology and syntax, they do not hold when we come to construct a semantics, sinc: no
speaker could construct a theory of the meaning of a word, for example, without aa 1t~
himself about the patent disparities of belief that he observes within the communi ~·
This point is much emphasized in recent philosophical work on meaning, particularly J
Putnam , Kripke, and Gareth Evans, but its consequences for linguistic me thodology ~a::
been largely ignored: in the lexicon, at least, an idealization to the competence ~ or
individual is vastly more severe than an equivalent idealization in synta
phonology, and so is correspondingly less fruitful.

~(at
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lrame (1978, Binding and Discourse) suggests that his functional interpretation
extends naturally to discourse functions such as questioning and topicalizing.
functions are obvious targets of study. But what of the function of the ordinary
sentence itself in a sequence of same? Assuming that its function is to
step in a coherent line of thought, the declarative sentence can be seen to
into the formal theory, This is particularly clear where there are e xplicit
elements such as adverbial conjunctions and certain demonstrative sentencewhich function to link sentences together in discourse, parallel to the way a
'imply' links two sentences on the sentence level. To be completely successful,
this interpretive theory must be aided by a "functional pragmatics" which will
linkage in a sequence when none is explicit and will place the sentences of the
in a logical hierarchy. Such aid is required if tne theory is to predict, for
that sentence (b), below, is not the answer to (a), as would otherwise be
ted, but that (b) and (c) are subordinate to (d), freeing (d) to be the answer to
[(a) What caused the strike? (b) The workers made tolerable wages. (c) They
tolerable working conditions. (d) But they could no longer tolerate the
's total control over their lives.)

{SUN

JOYCB PENPIBLD, llnivarsit!l of 'l'f!Utas at El Paso
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Inter.leret~ce and/or Col!II!Wlitv Norms

Jllaoh of ~u cliaoudon ill ~he lihra~w• on ChioaDO
J:Daliell oOilOU'U 'llllether Cllioano Dacli•ll 18 eillpl,y ~he
prociucn of 1~ unerferellOe wUh St>aDieh Ol' vlle~ller i~
ie ~~ a •ooial d.ialeot vi~h oo..wlit7 llO~ of ih o-.
'lihile •o• amhol'll have .~-t..pteci 'to lia~ phollOlocioal/
F'..atioal ft.l"ianh vhioh refleot aharecl 110~, DOU han
propo•ed ~he ~ion tha~ 80118 variurh ocn&ld. be udgud.'~h
'to unerterellOe behavior &114 llOra&hve beha't"ior. 'l'bi• paper
variame of Baclieh ued 'b,r variou Cbioanoe with
~he 10a1 ot ueipiDg ~he• ~o unertereDOe behaTior, llON&Uve
behavior, or bo~h.

pronouns in Spanish can, in certain circumstances, be detached from a subordinate
attached to a superordinate verb . This paper investigates one aet of ca1e1 in
clitic promotion (CP) is not poaaible. If the superordinate verb ia, for
RJOhibir, 'to prohibit', and the clitic pronoun of the subordinate verb is a
act, CP can be applied, But if the clitic pronoun ie an indirect object of the
verb, the output of CP ia only interpreted aa the indirect object of the
......:11n'•~"' verb,
::
Juan la prohibio escribir .
probibi6 escribirla.
prohibited writing it.
prohibio eacribirle,
~
Juan le prohibi6 escribir.
prohibited writing to her.
John prohibited her from writing.
•••••••~r interprets a clitic by means of a left-to-right processing which aaaigna a
the firet semantic function which La available. In the sentences cited above,
possible assignment of l! is aa the direct object of eacribir, since prohibir
an underlying nominal direct object . However, prohibir frequently does have an
indirect object, and consequently any surface indirect object attached to it ia
as ita underlying indirect object, The existence of this obligatory interpre1tr~tegy necessitates the imposition of a transderivational constraint on CP.

u.uin••
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An Alternative to Wh-Movement

Unbounded dependencies such as that between the on-phrase in dislocated position in
(1) and the verb preceding the 'gap' in that sentence have been taken as the best
evidence for transfonmations. e . g. wh-movement.
(1) On whom did Alice say she thought Bill relies ---for advice?
If phrase structure trees are augmented hy the addition of links connecting dislocated
phrases in their surface structure position to the location in surface structure o! the
'gap' they are associated with, then the syntactic, morphophonological. and semant1c
peculiarities of unbounded dislocation construction~ can be accounted for straightforwardly. in terms of a single structural descriptlon.
A highly restricted theory of syntax emerges from ~hes~ C?nsiderations .-- a slight
generalization of phrase structure grammar. The llngulstlcally signif17ant generalizations for the expression of which it has been argued that transf?rmat1ons are required can apparently be given quite simple and revealing formulat1ons in this theory,
which will be illustrated by presenting an application of it to English.

HJIRIANNE PHINNEY 1 Uni. versit!l of Massac:husetts 1 Amherst
Smith College
'l'he use of Grouping Variables in Language Acquisition:
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Age vs . Pretesting

In language acquisition research, the grouping of the subjects is often crucial in
revealing developmental trends, This is especially true between the ages of three and
seven some studies have shown that children of different ages use different strateqiel
for i~terpreting particular constructions. However, it seems just as common to find
age has no effect, particularly when the cons t ruction being examined is syntactically
complex.
.
.
f
As part of a larger study, children ages three t o S1X and a half were g1ven our
1) imitation of complex sentences with that complements, 2) imitation of sentences witb
infinitival complements, 3) interpretation of SS and OS relative clauses, and 4) interpretation of WH questions from complex sentences with that com~lements, where the ~ e
referred to a gap in the complement sentence , Analyses of var1ance showed that whil
was a significant fac tor in test s land 2, 1t barely reached significance (,05) for
3 and 4 .
If an F' ratio was used, age was not s ignificant.
When the first two tes:.
were used to group the subjects, Group was a significant factor for tests 3 and 4 at
.004 level ( ,025 with F'). The use of the pret ests l ana 2, which were designed to test
the child's linguistic knowledge of elements crucial to thc .interpretation oft~ usa4
constructions t e sted in t ests 3 and 4, provi ded a clearer p1cture of the strateg1es
at different s tages which the use of age as a grouping obscured.
56

of tenses in conversations containing stories suggest that
use of some notion of' "discourse worlds" along with the
on the verb of each sentence to indicate the "time" or the
e. In storytelling, propositions are asserted for evaluation as
the storyworld , the world or the embedding conversation, in both
or in all worlds. In this paper, a ~odel of the temporal structure
is proposed which distinguishes several types of time -Universal Time, Conversational Time and Storytime. The temnoral
of an assertat1on is thus considered to be defined by ~he tense ' am
t -of the verb • the type or discourse world in *h1ch it is made, euad
sible presence of other verbs in the discourse whose own sco~
1cat1on may
create
temporal junctures, in the case or stories,
le. ~htnaes of speech act, the use of discourse particles and
of voice, among other "shifters", may indicate change of world. Once
worlds, anaphora functions, appropriate turntaking rules are observed
tense patterns themselves may act semiot1cally to indicate the
ot world involved.

has been a long tradition of studies critical of Puerto Rican Spanish (PRS) by educa·

linguists and other i nterested observers. PRS phonology Involving final consonant re·
Is decried as resulting in faulty communication between Puerto Ricans and speakers
dialects. On the syntactic and semantic levels , "Incorrect" word-order and prot, and confusion in the tense-mood-aspect system are said to indicate the deion and simplification undergone by PRS. Lexical borrowln~ and code-switching are
as causing impoverishment of the lexicon and syntax, respectively. A common theme in
tradition Is that the features cited are all due to contact with and contamination
English; this despite a general lack of adequate systematic historical and comparaanalysis of the languages involved. We review here recent quantitative linguistic re adopting a critical stance towards the role of external Influence In th i s contact
lon , The evolutlc n of NP plural marking and S-V concord Is part of a long-standing
ttern unrelated to En~llsh influence . The verbal system closely parallels that
cal and modern varlet1es of Spanish and shows no perceptible convergence towards
-switching entails no qualitative or quantitative deformations of either of
Involved . Indeed, English Influence seems largely confined to providing renew lexical items which are gradually Integrated Into Spanish, without violence
grammar or phonology. A critical and systematic sociolln~ulstic approach Is the
step In combating these pejorative myths and achieving soc1al and educational reform.
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SHANA POPLACK, Center :for Puerto Ri.c~m Studies, CUNY
.DAVID SANKOFl', Centre de Reaherahes /llath~1!1llt:lques, U Jfontreal
ALICIA POUSADA, Center :for Puerto R1ca11 Studies, CUNY
Borrowing:

The S!inahron!l of Loa11words

Traditional studies ot borrowing have concentrated on either the phonological rest
of loanwords,or the assignment of grammatical features such as gender and dertvatl
phologf or the sociolinguistic correlates of loan use. All these aspect~ however.
simulta~eously during the borrowing process. Thus we undertake here a comprehen;lve
tatlve investigation of the dynamics of loanword asslmllatio~ taking account of all
processes as well as of the relationships among them. This allows us to confirm or
a number of hypotheses advanced In the literature, e.g. that phonological lntegrat\
loanword increases as a function of its frequency of usag~ or that the second-gene
members of a bilingual community use phonologically less integrated forms than their
parents. Our analysis requires the formal and empirical characterization of loanwords,
define 20 indices measurin9 different aspects of lexical expression of a given semant
field. Based on these, a pr1nciple components analysis permits us to examine the relat
ships among the gradual displacement of etymologically Spanish equivalent~ success!
nological restructuring, and the assignment of gender. An important result is that
assimilation is correlated with both frequency of use and phonological integration
ing the previous hypotheses. Although this correlation Is somewhat higher for adul'
for children it is not sufficient to constitute firm empirical evidence for the nv•,~•'-•
that childre~'s production of borrowed materials is closer to the source than that
parents. A secondary effect is a generalized susceRtiblllty to gender confusion at
stages of assimilation, which disappears as the word becomes successively integrated
the community norm.
P.J. PRICE, Haskins Laboratories
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grammarians usually treat infinitival to syncategorematically,
q it to any word-class.
This policy nas never been explicitly
Informally, to is sometimes referred to as a "particle" (but
in the sense tnat Particle Movernent behavior defines) or as a
~JLe~~n.~~zer" (though unlike any other complementizer it can be stranded
ellipsis). An alternative that one might consider would be to treat
a preposition in all its occurrences, but (1) verbs like want do not
pp complements but do take to+VP, and (2) to can be separated from
by an adverb (the "split Infinitive") while prepositions can never
ted from their complements. One further possibility is to take
the idea that to plays the role of "auxiliary" in infinitival
and analyse it as a defective auxiliary verb. The implausibility
a ca7egory assignment (originally suggested by Postal ) disappears
~s examined closely.
I offer four arguments in its favor: one
formulation of the verb phrase ellipsis rule, one from stress
by Zwicky cmd Levin, one relating to a property of contraction
, and one from the formulation of Gapping. To avoid misgeneration,
be limited to nonfinite VP's; but so must certain other verbs.
(SUN HORN:
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Japanese Flaps, AmericaJ'I English P'laps and Distinctive .Feature Theory

Flaps in Japanese (J) and in American English (AE), it is shown, manifest
substantial acoustic, articulatory and perceptual similarities. The niDber and type
of distinctions maintained in the two languages, however, differ considerablJ:
Intervocalic flaps in AE contrast with AE /r/ and /11 but not with AE /d/, 'While napa
in J contrast with J /d/ but not with retroflex or lateral phones. Though the area or
overlap of AE with J naps may be large, differences exist, primarily in the
probability with which a particular feature may occur, e.g. voicing in closure or
existence of good closure. These small but significant differences can be 1nterprete4
more easily by appeal to the differences in the linguistic syste111s than by appeal to
acoustic, articulatory or auditory considerations alone. lhe relevance of these data
to theoretical issues concerning distinctive features will be discussed: ( 1) what
distinctive features, if any, will preserve the cross-linguistic similarities as well
as the differences, (2) how do distinctive feature specifications change with the
degree of abstractness to be expressed with reference to, e.g., neutralization of the
AE /t/-/d/ distinction in some environments but not in others, (3) 'What bearing do
contradictions arising from { 1) and (2) have on the concepts of the universality or
distinctive features, the existence of acoustic correlates of distinctive features,
and, more generally, the theoretical status of distinctive features.
'BLLEN F. PRINCE & GERALD PRINCE, universit!l o:f Penns!llvania

problem ot how children learn except1.cns co tu1.es truSt: oe -aoaresseo oy .umguage at:·
theory. Given the rule-governed way in l\hlch children learn a grB~~T~Br, haw does
retreat fran an incorrect generalizatim witlxlut negative evidence (Baker 1979) ie
access to knowledge of what is IZ!gi"amBtical? The productive rules for deriving
n:minals in -_!!!& and -!!: provide a case study.
Qli.ldren know that ~st.bcategorizes for two catl)lenen~.:_ put [men]Hp[cn the noon]pp .
ml.y the nardnal in nay appear with both: the pu~~ Lof men] Lon the noon] . If
begin by overgener izing the rule to create both fOl.TIB, they truSt, at sooe later
get rid of the ungranmatical -er cases.
pilot ~rk we have seen this overgeneralization; children asSUie that both derived
inherit the full stbcategorization of the base verb (see Pinker, 1980 en the acquisof verb subcategorizaticn) . After children have learned the general rules for -ing
they learn that affixes can ch tmre than change category; saretirres they add"Semcontent. -er, for exarrple, entails agenhood (flier of kites); -ing can refer to re(the typing}.~ data suggest that this semaritiC-realization trW,ers a syntactic ~
~ fonn inherits cnly the direct object of its base verb. Later, via posev.L'~•ce, the child will add rules to reinstate toninals with conplenents just where

~g ~a~~l~~~~mr~i~~~~JD"~tl!
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Different:lat:lng between 7'op1cal1zation, l'ocus-llovement, a11d YiddJ.sh-Jfovement

Sentences of the form .f~px 1 J L :: ~ X2) •• .JJ, where X is a nonvocative NP and x2 is
coreferential gap, have ~een treited ~n the literature ls a single construction (e.g.
ris 1957, Postal 1974), as a standard construction and as a nonstandard ~onstruction
Ross 1967), as two standard constructions (e.g. Gundel 1974), and as three
two of them standard, one not (e.g. Jackendoff 1972). This paper bring evidence to
Jackendoff's three-way dist~nction and provides criteria for distinguishing among
Topicalization (1) involves a leftmost NP representing an entity that is already
in the discourse-model or is inferentially related to the model contents. The re:ma1.n1r11
part, or •remnant', adds new information about that entity. Focus-Movement (2)
leftmost NP which does not represent an entity at all but represents rather a ~
attribute, and the fact that the entity in question has that particular attribute lS
ready known or inferrable and is redundantly repeated in the remnant. !!~~~~~~
like FM in that the remnant represents old information, but the
unrestricted: it may represent an entity (known, inferrable, or new (3b)), or it
sent the known as well as unknown value of a known attribute (3a): A: I heard you
ten pounds in France. B: (l)Five pounds I gained in Paris and five in Bordeaux. (2)No,
five po•mds I gained in France. {3)Can you i1nagine?! (a)Ten pounds I gained in Fran~
(b)A king they couldn't have fed - ~~-t.~~
58

of complement meanings will be identified and shown to be disby complement forms across languages. One set involves those
s about the truth of a proposition, like statements, reports,
etc., and those about the perforw.ance of an act, like commands,
decisions, etc. These two types are frequently distinguished
'''""~-''""'u""ll~ forms, as in English: "I told/ persuaded her that it was so"
persuaded her to do it." These meanings under!'Ie"'the epispistemic distinction in modals and the similarities and diffe~
speech act and nonspeech act types. A second set of comple-~~·~u~~ involves a nondiscreet scale of alternatives to the proptrue or being performed, one extending from necessary, with
ves available, to possible, with other alternatives equally
In some languages, these complement meanings are also disby complement forms, as in English: " I told her that/ whether
so" and "I told her~ / whether to do it... These meam.ngs underasts between fact1ves, impi1catives, assertives, and embedded
s. Both sets of meanings underlie sentences, simple or embedded.

~~~:~ut:u
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Old Bnql.ish foHon and .to1ton_.e Mv.is.ited

Available accounts

o~

the origin and relationship of OE

19571 Mitchell, 1965J Carkeet, 1976J Erickson, 19771 O'Neil,

for~on

and

In thiS paper I report on • study of the language attitudes of twenty-four

for&on~e

~are incorrect

ilt least one respect. In the earliest OE texts (CP, Or, and ChronA.),
but'
fo~onlle appears as an adverb or as a 'correlative.•
Both appear as
ordinating a reason clause, but only forllon~e appears separated froa the reason
~ adher1ng to that clause. Both originate in Pre-oi as prepositional Phrases
lui reason adverblals• Forllon~e plus reason clause originates as (l) a

(A)

individua~

creole-continuum community in Guyana. Their attitudes towards 11 Engliah" and "Creola•ec%olectal and baeilectal poles of the continuum respectively--. are revealed in
responses to direct questioning and in their evaluations of three matched-guise
• Theae attitudes are compared with the productive competence of these speakers,
~streted in tape-recorded samples of their ceaual 'apeech and in their performance
~l •correction• teats.
The results obtained are more complex end interesting than the eesumptione which
..uellY made about the hnguage attitudea of creole speakers. Jn particular, while
_..bera of the sample link the use of more standard language varieties with higher
jobs, the Estate class members differ sharply from the Non-Estate Claaa membe~
the basilectal Creole speaker moat likely to become their friend. (Cf.
results in Lebov at al 1968). Some Estate Clasa individuals also offer a
endorsement of Creole norma which aeeme to be part of a larger philosophy
in language aa in other areas, the dominant social order must be overturned.
It b the exbtenee of' this duel.,.veluctl set ~:~f attitude!! ~1hich helos t1l .f!llfolain i:lut
paradoxical fact that the Creole pols of the continuum is alive end well evan
•decreolization• hae been taking place for a century or more •
8

[[ro~
(Pet &ing scollp~
Prep NP
~
pp

s. The two prepositional
then undergo a restructurin8 caused by the deletion of the headnoun ~ing •cause
J.nd the consequent compounding of for plus Det plus gap. :By the tiae of our ~llest
~exts, the headnoun ~rarely appears, but its appearances provide crucial evldenc
~egarding (A) as the origin of~ and fo~on&e. •correlative• fo~on 1s a COPf 1
~he aubordinatlng conjunction.
~hile ~ originates as (A) without the complement

._,••,,.,.,RIDDLE, Armad1llo Research Institute

VWB REICHENBACH, Hurray State v.nlversity
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Sense or Non-sense?

The need to account for the epistemological value of expressions of
form a=b led Frege to distinguish sense and reference of a string of
He characterizes sense vaguely as highlighting the particular way in
a referent is being given. Montague offers an interpretation of the
an distinction according to which sense is being defined as a
taking arguments in a set of ordered pairs of possible worlds and
of time, and whose values are denotations of a specified type. It is
purpose of this paper to 1. give evidence that Montague's definition,
though it helps resolve most of the problems that caused Frege to
duce sense as a separate category, can with some justification be
as an explication of Frege's reference, 2. offer an explication of
sense according to which the sense of an expression is being d
its function in a particular kind of logical configurations called •contexts•, and 3. discuss the question in how far the characterization of
sense offered is compatible with both Frege's original idea and
interpretation. The question as to which of the two interpretations,
tague•s or the one given here, is preferable over the other one will
be addressed but left open.
HICHAEL REIDER, v.n1 vers.i ty of ICMa
Theoretical Aspects

of

(SUN NORN:

paper I argue for a distinction between two uses of propositions•
whose truth at a particular point in time is asserted/ questioned,and
which are merely "mentioned". The former are tensed and the latter
• E.g., in the S Jan is speaking, an act of speaking is predithe subject at the time of the speech act. This contrasts with
less (since it lacks is) S Jan speaking, where no such prediis made. This sentence merely serves as an identification. Anumother tenseless Ss in English such as infinitival clauses (I want to
pilot), subjunctives (I asked that he leave), and questions like Anne
I will be shown to all involve mentioning a proposition-.r.~~~~~~o~r questioning a claim about its truth at a particular point
eman and Schmerling have offered somewhat similar analyses of tenseI attem~t to give a
e analysis which handles all tenseless Ss in English (other than
speech fragments) and show that this tenselessness serves a particudiscourse function.

!hl questions and imperatives, respectively.

Yale University

V}

Denasal!zation .in Brazi.l.ian Portuguese

Schane (1971) has proposed that "if, on the surface, a feature is contrastive in
environments but not in others, that feature is lost where there is no contrast,"
in French, oral and nasalized vowels contrast word-finally and before a non-nasal
nant (cf. (b.,] 'beautiful', (b3] 'good'; [b)te] 'with boots', (bJte] 'goodness'),
before a nasal consonant, where now only oral vowels occur. According to Schane,
at an earlier stage of French, only nasalized vowels preceded a nasal consonant; a ~
has since been added which denaaalizes a vowel before a nasal consonant, precisely tbl
environment in which there is no surface contrast.
In this paper it is shown that a major dialectal difference in Brazilian Portugue~e
(cf. [anlmaw] 'animal', [banina] 'banana' in Northern Brazilian; [an!Maw], [banAna] iD
Southern Brazilian), previously analyzed as a difference in nasalization rules (e.g.
[1974]), is more adequately explained by the presence in the Southern dialects of a
of denasalization, similar in form and function to Schane's rule for French. Thus,
zilian Portuguese constitutes another case for Schane's hypothesis, at least as far,.
Southern dialects are concerned.
Additionally, it is shown that this analysis is consistent with Kiparsky's (1973)
"Elsewhere Condition," which correctly predicts that the two rules of nasalization and
denasslization in Southern Brazilian must be applied disjunctively.
60
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and *r

•e before
-· The problem of tho origin .of •e2 is reviewed; tho most plauiible earHer solutions are examined and rejected. The only example of •52 occur~ in more than two Germanic languages is *h!2 r 'here•, which is theremy point of departure. I propose that *h82r arose from *hir by a regrulo I•e/ rl, which rule must follow tho North and West Germanic lowof old *w-to •a; that *hir arose by the analogical addition Qf the
'-r
*'rar 1 there' to *h!; and that •hi is cognate with Greek ekei t there•.
~e other examples of •e 2 r are restricted to Old High German~): aklri
lharpaighted 1 , wiara 1 filigree 1, and ziari 1 ornament •; all cognates o r words outsiTe'OnG exhibit *Ir, no·t *12 r. I therefore propose that
t!.'"'""l~tt..Lized the pan-Germanic !-lowering rule to l>l/ r. There are
apparent exceptions: OHG sir 'vulture', g!rheit 1greed 1 , and sp{l1serviceberry tree•. I show that the last o? these does not certa nly
a long vowel, while the others pose etymological problems; no such
~blame beset the examples that support my thesis. Other apparent ezam~~ of *82 are briefly discussed, and it is seen that my theory has solved
most important of the outstanding problems.
Ida paper orfers a new explanation of the origin of Germanic
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JOHN S. ROBERTSON, Brigham l"otulg UrU.versity
structure in NonehOnologiclil condltlonlng:

1'rom Colonial

morpheme and equ·ivalenc:e constrarnts characterrze coae-swrterrrng 1n spanrsn•c.nyoo:ou
communitles:no switches occur between constituents ordered In an ungrammatical way
language, and no switch separates a bound L2 morpheme and a free Ll morpheme not
integrated into L2. Poplac:k has shown how this Implies a typo~ogy of CS behaviors·
bilinguals exhibit diverse intrasententlal switches while partial bll lnguals are conswitching tags or single nouns, This papar e~tends the typology along both linguistsociolinguistic dimensions. Apparent violations are readily classified as contact pheother than ~S, e.g. since L1 loanwords, whether esoteric or widely used, are lntegranto L2, and s1nce Important classes of words are resistant to borrowing we can show
violations to the free morpheme constraint In Arable-English situations and to
lence constraint in Buang-Tok Plsin situations are borrowings rather than switches.
Ions of the equivalence constraint In Ghanaian-Engl Ish CS are associated with lnternalrallllllatlc:al English constituents, Indicating a possible relexifleatlon process. Intercan often be distinguished by accompanying hesitation and repetition behavior not
ted with CS. While these and other apparent weakenlngs are diagnostic of various linphenomena, strengthening of the constraints In particular situations are Indicative
lal soclo) inguistic configurations, such as the cited lack of lntrasententlal
among partial bil lng~als.

The role of Rra:nmatical meanin~~; in somd change has 1
discussion. In current phonolodcal theory it is
conditlonin~
is re~ular
and- ~edictable
conditioning is irre~ular and 1,.11p:edictableh{ Data
position. Gr81lmatical condit1oninR in t s
not 11 isolate phonetics and gra:nmar as mutual~y
In docunents of the 1o00's the a'Jsolutlle
today they are i~ and ~ in some env ir
ts
cond:l.tionin~. The phonol~ical
~coind~i
initial intransitive verb, the
prevocalically there was no shi
portion of the environment is this: If
the shift took place (e.g.!Hn~ru-to'
erutive ~onom the shil't did not take
meY). Thus, those morphemes that
p!rson md nunber (i.e. the er
verbs) rrovided the environment fo~
With Jakobson we ~ree that '
link of solidarity ana interd,."N•nl'ien~!l!!
Jitonemic a"'d the granmatical.''
phonological
corxi1t1oninR, the
non~srbltrary nature of granmatical
'l'HOHAS ROEPER,

UnJ. versi t!l of Hassachusetts, Alllherst

SoDIIJ 1'acts and Thoughts

on

I)

1

(HON KJRN:

V)

(SUN An:

IV)

Par~ters in Real-Time Apqulsitlon

we shall a~gue (1) that li~lstlc theo~y has galne~ sufficient prec
len to allow us to replace the evaluation metric with a parameter.setttns
approach (Chomsky 1980), 2) that evidence from acquisition, in subtle 4e~
tall. conforms to the pre~lctions ma~e by case.theory. In particular.
case theo~ correctly pre~lets that children will acquire infinitival
plemP.nts without subjects (I like to sing) before they acquire them with
subjects (I like for YOU to sipg). We snall also discuss the appearance
of preposltioniess oases (!like lOU to slng.). J) A theory of parametera
nevertheless· provides a logic wlioh allows a number of lnstantlatlons.
For instance. lt ls either the concept preposition. or the speclflc
!2!• or an aspect of the meaning of !2£ which ls the trigger for the
nitlon of the for phrase in subfect position. l natural suggestion is
the Prep in nommal PP's ( I sot lt for John) .._. triggers the subject
John to so). However evidence from acquisition suggests that the'~~gt~~
reaaing of for is also a trigger. Thus we find "I bullt a house
step on it"-sifore I llke for lOU to Blng. Thus we argue that the ina~
taneous model makes a number of precise predictions which. nevertheless,
allow several ontological lnstantlations.
JANE H. ROSENTHAL

(TUBS HORN:

IV)

How u-A Is the Aztec Possessive?

The ezpreeaion or poaaeeaion in Claaaioal Nalmatl &Dd the modem .lsteo dUlects
difi'ere from such expreelliona in other Uto-·hhcan languqee. The Astec poeeeelin
is characterised by having no real allenele/inalienable appoaition, and location
Uld s:imil.&r ..prepositionaln notions are exp:reeeed with posseeeed u.c.m Jilraees.
Some of J.stec •s unrelated Middle .blerican Michbcra ahalr certain a:lmUaritiel in
their poaaueiTe phraaest Totonao in the juxtapesition ef el8118nta and Jlayea in
the expreellion of looational relation• aa poeauaine. Thia ~·r examin.. the
poee~ili:tr of areal :lntlueDCe on the denl~nt or tbt .l.tec poaeeeei~ by
ccmparing it and its features Witb tholle in llieter Uto-.Astecan J.anpqea and 1D
other Middle American families.

tablished in Latin texts and well-known to Latin grammarians is the phenomenon of

••ru--•• attraction', in which an agreeing element (adjective, verb , pronoun) has as

of its agreeing categoriea not the values of the element which uaually conita agreement but the values of some other element. For examole, inatead of having
asreement values of 8 coordinate subject, a predicate adjective may agree in gender
nu.ber with the single closest member of the head; instead of agreeing with ita sub' a verb may agree in person and number with a predicate nominal; instead of agreeth the head of its clause, a relative pronoun may agree in gender and number with a
n•••c••r• nominal. This paper will attemot to provide a unified account of the varied
of 'agreement attraction', such as those cited above, by 1) characterizing
a.
crucial notion of 'proximity' in terms of 8 hierarchically arranged set of relations
1
~1uding clause membershio, adjacency, and linear order 0 and 2) characteriaing the relat ~of the proximate, agreed-with, element to the controlling element in terms of co111•ermtce and set membership.

NICHABL A. SHAND, San Diego State Universit!l
Rel!lltmber1ng in Sign:

( 'rUES JfORN:

VI)

Jfa!lbe Speech Isn't so Spec14l

A series of expert.enta e.ploying eongenitally deaf subjects who utili~• Aaeriean Sian
Lanauage (ASL) as their prineipal aeans of c~unication provides evidenee that l)not only
are ASL eisne remembered in a eisn~based eode, but printed English words are ~ into 8
eode baaed on the systematic formational properties of their sign~equivalents, and 2)the
characterstice of the aerial position curves· for the reeall of ASL signs by aueh subjects
reaa.ble those for auditory preeentation of words to heering subjects, rather then resembling
aerial position curves for vieuel (orthosrsphic) presentation of linsutstie ite.. , deepite
the faet that ASL etiauli eaploy a !!!!!.!!. rather than an au<!Hory modality.
These reeulte ere diaeuaeed in ter-. of their implications for linsuistic theory. In
particular, I propose that a substantial body of exper!.ental paycholinguiatic date which
haa been interpreted as supportive of the notion that the auditory ayate• 18 "special" for
lansuaae aay at-ply reflect audiocentrtc interpretation ofdataon the part of experiaentere
and theorists. Certein differences which arise between auditorily and visually presented
linsuietic aaterial vhieh hsve been observed with hearing subjects moy result not from
differences intrinsic to the auditory and the visual syet~~as has been susseated in p~e
vious explanationa~but may reault rather from the function which the auditory eyetea aervea
for •oat hearina subjects aa the channel through which prt.ary linguistic input ie conveyed,
The t.portancs of separatinl characteristic• inherent to lansuaae from influences t.poaed on
ita perception and · for- by modalit7 ia alao addreaaed.

~Y ELLEN SRANXL4ND, San Diego State vniversit!l

&
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Universit!l of California, S4n Diego
Factivit!l:

V)

Another CategoZ'Jl Squish?

The notion of factivity was originally introduced by Kiparsky and Kiparsky, who
tempted to define it using a series of syntactic characteristics, and to motivate thest
characteristics us11g the semantic notion of presupposition. How~ver, they admit th~
selves that there ere problems with their approach; i . e . , some verbs such as know and
realize that are s~nantically factive, in that the proposition of their embedoea-clause
1s presupposed, fail to show many of the defining syntactic characteristics they
Since then, se~antic characteristics have been suggested as ~eing primary in
factfvfty. A verb 1as been defined as factive if the truth of it; embedded clause
constant even when the verb is negated, or the sentence is turned into a yes/no quest1
or embedded in anot-1er sentence. However, there are problems wit1 this approach, too,
that the counterexanples are legion.
Karttunen has suggested a solution to some of these problems by designating some
such as realize and discover as ''semi-factives". In this paper, I go one step fu
Karttunen by proposing that factivity is best handled as another -~xample of Ross's
squish. As Sag has done with stativity, I suggest a list of deff,ing characteristi
factivity, some syn ~actic, some semantic, such that while all the >e features can be
in some factive vet'.>s, no single verb will display all of them.
(JfON JfORN:

SUSAN C. SHEPHERD, Stanford Uni versi t!/

V)

strategies and Sel1lll1ltic Distinctions in the Acqulsi tion of Standard English and
Creole Jfodals

Compnrison of the acquisition of selected models in the speech of children learning
st~ndard English in the U. S. and children l~arning Antiguan Creole indicates that in
groups children (ages 2·5) tend to assign unique functions to each form as it is ec<lUi:~•
The child mny focus on a distinction which is marginal or made inconsistently in the
adult model, and apply it strictly. The tendency may be adopted as is, or be reinter•
oreted by the child. ln st~ndard English ~oin~ to and ~11 ~re sometimes distinguished
~n the basis of immedi~cy. Go ina to is used more often for the i mmediate future, will
ior the c::tctcnt future. ln dnta from c stendc.rd ~ngUsh-spenking child going to ic u...
for events the child hes control over, whi.-h in r.~ost cl\ses nre more illlll'lcdia te. ~ i l
used for dist~nt events, ueuclly controlled by someone other th ~n the child. Fo~s
which the edult model treats as sem~ntically equivalent m~y nlso be distinguished by ~
child. In the creole two forms, ,g2 and mm <"going to") nre used intet'Changeably by
adults. One child acquiring t~e creole differentiates the two on the basis of source~
control. Go is used for activities he controls, while B2Jl is used for ~t1vities con•
trolled by-others. It is not 1\rgued th~t all children will 3Baign the same function~
a newlv ocquired form. Wh3t is striking and significant in their acquisition is thae
strAtegies ( 11uch l'S "source of control") used for assigning unique seml.lntic function• to
forms e re often the same, even across the t\-10 l engu:tge varieties discussed here.
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At T~xas Instruments a proJect is under way to explain
ut•r5 to a noncomputer-oriented world .
It is a planned
t to r•ech prospective users who know
little
about
t•rs.
who arl! wary o~ data processing ,
or who lack
tational skills or interest.
A
significant task
in this
t
is the explanation o~ computer technology in language
than the enormous corpus ot computer terminology which has
ved over a
surprisinglv short time .
lt is a task with
tiallv psycholinguistic considerations :
a searching for
about technology which no single person ever knows .
omising natural processing of language bv readers with the
•
of data-based storage and generation of documentation,
ting users to learn the technology rather
than lean on
Stjstems.
and above all.
developing a
sens~ of us~r
This paper discusses problems of documentation for
ner instruction and some strategies which TI is implementing to
Clrrv out this pioneering effort.

SJOBERG, Universit!l of Texas at Austin

and TJ:ralJ.c G:r&m~at1cal Structures:

(SUN JfORN:

VI)

A T!IJ?c?logi c al Co!tjparisan

A DWIIber of scholars have argued for connections between Dr avidian and Uralic

but

U.. II08t conclusive evidence is that contained 1n a. 1:ecent work by .C:lli Harlow. She s uge(Dravldian cognates for a very large portion of Collinder's 'native' Uralic vocabu-~ 786 items) • These findings do not necessarily point to a single Uralo-Dravidian an-

~r, for both families may have developed within a common lin~~istic area~-a region
allaracterized by extensive borrowing amon5 quite divergent langu~e groups over a s ubstanUal time period. Whether or not a genet ic relationship can be s ubstantiated, it is cl ear
~the two families bel ong to a single language t ype . Herein I discuss t he chief s1mioent1es in the area. of grcu:unar, a subject only briefly treated by l1arlow.
,,,_ In morphology, agglutination is!Ubbvious pattern. For instance, case morphemes gener_, have the same fo:m on singular and on plural steliiS. The order of morphemes in words
~1Pically :root-derivation-inflect ion, \lord extension occurs through suff,.xa.t 1on only.
faaUies show similar cases in nouns and. pronouns--notably genitive, accusative,
lative, and locative/ablative/instrumental. Host other so-called cases are actually post=1t1ons. As to verbs, the presence of a conjugated negat i ve form and a special obj ective
~ati~n ~ some lan~~s of both families is striking.
lilY, ~tli!r:X~ e~E£,citJtl.y arm~ in t he area of syntax, The typical word. order is
ltoaouns, equation!! s:Ote~c~~ wit h z~~~~~~f~sc~o~~~~l!~ ~~omorphs of personal
65
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IV)

Is Langyag~ Behav1or Rule Governed?

The purpose of this paper is to consider the possibility that linguistic behavior
not be rule governed. t..nguage usage oftentimes suggests that speakers uae rut.. : '
produce novel forms . Nonetheless , certain critical cases show that an analoaica1
approach to language usage is more appropriate. These critical cases iocluda the
following: (1) the transition in behavior across a "rule boundary" ia probabiliatic
nature and the sharpness of the transition depends upon the density of the data; (2)
closer an exceptional form is, the greater the probability that behavior will be like
the exceptional form; (3) probabilistic language behavior cannot be reduced to
deterministic explanation, but nonetheless there are severe conceptual difficulti.. 1a
learning and using probabilistic rules .

(SUN IIORN:

IAN SHI'rll, H011ash Univers1ty

are hierarchic al in Korean sentences. The so-called multiple subject or
constructions are nothing but a subset of multiple topic constructions .
a), for example, is systematically related to the sentences in (b) both
and semantically.
i tongsayng i nwun i khe .
NOM brother NOH eyes NOM big

b • John un tongsayng ( i
TOP

1nwun

~unJ

{ i t khe.
( un J

contrary to what many traditional, structural, and generative grammarians claim,
the so-called subject particle i/ka as having a dual function of a (nominative)
a topic. As a topic marker ithas the semantic content of an exclusivenesscontinuum, whereas the so-called topic particle un/nun has the semantic
of a contrast-theme continuum. Syntactic-semantic ;nvironments of the
are largely responsible for the occurrence of marked (exclusive or contrastiv~
{neutral or thematic) senses. When an environment is indifferent with
to markedness, the speaker has control over the degree of markedness by means
placement. There are many pieces of syntactic, semantic, and morphological
in support of the foreRoin~ proposal.

IV}

{liON JC)RN:

I)

Should Altemat1ons .ae Listed in Le:Jdcal Represent:at1ons?

The proposal by Hudson (1974, 1980), Hooper (1975, 1976) et al. that the altarnattac
parts of a morpheme should be listed s uppletively in its lexical representation ia
examined in the light of available evidence concerning psychologically realistic
analyses.
Crucial data are of the type mentioned by Hale (1973). Hale's often-quoted example
concerns c - ~ alternations found in Maori verb paradigms, as illustrated in the
following active/passive pairs: awhi/awhitia, hopu/hopukia, aru/arumia, tohu/tohu~ia,
etc. Hale demonstrates that for native speakers, the active serves as a base from
the passive is derived by suffixation of -tia, -kia, -mia, etc. Since the
model would allow the alternating consonant to be assigned to the root rather than to
the affix , it fails to predict the strategy native speakers will use in abducin& a
grammar. A model which does not suffer from this defect is one which assumes (a) that
lexical representations are existing word-forms (rather than roots or stems and aff
and (b) that one paradigmatic form (usually the most frequently occurring or that foUDd
in the most unmarked morphological environment) serves as a ba se for the generation of
the other forms.
References will appear on the accompanying handout.
MARY REGINA SHI'l'H, University of California, Los Angeles

{SUN IIORN:

f!1e focus of the J:aper is on the syntactic reduction (first discussed in detail by

found in sentence sets such as the followinga
2a) I sensed that she was growing more hostile,
b) I sensed her to be growing more hostile.
c) I sensed her gcrowing 1110re hostile.
analysis of these and other data shows that much of English complementation
in the grammaticalization of directness, i.e., the directness of the relabetween the embedding verb subject and what the complement clause expresses, The
reduced the complement, the 1110re direct the relationship.
analysis presented revises and extends that presented by Borkin by 1) focusing on a
range of data, 2) considering the data with respect to markedness and iconicity, and
IP&Cifying the subtype of direc tness correlated with each level of reduction.
Since directness is expressed iconically and is involved in a major chunk of English
, new questions are raised concerning 1) the relationship between iconicity and
IM·trarill\ef!B in oral languages and 2) the consideration of surface form in syntactic and
analysis,
I thought that Sam was cra:r.y,
I thOught Sam to be crazy.
I thought Sam crazy.

V)

('rUBS IICIUi:

V)

Phonetic Vowel Len!ZCh and Stress Perception

The binary feature of phonetic vow~l length is important in phonological
of word stress in English. However, it is uncertain whether this feature is used by
listeners in the act of perceiving stress. If it is used, then evidence should exist
listeners find different vowel durations suitable for stressed and unstressed lon1
Further, these durations ahould be different from those suitable for stressed and
short vowels, other factors being equal. Perceptual experiments were conducted with
nonsense disyllables that varied only in the phonetic length and actual duration of tht
vowels. The results show no evidence that such a binary feature is being uaed. Rathar,
more continuoua dimension such as inherent vowel duration seems to be important to
listeners, Complex information about the first syllable in the target word appears to
constrain the expectations listeners have about the properties of the second syllable.
It appears that the perceptual mechanism may be tuned in a complex way by knowledge of ~
~roperties of the vowels in the language. However, the binary feature of phonetic vowel
length does not characterize this knowledge
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ttda paper atte!I.Pta to evaluate the adequac;r o! curTent psychological models of
IWlq.ilal liUiguase procesdng in light of !'ecent studies or intra-sential code,.,:eh.!:og or code-llixiDg, The data are draw prim4rily f'ro111 ltanne.da-!nglish codebut Fovioqa studies ot Spanisb-Englieb mixing (Eg.Ptai't 1979. Poplack 1979)
uae4, It ie 1hovn that the so-called "linguis-tic independence" or separate

.:>del is ubable to aecoUDt tor the syntaetic properties ot code-mixed utterancet
issues sucb as complexity or processing, psychological reality
1tuenta, stages in sentence production, relationship between syntactic units
tbougbt uaits are also disc:uaeed in light ot the nev data.
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SANFORD B. srBEVBR, Universitg of Chicago
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'I'hre6 Subject-Verb Agreelll9nt Rules in Tamil

In Temi1 egt~~m~nt b~tw~tn a aubjtct ~nd finitt VtTb 1a aignal~td
trb auffixts the.t aimu1 te~toua1y txpusa pnson, numbtT, gtndn e.nd.
vl'~ incep9.b1t of atgmtntat~on. Wt show, dtspitt motphological fuaiou
;h rxiattnct of thrtt atparatt agrttmtnt rultsr ont tach fot Ptl'aon '
nu!btr, end gtndtT. In sptcifitd grammatic&! and pl'egmati£ conttxta'
-ronoun m9Y a tend in for e:no:;b.n; ~.g. !!!,! 1pinc for nan la; tin
ont ~or n~n 1~; t~~ke~ 3pR for n~~ef 2p1; ~ 3aHpr for ~ 1~;~
is~Inc tor-ni~k~l 2p~; ttc. Daia ahow t~t ~n Vtfb auffixta ptraon:[8
P
td accotdlng to inttndrd Tefeftnct; numbtl' accotding to
a:~i~ E'.ccording to Ttftnnct. su:ffil::•a au not copits of ftatuua
g , noun phl'9.st subj~ct of tht vnb.
th substitutions of ont pronoun foT anotb.tT aTt liktntd to anttctdtntho~ pairs and, via TltftTtntial merktdntas, art combintd with
a(nap 6 ) b.itrerch1 of anttctdtnta end an~phoraa data point to tht uu••1~~-•
~9 7 tTformativt cleust to providt antectdtnts for thtst aubati
0
~ ~fil'at pttson; 2 - stcond pttaon; 3 - third ptraon; a -singular;
p- p 1u.¥al•f Inc - incluaivt; R - rtfltxivt; H- honoT1fic; PT -ptoximttt.
(SUR I«JRB:

NANCY S'I'ENSON, University of Minnesota

's position is that speakers 'know' grammars in some sense that is reflected,
indirectly, in the grammars linguists write . This claim is extrememly difficult
because it is always possible to imagine a variety of access strategies
mediate between the 'knowledge' represented by the grammar we write and the
output in such a way as to process equally well any c onceivable form of
cognitive structure. My position is that we not only don't know what the forms
's knowledge are at all, and that we probably never will, but that 1t
't matter to linguists what those forms might conceivably be, because it is not
of writing grammars to model them. I shall argue that (1) linguistics is not a
of psychology in any sense, (2) lingui.stics is not concerned with cognitive
, in any way, ( 3) speakers' algor! thms for producing sentences are variable
unspecifiable but very wide range, and (ij} while it is important for
to study how humans learn and process grammars, the grammars that humans
partially) and 'process' (imperfectly) exist only as speakers' and linguists'
of norms that they extract and generalize from behavioral data. I shall
tha~ it makes sense to talk about 'the grammar of a language' but that it does
11ke sense to talk about 'the grammar of a speaker' .
(SUN IIORB:
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Negative Forllllltion in Easter Island

Th Rapa Nui language of Easter Island uses four distinct morphemes
ke e ation in main clauses. The two published grammars of the
to mar n fhose of Englert and Fuentes, discuss negation only briefly,
la~g~age~~ always agree in their discussion of the use of these morphemes.
an
no~e of this paper is to account for the distribution of these
The purp hemes on the basis of field work with a native speaker, and to
four mt~grpate 1·n more depth their relationship to the tense/aspect system
inves 1
of the language.

°

LAURENCE STEPHENS, Stanford University
JOHN s. JUS'I'ESON, Univers:itg of South Carolina

(SUN J«JRB1

theory of generative grammar, it has long been assumed that in the so-called
languages such as English, the phrase structure rules of the base destructural positions in the expansion of specific categorial phrases which
for a constituent of a specific category. For instance , in the base rules
S and NP, the phrase structure rules may define a "subject" position, which is
for NP. I will argue that the rules of the base do not in fact have t his power
e assymmetries in the expansion of various categories, and that the rules of the
to be restricted to some elaboration of the general core principles of X
Taking the syntactic subject position as a case in point, I will show that most
apparent assymmetries in the phrasal structure of various categories can be exin terms of other principles of syntactic theory, such as the assignment of syncase and the association of referential indeces with thematic roles. In syntacconfigurations where these independent principles are satisfied, it is possi ble for
categories (AP, PP, etc.) to contain syntactic subjects, and it is even possible
constituents to fill this position . This conception of phrase structure
it possible to resolve longstanding problems associated with copular deletion
violations of Xprinciples.

V)

(SUN MORN:

V)

and the Multiple Application Problems
'I'he Statistical Structure of Vowel and Consonant svstems

.
dl.'scussion of the statistical, cross-linguistic relationship between vowel ~
Prevl.ous t systems suffers from several weaknesses; 1} no attempt l.S
· made to control f or
c~s~~~ias; 2) reporting only the extreme values of inventory sizes makes identificas_ p f the form and parameters of the f%equency distributions impossible; 3) exprest~on °f the quantitative relation is mathematically awkward; 4) no implications ara
sJ..on °f either general phonetic theory or for diachronic state-process theory. Baaed
drawn °~ine
random sample stratified according to the genetic diversity of the lan·
on a ge~ la of the world, the present paper demonstrates that V and C systems are indeg~~~=n~l~ and lognormally distributed. Earlier apparent observations of "balance• are
p
ffects predictable from the likely structure of judgment samples. The logchanc~i~ and independence have implications for distinctive feature theory, among
no~ l)y the number of requisite distinctive features for V and C systems should be northe~. distributed, a prediction which is confirmed; 2) if distinctive feature theory is
malh~ve cross-linguistic predictive power, it m~st be compatible with the statistical
to
d ce of v and c systems. Current theorl.es are evaluated accordingly. FinallY~
indepen en
.
· ti 1
diachronic processual regularl.ties causally responsible for the observed statis ca
results are outlined.

...__

...,_
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adereon {1974) has argued that multiple application of the rule of accent loss in
V-t[-3ccent]/[+obst]___c0 [+syll
is in accordance with a simultaneous algo+accent
ntba. Vago (1977), however, has reformulated the rule as V~[-accent]/(l) [+obst]
]C0 f+syll
in which a leftward direction seeJDS to work. Anderson's rule-L+accent
ftquires a non-directional, iterative application of the simultaneous algorithm, an exta.ely powerful (cf. Johnson 1972), hence undesirable device. Vago's rule has an option~ I at the extreme end of the structural description, a maneuver which has been correctly
Cl'iticized by Howard (1972). An "anchored directional" formulation (Strauss 1979) is
~lable, using Vergnaud's negative Q variable, that avoids these problems. The only
ta considered thus far, however, contain at most three consecutive foci (e.g.
~fak'"i 'your cigarettes from /k~;'~'ktni/); the three rules make different predictions
r fo~ with an underlying sequence of four consecutive foci: A. predicts both V-V-~-V
till V-~-V-v, V. predicts V-v-~-V, and s. predicts v-~-~-v. This paper will attempt to
~ide among the proposed analyses by reporting on findings obtained from a native Acoma
~~r in which data contzining four consecutive foci will be considered for the first

J,
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'Deceptive Absolutes' .tnd the Status oL GaJ!Ain!l

The literature on Gapping is replete with arguments both for a deletion analysis
sentences like (1) and for an interpretive analysis. Both approaches entail that
(1) He paced about swiftly, and she 0 mincingly.
are anaphoric--that they stand for some portion of the surface structure or logi~&l
(LF) of their host clause, and that their relation to this antecedent is specified b
linguistic rule. Here, I examine elliptical expressions like those in (2), whi~h 1
Grady (1972, 6) terms 'deceptive absolutes' (DAs). After a preliminary comparison ot
(2) They paced about, he 0 swiftly, she 0 mincingly.
DAs and gappings, I argue that the gaps in certain sorts of DAs aren't anaphoric-tnat
they cannot be related to superficial or logical antecedents by any linguistic rUle
(whether this be a rule of deletion or a rule of interpretation), but are instead
ated inferentially; I further suggest that the pragmatic principles by which ......,gue.ae
users evaluate such gaps suffice for the interpretation of DAs generally, and of
In this view, the issue of whether Gapping is a transformation or a rule of interpreta.
tion simply doesn't arise.
Grady, M. (1972) 'The English Absolute Construction,' Linguistics 90, 5-10.

11. 'l'AYHANS, Hissi.ssippi. Uni versi tg for Nomen

LASZLO SZABO, University of Nw Bruns ~tick

fhe Conjunct

as a

Si.ngle Verb

in

present paper presents and discusses results of comparative analysis of spoken and
narratives produced by native speakers of American English and Athenian Greek
same short film.
f a large research design, the present study focuses on both broad cohesive
and surface syntactic and cohesive devices . Analysis of broad cohesive
fits within two research· traditions: frame {or script, or schema) theory and
on strategies associated with oral and literate tradition .
•
s sheds light on the relationship betW~en spoken and written language as well
ltural discourse c~hventions.

(TUBS MORN:

(HON Maul:

V)

Haleci.te Sentences

Aided by the American Philosophical Societr.
Halecite (Passamaquoddy) is an Algonquin Indian language, spoken in New Brunswick and
Maine, The "conjunct" is an order in the verb inflection. In the linguistic li
the formal peculiarities of the conjunct verb have been described, but nobody has ever
studied its functions. The author of this paper has submitted for publication three
articles on three common functions of the conjunct, namely: subject or its attribut.1
object or its attribute; temporal, locative and other adverbial functions. In all
functions, the conjunct does not usually appear as a single verb in the sentence:
are two verbs in the sentence, one of the~ is a conjunct. But there is one
ant function of the conjunct, This is the main topic of the present paper.
can appear as a single verbal phrase in the sentence.
The result of the study is: if the sentence does not
them being a conjunct (for instance: conjunct plus indicative, conjunct plus
conjunct plus imperative), the single conjunct expresses a special aspect of the
It brings out a permanent name, a permanent peculiarity or ability, a durative,
or repeated action; e.q. psiw nit el-lokhll tiyek-hpa n skola k 'All that we did at
school'

data presented in this paper will deal with the emergence of voiceless stop
in the sound system of a first-born monolingual child named Hollie. She
16.6 months old when first seen and 18.1 months at the end of the sampling period.
first objective will be to present the phonetic data on velar and labial stops
the context of her entire consonant system and then to explore these data for
which influenced the development of voiceless phone classes. The second
will be to examine the data on voiceless stops with reference to other
studies and instrumental analyses.
data on Hollie revealed a preference for voiced labial ~ and alveolar
voiceless velars as reported by Ferguson and Farwell (1975). The inor delay in establishing voiced velars was related to assimilative effects,
selectivity, and syllabic structure. A contrast between [k] and [g], and
md [P] was established in the data of Corpus II. The development cf the labial
Yelar voicing contrasts followed the lexical selectivity hypothesis for all
syllabic positions. These data also fit well with the categories proposed by
and Barton (1980) in their instrumental study of VOT in word-initial stop

(SUN HORN:

lfARY TAIT ' BRUCE KOCHIS, Universi.t!l of Nebraska-Li.ncoln
Evidence for Trace i.n RUssian Refleri.ves

In traditional Russian grammar there is no well-motivated way to
account for certain classes of reflexive verbs. Catherine Chvany (l
though working from a revised Aspects model makes the following timely
statement:
Finally, although adverbial elements leave an optional phrase
with sebja ~onPself') as a trace ••• , and a Direct Object may
leave a -sja, the agent is incapable of leaving a trace in
another position; that is becausP it did not start out in any
position other than Subject. (1975) p. 41
Unfortunately in her book on BF.-sentences she develops this no
further. In the light of recent work {Chomsky, 1980, Lasnik to appear)
it is possible to more fully articulate Chvany's findings in regard to
~eflexive verbs and the distributional pattern of shrja and to thus
begin the process of applying trace theory to a hig y-inflected
language. This must necessarily involve a rigorous testine and refini~
'Jf a theory largely developed for F,n glish COfliP. Our proposed analysiS
~ill test this theory and describe a basic element of Russian syntax.
70

,,!:~<tto n Gr•••r rtocogn1zts baste categor1es for no uns, verbs. ads ( • dj tcthes

b$/•
prepositions .tnd quln tf f1ers. Ve-rbs ads
I ~) o f p rod lcotos (91) ond stat. .onts (SI).

' "d prepositions •a y serve IS
Thoro aro ol.9h t go norol stotts: independent. t ag. subs t en t1ve , noun-s ubordinate. Yt rb -s ubordt nate,
quantif1er - su bord1n.a.te and reh t he. Ve rbless pred1,a tl ons 1n Junction
not considered redu(:ed in thttr der1wation nor defectlvf! 1n t heir f or•;
d1n t t Product of the biSe r ules .. El l lpsh, however, 1s a vaSd phena.nOA,
• wu be dht1nqu 1shed f rom i nde pendent verbltu stltt•enu. Gr11111attcal
1dtpendent phrases), wheth e r t he nonstandard or "adhon Ave nue typ e, arf!
r~d <lS part of in ldje c ent sentence. Rhe to r1 cal frag•ents. (v e rbless sent ..
ndependen t St<ltt•ents. The.)' a re use4 for many purp osts, such IS block
ls), descr1 :P t1ons, · e ~~tc l••a t tons, apbor1s•s and telegnphlc ht1guage w1 th
u.plle1t s ubje cts ..
nts c1n bt ch ss1f1ed into tig ht ty pes based on whether or no t they a rt
• excla•utory or 1•perat1ve or some co11 bination of the-se .. Dt pendent
gent r illly~ tbough not exclusivel:r de cla rati ve (netttter In t e r roga tive nor
nor l•perat1 ve). Ver bhss sta t e•ents have si11ple and co•po~o~nd s t 1U1u~ nt
verbles s claus.es 1n o ther for•altuttons disap pear i n Junttlo n Gra•••r
It h they don•t Involve verbleu stat~mtnU but verbless pr-ed1c•tes tn
uru. fto nf1n ite vtrb c huses hive • t t heir core an adj e ctlvll derh•Uon
rt co nsidered u s.peehl c ases of verle·u th uses. Tbeoret fc. a11 y ~
,..~1 U:••Plt~a:,o~~ : ~ !~ ~~!.~•v•n de pendent stlttoll'lll!!!nt environment1 , .a nd there
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T!lpewriter Keyboards for West African Languages

Efficiency in the typing of materials in extra-character
enhanced by making use of certain principles which determine
ment of added characters on the altered keyboard. A number of ~~ctclr•
involved in the overall keyboard planning process: vernacular
which the typewriter is to be usable; whether the national language
to be typed using the same keyboard; which of the numerals and other nOQ..
letter characters need to be retained; the need for diacritic symbols.
The insights upon which the suggested principles are based are the
following: (1) The typewriter keyboard should be designed for
use by the ntouch"/speed typist; (2) Additional characters
ioned according to associations of the phonological unit to be
with the phonological units already symbolized by characters on the
keyboard; (3) Low frequency characters and diacritic marks (on dead
are the only extra characters that should be positioned in the
middle row area. High frequency characters should be added on the
"closest" to the key of an associated sound. Closeness is decided
of the finger used in typing. Sample multi-language keyboards will
which have worked for random languages of three language groups 1n w.
be

LINDA J. THAYER, University of Texas at Arlin'ilton

(SUN l«J1UU r

morphological categories (eg noun singulars) are considered to be
marked than others (eg plurals). I will refer to this as gen·
~~~~~· Where leveling occurs, it is usually the stem of the reform which is generalized throughout the paradigm For
part this is true of the leveling of breaking in Frisian, but orthe plural stem is favored in the words for goose, splinter, tear,
tooth, arm, (animal) ~n, and stocking. The refere~ts of these
all naturally occur in pairs or In groups, and are thus more 'basic'
plurala I will refer to this as local markedness. Similarly, the
words~. ~· handcuff, and cloud have acquired double pluhas the EnglLSh children. This is-IeSs surprising if these are
locally unmarked in the plural. In languages with case systems
ve may be considered locally unmarked for nouns referring to
'
, and the instrumental for nouns referring to ~ools. Hungarian !anacquisition research supports this. Data from frequency dictionaries
that locally unmarked forms are usually more common than their geneunmarked counterparts, which may explain why the former are often
as units, and are favored in paradigm regularization.

IIJ
'l'RBCHSEL, University

Tone Orthographv--conv-entio.ns for Lanf!uages with

~o

Tone Levels

Practical orthographies for tone languages of Africa have often goae
to one of two extremes: ( 1) no tone is symbolized, or ( 2) an atte•pt is
to symbolize all tones. Economy in tone orthography means marking only
those tones which the native speaker needs as clues to decode/encOde
possibly ambiguous utterances. Conventions regarding how to use tone
marking symbols are suggested for a typical West African type of tone
uage: one with two lexical tones, downstep and tone spread. The con~anic~
involve marking (1) downstep, (2) the nucleus high-tone syllable
tone spread unit, and ( 3) lexical low-tones on words where undi ..........,,,.....,llllllll
tone results in ambiguity. "'l'one letters" are used to mark downstep (tbt
right-hand boundary of the tone spread unit) and the tone spread nucleus
syllable (the left-hand boundary of the tone spread unit).
The majority of potential readers need learn to recognize occasional
tone marking in "sight" words ; they also must learn to react to the
symbols which signal the beginning and end of a tone spread unit. The
tone marking system need be mastered by only a minority of persons:
editors, those who will read aloud public texts heavily marked for tone,
and language analysts/dictionary compilers or users.
ROGER H. THOHPSON, University of l'lorida

(SUB 1ICilUI:
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paper focuses on two types of instrumental voice constructions found in Quichean
languages. In one type, found in Tzutujil, instrumental NP appear in a grammalation which is not marked on the verb. Agent and patient NP appear in relations
by ergativ~ and absolutive agreement affixes respectively. In the second type,
in Quiche,,1nstrumenta1 NP appear in the relation marked by absolutive affixes .
NP appear 1n the relation marked by ergative affixes. Patient NP appear in the
marked by the relati?nal noun -~. The nature of grammatical relations in
lltl"..e,ntal voice sentences 1n these languages is thus different. This difference is
.,.~ented schematically below:
A) Tzutuj i1 : INSTRUfoENT asp-MS-ERG-verb-b 'e Padent AgEtnt
B) Quiche:
INSTr.·R~U:-:foE~N~T--as-p--AS-.S-E~G-verb-b 'e Agept [-eech Patient]
•~date this difference, two distinct instrumental voice rules are proposed for

and Quiche . One. in Tzutujil, converts two-place TV into three-place TV/NP
, in Quiche. conv~rts two-place TV into three-place TV//NP. Verbs derived bv
rules differ syntact1cally and semantically. TV/NP verbs combine with instrumental
~form TV. TV//NP combine with ~ and patient NP to form TV.

IJ
('l'UBS lfORlf:

Portuguese Influence in the Copula of English-based Creoles

Based on lexical and historical evidence, Wbinnom (1965) suggested that Engliah-b~
creoles grew out of pidgin Portuguese rather than simplified English. But becauae of
syntactic si1dlarity of siJDplified versions of European languages. the ensuing C!IXIttr~lftlll
over the origins of pidgins and creoles has included little syntactic evidence.
language acquisition studies indicate that the use of the copula is an early ·~~~·~···~
develop11ent when adults learn English. Therefore the copula in English-based pidaint
creole& could provide syntactic evidence for this proposed Portuguese base since in
Portuguese (sa in Spanish) two verbs, .!!!. and ~. function for the English be. !!!:
used with noun phrases E medico 'He is a doctor' • and with adjectives showing a pez...•
or enduring attribute E-rico 1He is rich'. Estar is used with locatives~
is home', with verbs i'i the progressive Esta""'tt&balhando 'He is working', and
ives indicating teJDporary condition Esta doente 1He is sick'
Representative
pidgins and creoles frOJD around the world are examined. English foreigner talk and
English are compared to Spanish and Portuguese foreigner talk elicited from native
of those languages. Alternative sources for the Portuguese-like pattern are sought iD
substratum of native languages and in language universals, Substratum and univeraal•
eot sufficient to· explain the pattern as only those that developed where there vas.
rortuguese influence in the early stages have elements of the Portuguese pattern.

VI)

Colhuil teco (Paj alate), now extinct, is known to us primarily through a bilingual
published in 1760. It is an SOV language, with postnominal modifiers in the
fier • Demonstrative. The Modifier may contain a relative clause, producantez•-elnbe,dd:Lnli! Demonstratives are marked by a suffix to indicate subject vs.
status
th~ NP . The nonsubject suffix is further uniquely differentiated
_,,,. ..,,e agreement Wl. th th~ pers~n of the subject NP. A clause-final Q-particle e •
for truth-value quest1ons; l.nformation question-words occur in sentence init1lal

-··•••-umu

is ~ttested only by a postposition to the verb, (y)axa·m, which precedes the
• SubJect and object arguments are indexed on the verb by prefixes, which are
ated by tense and aspect. Morphologically, Coahuilteco is 'nominative'; intransitive prefixes are the same as possessive prefixes on nouns. Pluralmarked by infixes in verb or noun stems and/or by changes in demonstratives,
:re based on copulative verb stems agreeing in gender and ntnnber with the nominal
~rb ~ostpositions indicate differences in tense, aspect, and causation/transitivity
... nve
1s attested.

Universit!l of Texas at Austin

CHIU-YU TSENG, Brown University
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Come 1n

0n the Production and Perception of Tones in Handarin Chinese

Some acoustic correlates of Mandarin tones and their interaction have been
Production studies have demonstrated that lexical tones were most clearly ue1mo1lst:r.,••
produced in citation forms. The phonology specifies how lexical tones can be
of stress rules and different neutralization rules. Production data of Mandarin
spontaneous speech were used to test these phonological specifications. Acoustic
of the production data made it possible to determine whether a one-to-one co
be found between the phonological prediction and the actual phonetic output. A low
tion (36.13%) was found. Complementary perception studies show that when forced to
lexical tones produced in citations, listeners performed almost perfectly, When
~dentify lexical tones edited fro~ spontaneous speech, listeners' perfo~nce
ly poor (41% of correct identificationl. The results show that the actual pr1odt•ct:lDR
perception of spontaneous speech is very likely a cognitive decision involving
linguistic/extra-linguistic factors. A native speaker's knowledge of the language
him to produce and perceive only partially specified phonetic information in verbal
nication. There appears to be a trade-off effect between the lower level phonetics
ogy and the other "higher" linguistic levels. Phonology and phenetics alone are
'
ent in predicting the actual output of sentences regarding tones.

known, though r.ot al wo::ys thorcughl y invest i gated ,
where lilembers of the syntactic ca te bories UP ,AP, PP a nd VP behave
The one tlost often mentioned is the ability of ph rases of al l four
es to fill t he same predicate complement (PC) slot of certain verb$
"consider", "strike", and t he copula "be" ) . Other envirolll!:e nt s where
categories appear to collapse are: nonrestrictive relatives (~P.C's),
use of the same pro-forms (PF's) for all four categories in languages
German and French, pseudo-clefts (PSC's}, and the much neglected 'multi!' conjunctions within the complements of the above-mentioned
MCC' s,e. g. "Joe is sick and in the hospital but having a d;unn fine time").
tbia paper reviews alld rejects previous solutions (Ross, Bach, Bresnan),
focusing on the little discussed ~:cc-data, shows t he r.eed for a new "super• Using a l1ontague framework the necessary syntactic and semantic
are supplied. It i s demonstrated that the appropriate translation
should not be the property level as proposed by Bach but rather that
intensions.This provides a unified analysis of the mentioned data a nd
explains why CN-phrases are excluded irom the above phenomena.

HARIA TSIAPERA, UniVfU'sity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

USZXOREIT & CHARLES KIRKPATRICK, University of Texas at Austin

Organic Metaphor:
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DAVID TUGGY, Sllli/IIIBr Institute of Linguistics & University of
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The False Start of Histc!rical Linguistics

The term "organic in the philosophical base of the early Romantic movement, as in
Kant, argues that the mind is inv~lved in the creation of knowledge, and therefore no
absolute knowledge is possible.
But to make intelligible to ourselves the organic
existence in this phenomenal world, we are constrained to view them, not as a system
efficient causes, but as 'natural purposes'; that is, as though organisms were things
which develop towards ends which are inherent in the organism itself, and therefore
by means of a combination of parts to achieve a previsioned plan of design." (Abraa,
The Mirror and the Lamp, p. 208). This parallels Fredrich Schlegel's 'flexion'. "In
Indian and Greek Languages each ~ is actually that which bears the signification,
thus seems like a living and productive germ, every modification of circumstance or
degree being produced by internal changes. • . All words thus proceeding from the
bear the stamp of affinity, all being connected in their simultaneous growth and
development by community of origin." (Schlegel, On the Language and Wisdom of the
Indians, p. 449). Thus the concepts of "organic" that apply to language are: 1)
operates on its own laws; 2) language possesses a self-contained goal toward which it
strives, constantly changing until it reaches a state of "full development"; 3) there
a mystery in the motive force of language; 4) the growth and development of the ~u<lK~~.
is alwavs soontaneous: and 5) there is a perfect integration of oart and whole.

Epenthesis

III)

(TUES HORN:

se of the paper is to show why they don't. Questioned is the duality of
sective vs, nonintersective adjectives th ~t has led not only to the
ion of two different translation types and concomitter.dly of the t wo
pending syntactic categories fo r adjectives in a Hon tague framework but
er to the claim that there exists a close connection between t his duality
syntactic duality of prenominally vs. predicatively derived adjectives
1967 and others).
be shown that this theory yields wrong predi ctions and fails to capt ure
known generalizations. The demonstrated failure of Sie~el's tests for
•ectivenesa and independent semantic arguments lead to a t heory that treats
adjectives as non-intersective aD<i solves probl=s l ike the "beautiful
ambiguity and the restrictions on nonstandard modifiers (e. g . "former",
leged") not by employing type differences but rather by the way propy-type arguments of adjectives are semantically or pragmatically bound .

DIU VOGEL, Universit!l of Alllsterdam
SlaiiO SCALISE, Universit!l of Venice

•proviqe ~typology of possible stress patterns for simple words, and examine the stress
~terns of c~plex words in relation to this typology. In derivation and certain types of
~ing, when a stress pattern arises that does not conform to a possible word structllre~ the offending sequence is modf,fi~ Wwthe4..f~il~w~~ ~es.djug~n~ ~~es :
.
hltws -+41sw (s ~ l stress): ~lto+Itudlne 4beatltud1ne -~b~at1tud1ne 'beatl.tude '
(2) ss _.,. ws: vfn~+:i~ -~"v~nli~ -~ v!nii~ 'wine seller 1
ftmthermore~ the extent to which vowel deletion (VDel) occurs in complex words i s determin~ by their morphology, and this is related, in turn, to the domain of application of the
rtedjustment rules. VDel is obligatory in derived . rds (vinaio) and "strict" compounds
~e 2nd element is a stem (psichiatra 1 psychiat rist 1 ). ~(2) adjust any undesirable

l'elults ( vinaio see above; ps!c~+iitrX -~ ~sfchiltrX -~ ps!chiltrl). VDel is optional in
• •
--•
s w w s w w
a (w )w s w "')
atnct" compounds whose second element lS a. word (psl.CO+anillSl -~ pslc o ani11s1 , but
IUce (1) & (2} do not appl~ in this domain, VDel is blocked if an unacceptable sequence
IOII1d arise (m~i~+~v~ ~bedig..~ 'Middle ~es'). VDel ia prohibited in "loose" compounds
if no violation would occur (vll!giX+armlai~ I+ vXl~gi~mfdi~ 'big suitcase). There11&lt is a continuum of "wordlikeness" with simple words and loose compounds as the 2 poles.

•en
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Larger Units in Italian

in Classical and Tetelcingo Nahuatl

A phonological rule epenthesizing i can be motivated for Classical Nahuatl and for
Teteleingo Nahuatl (and most other Nahuatl dialects). Among the alternations this rule
could be used to account for are k-/ki- 'he/she/it obj', n-/ni- 'I subj' (and other
subject markers), -tl/-itl 'absoi~tive', and verbs with a "supportive" vowel such ae
(i)htoa 'say'. Historical developments cast doubt on such an analysis for at least
some of these alternations: e.g. in Tetelcingo 'you pl. subj.' changes from ~-/nen
to na-/ne-, destroying an environment for Epenthesis to produce ki-, but ki- keeps
surfacing in that environment. It is suggested that such positive exceptions are beat
accounted for by claiming that when commonly occurring forms are explainable by rule,
speakers will still incorporate the forms involved into their lexicon. This allows
them to treat the alternations as suppletive, while still maintaining the rule that
accounts for th~ as an active rule.

(SUN HORN:
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D· WATTS, university of
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Teras at Arlington

Most linguistic theories fail to take into account how percdved meaning diverges fro.
intended meaning. Attention has been devoted to the influence of paralanguage, pragmatics, and shared presuppositions- Kinesics is still not recognized by old fashioned
grammarians but is eventually coming into focus. The background of the perceiver ie
considered only anthropologically and not psychologically. The latter is the concern
this paper.
Statistical evaluation of forced-choice rating tests administered by this author and h
students show that in addition to verbal, nonverbal, pragmatic, and cultural factora er
personality factors depending on the combination of sex, age, and profession play a '
vital role in determining what a message means to the receiver.

This paper (a) briefly examines the history and eventual triumph of the 'disease'conof alcoholism in American society; (b) discusses several problems and challenges
'disease' concept of alcoholism, particularly in r~spect to the positivistic underof the concept.
views of alcoholism stressed that alcoholism was 'immoral', emphasizing the
personal culpability and moral failure. The 'medicalization' of alcoholism
steadily in the twentieth century, until the 'disease' concept was formally conas a major explanative for alcoholism. This positivistic concept permitted alto emerge from the confines of the dark closet to t he bright scientific light of
ical arena. The positivistic 'disease' concept of alcoholism has been formally
by most alcohologists and the medical, scientific and governmental establishment.
ticism of alcoholism as a disease has emerged from labeling theory and from the
disenchantment with positivism in the social sciences. The absolutistic and all~~~p1assing nature of the term 'disease' here attempts to explain all, but in the opinion
tics explains little or nothing. Continuing debate over the basic concepts and
of alcoholism will go a long way in determining the future of alcoholism poland programs, and indeed beyond that the attitudes toward this complex phenomenon
by professionals and citizens alike in American society.
(SUN MORN:
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Individual Differences in Schizophrenic Language

patterning of the double roots in the verbal paradigm in Classical Arabic is unusual
The geminates in all dialects but Clasaicol
Atabic occur intact. In Classical Arabic, however, a stem vowel occurs to break up the
l•inate cluster if the suffix is consonant initial. We propose that the differences in
~tterning between Classical Arabic and the dialects reflect the historical source of
these roots. Originally they were biconsonantal and due to a phonological rule of gemiation, a third consonant was created. This third consonant was later treated Its lexical.
rile process which created a third consonant was in part morphologically supported by the
•iltence of morphological gemination. The fact that moat verb roots contained three
umsonants must have also played a role, A third factor concerns the notion of word
l~th. Lehiste (1970) found that, within a word, if one phoneme exce~s ita program
t:lae, the following phoneme wUl be compenaatorily shortened, Lehiste a work seems to
bdicate t hat l~ngu~tges have temporal targets which govern the length of ind i vidual seg.mts over a given domain, If the verb root constitutes the domain which is subject to
t~oral compensation and the target ttme is baaed on the forms of the triliteral root,
tben gemination of a consonant may be expected. This historical development of the
~bled roots may be understood only in terms of the complex interaction between the
p~nology, the morphology, and certain recognized but poorly understood not i ons of leutth
llben compared to the other major dialects,

Interest in schizophrenia, dating to at least 1400 B.C., has frequently focused on the~
communications that schizophrenics sometimes produce. Attempts to provide "defining c~r
acteristics" of schizophrasia (e.g. Chaika 1974; Rochester &Martin 1979) have not met
with success for a number of reasons. First, there is by no means agreement as to what
schizophrenia is: individual diagnoses as schizophrenic may be in error, or generalizations
about schizophrenic behavior may be inapplicable to some or all schizophrenics, Second,
theoreticians have not recognized the range of individual variability and difference a~
schizophrenic types and among individuals within a single diagnostic category.
In this paper, in addition to a review of the relevant literature, the authors report
on a survey of practicing clinicians who were asked to describe the linguistic characteristics of schizophrenic patients. Not surprisingly, there is little agreement, although
each clinician is certain that he/she could recognize schizophrasia. An attempt is made
to provide a preliminary model, integrating the possible contributions of a theory of
individual differences with the basic definitional problems inherent in the concept of
schizophrenia as a single disease process. In particular, attention is paid to that small
spectrum of the schizophrenias which seem to have an underlying organic, and hence
quantifiable physiological, basis (e.g. Gur 1978).
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.I llodel of Stop Consonant Voicing and a TheoE!l of Markedness

Neurolinguistics and Grammatical Theory

Paradis (1978), in discussing the stratification of linguistic levels fro~ a
neurolinguistic point of view, bas suggested that the evidence from studies
of aphasia in bilinguals supports a modified form of the stratificational
grammar described in Lamb (1972}. The present paper argues that there is
no theoretical reason why generative--grammars ,arguably more satisfactory
on formal grounds, are incompatible with the criteria of adequacy identified
by Paradis. It is further argued that a generative grammar which rejects
the autonomy of both the phonemic and syntactic levels is in fact more
satisfactory on purely neurolinguistic grounds.

76

~what extent are facts about phonetic markedness the result of properties of the speech production mechanism? We consider this question in reurence to several constraints on voicing during stop consonants. We preMnt an explicit model, in the form of a simple equivalent network, of the
breath-stream dynamics of speech production, and use the model to predict
~e incidence and duration of stop voicing in four environments. Given
certain parameter specifications, and the assumption that the vocal folds
r~ain continuously adducted, the model predicts utterance-initial stops
~ be voiceless unaspirated: medial (intersonorant) stops to be voiced:
~terance-final stops to be partially voiced; and medial stop clusters to
- initially voiced and then voiceless, where voicing refers to actual vocal fold vibration. Model outputs for single stops, but not for medial
clusters, are consistent both with data from child speech and inter- and
intra-language distributions of stop voicing, and correspond to phoneti~lly unmarked feature values. These results suggest how notions of
~kedness can be investigated and refined with an explicit model of
•~ech production.
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A Psychological Theory of Allomorphic Relatedness and NorpPological Segmentation

This theory consists of general assumptions and. specliJ.c rzypotneses aOOU"t":tspec._
of speakers' internalized morphology that are intended to provide a framework for research on psychologically real morphology. Some general assumptions are 1 1) In ll1l!.k1ng
linguistic analyses, speakers use the cognitively simplest process available to theb
a given type of language data; this does not result in maximally simple gr&mmars 1 2)
phonological rules are influenced by speakers' previous morphological analyses, not vice
versa; J) speakers• analyses are greatly influenced by the degree of transparency bet-·
ween two or more possibly related forms, defined as the number and location of phonetic
alternations in possible allomorphs and the degree of semantic closeness and saliency,
Relative opacity between possibly related forms can result in the use of other kinds Of
data in abstracting and segmenting morphemes, or in failure to abstract them at all.
The specific hypotheses include three strategies used in segmentation, the circumstancea
under which speakers posit nonmeaningful morphemes, and how degrees of semantic and phonetic closeness interact to influence allomorphic connections, aspects of which are already supported by previous experimental. and language change research. By implication,
this theory also constrains possible hypotheses about psychologically real phonological
rules. It proposes an internalized. morphology that differs on many points :from that
implied by the theory of generative phonology.

paper offers a 'defooting' solution (Selkirk 1980, Prince 1980) to
problem of mute-e in French. Selkirk(l978) has argued that a metrical
tment of French demands a derived foot composed of a syllable contaia full vowel plus a following, dependent syllable containing mute-e.
in this position is subject to subsequent deletion. This accounts
revealing way for the alternating syncope seen when a series of the
occurs. It will not, however, describe the rich array of additional
cts concerning the vowel's deletion, such as the tendency of~ to remain
~ the first syllable of a word, to delete between continuants and stops
JA
word-boundaries, to delete in compounds where the second member is
lysyllabic,etc. (e.g. compare ah~v'~u~e to j' t~ l' ju~e, po~t~-fait to
~t'manteau).
This analysis takes Selkirk's model as a point of departure
pot accounts for the significantly wider range of data made available by
~eld and laboratory studies as well as for the traditional phonological
evidence.
Prince,A.l980. A Metrical Theory for Estonian Quantity. LI 11,3,511-562.
Salkirk,E. 1980. The Role of Prosodic Categories in English Word Stress.LI.
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The Case of hit and break

The design of grammars for the recognition and interpretation of natural
language expressions includes such problems as the selection of an
informative yet well-motivated semantic notation. The verbs hit and~
show this: John broke the window has the paraphrase The window broke but
John hit the window has no paraphrase *The window hit. While surface form
leaves the distinction uncaptured, traditional 'case grammar' accounts make
semantic distinctions unmotivated in the language. Using a system in whiCh
each participant in an event is represented as a Player and each Player is
engaged in a Pose (state of being or action) even if there is no surface
word to name the Pose, one can account for the hit-break difference with
neither too little nor too much notation. Other distinctions follow and
the notation can be applied generally to describe participant roles.

Slnce natural phonology advocates abandoning constraints on representation
(phonological templates) in favor of substitutions, it must refute two
arguments advanced by Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1977) in favor of conatra1nts: (1) Rule conspiracies can only be expressed as phonetic conltraints. (2} Foreign mispronunciations might involve strategies other
than the rule alleged to ban a given phonetic target. E.g. a speaker with
1 .orphophonemle .final devoiclng rute might tack vowels onto words ending
ln voiced oblltruents. This would suggest a constraint against final voiced
o~truents independent of the devolclng rule.
Nat ural phonology's reply to
(1) is that conspiracies can be explained without makin~ them format conltraints ln the grammar. A given phonetic target may evoke more than one
process, depending on its inherent complexity, E.g. English speakers use
at least two processes to simplify the production of the lnl t lal cluster in
Zblfn1ew: epenthesis (zibignyEv) and initial devolcing (spignyEv). Since
chlidren only suppress processes for those targets they must pronounce,
toreign structures are likely to trigger all processes they are subject to.
The problem with ·(2} is that speakers of languages with final de voicing
lnvariabtv devotee. The orecl1ction .fBil..s....

MARILYN J. WILSON, ltichigan State Universit!l
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Acquisition of Narrative Discourse

m.tor!cal Structure in Central Yup'ik Eskimo Narrative

This study of thirty 8 and 11 year old children uses William Labov's description of
narrative structure to analyze the children's retellings of fairy tales. Psycholinguistic and anthropological analyses of the narrative also form part of the
theoretical study. Differences between the two age groups were found in the
children's ability to control and use evaluative elements in the development of the
narrative, specifically in establishing the conflict in the orientations and early
episodes of the narrative and in producing coherent chronological sequencing.
Eleven-year-olds also appear to have greater control of the complex evaluative
syntax necessary for a well-formed narrative. In addition, controlling more complex
syntactic structures of other kinds allowed the older children, more often than the
younger, to preserve a well-formed narrative structure. The acquisition of narrative
discourse and the acquisition of syntax are interrelated.

~ant
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work by Tedlock, Hymes, and Bright convincingly argues that Native American narrative performance is best rendered in line-and-verse poetic format, providing more powerful literary effect, more faithful translations, and better insight into structural patterns at the discourse level. Nevertheless it is not fully clear what linguistic features
wOOerly the rhetorical structuring that this format is meant to represent, makin3 it difficult to assess the linguistic functions (beyond the aesthetic) of the structuring they
have discovered. This paper presents an analysis of rhetorical structure in Central Yup'ik Eskimo, defining the units and how they are signalled. Based on this analys i s, the
following conclusions about the linguistic functions of rhetorical structure in CY are
advanced: (1) that rather than being limitec to poetry, what is representable as lines
and verses is a feature of all CY discourse, but that distinctions within that general
~~t~ dignal different genres and styles and set them apart from ordinary conversation;
(2) that rhetorical structure in CY is highly accessible to native consciousness, i.e.,
natives can easily be taught to make line-and-verse transcripts of taped material, and
•&rae on the results; (3) that pragmatically, CY rhetorical structure regulates turn-tak!Dg in conversation and in narrative performance; (4) CY rhetorical structure is not
read off", i.e., determined by, surface or shallow structure, but instead carries origiaal, non-recoverable syntactic information.
1Q
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Modift}ing SubjacenC!l with IIIIIIJediate Domination

In its current form, the principle of subjacency (Chomsky 1977, Rizzi 1977) cannot
account for the pattern of island constraints found in Swedish and Norwegian (where
topicalized constructions are islands, but indirect questions and complex noun phrases
are not), and it makes some incorrect predictions concerning extraction out of si~le
sentences in English and multiply embedded questions in Italian. If subjacency is ~••L<U.
so that bounding nodes block binding only if they occur in a mother-daughter ~-,~~··~~•ratf••
where one bounding node immediately dominates another, the facts of Swedish and NorwegieQ
are predicted as one of three possible patterns of island constraints in languages that
allow u~bounded movement (these three patterns being the ones generated by a choice of s
and/or S in addition to NP as bounding nodes) and the predictions for English and ItalieQ
are improved. Predictions for the Italian type that go beyond the data investigated by
Rizzi are confirmed in Brazilian Portuguese. Finally, these results support the notion
that topicalization does not involve Wh movement and that subjacency is a constraint on
binding rather than on movement.
Chomsky, N. 1977 "On Wh-movement" In P. Culicover, T. Wasow and A. Akmajian, eds, Fo~
Syntax, Academic Press, New York.
Rizzi, L. 1977 "Violations of the wh-island constraint in Italian and the subjacency
condition" Mimeographed, Scuola Normale Superiore. Pisa.
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FUzbou and Shanghai 'l'one Sandhi

The paper Will dlaeuaa "ln and Wu tone sandhi, using Fuzhou
and Shanghai aa representative oaaea. Underlying forma of
the tones are aet up, and aandh1 1a defined on a •-• metrlcal
tree tor "1n. The proper aandhl forma are derlved via a
rule whlch moves tone markers away fro• the end ot a strong
boundary. The "1n ayatem la then contrasted to Shanghal,
With a •-• metrlcal tree and a •1rror-1aage rule tor 41ayllablc sandhi.

abstract
of colloquium paper

sAJCSENA, unlvsrsitg of California, Ics Angeles

fhe notion of contact in causation is fundaaental in
description of causatives, and if iRccrporated into a
typolcgy of causatives it provides explanations for
hitherto unanswered questions in this are~.

'Ihe notion of contact in causati ves and elsewhere can
sidered ~ sua of contact initiation and ccnt~ct
icn.
Initiation and coapletion, furtneraore, can De
as conditions on the parties involved. To illustrate
a oon-l~nguistic exaaple, consider John's contacting
bJ phone. In order to initiate contact, John aust dial
s nuaber; and in order to co•plete the contact, KarJ
pick up the phone. Given these conditions, Jchn will
blE to contact nary b~ phone only if Jobn dials !ary•s
and !ary picks up the phone. John will not te able
aake--contact if ~ither John does not dial !ary•~ nuebet
aarJ does not pick up the fhone.
Tbus, in order for
to take flace, John and !ary aust fulfill the
ticts that constitute ccntact initiation and co•pletion
ctively.
In a parallel aan~er, contact in causation, teo, is a
of
contact in~tiaticn and completion, and these
-. 1~ 0 ~1ents
are stateable as cond1tions en the partie~
ved, viz., the causer and the causee. These cond~tions
be stated as follows:
in order for causative ccntact tc
ir.itiatea, the causer au~t be ~ersonally involved in the
activity; and in order for causative contact to be
ted, the causee •ust be affected by th~s activity.
n Hindi gra•mar, a personally involved causer is
led by the suffix -A! on the verb, a non-involved
by the suffix -~! on the verb; an affected causee is
by the cas~ marker (c.a.) -~9 and a nonaffected
is aarked by the c.a. -2~~·
(Saksen~
1~79:Cb
IV
•s this distinction on causees to be ~nde~endently
tifieo.) These definitions ftedict that the c ••• - suffiJ
ination -~~-~~ will signal contactive causa tioL, and
three combir.ahcns -!ll/-!.gg, -~-~. -.!a~/-~!l! will
11 11oncontacti ve causation.
Iii tb these predictious,
p~eces of hitherto puzzling an~ unrelated semantic data
fall into phce.
1~1 Seaantic ~~ntr§§! :
The analysif prEdicts tbat the
CIIS4tive suffizes -M and -n! will siyr.al the seuntic
~trast between contactive and noncontactive causation with
•IIi causees, as 1n (1) - (2 ). (1) .ai-nea Ccidll-koo paat:b
f~h-aa-yaa
'I taught Ra• the lessen' vs (2) •ai-nee
rua-too paa~h parh-va~-yaa 'I had Raa rEad the les s en•
1~ Seaantic Berq~£2: The fioposed analysis ccrrEctly
treclicts that the suffixes -~ and -n.! will not signal the
c•trast betvet'ln contactive and noncontactive c ausatior. witb
•111 causees, as in (3).
(3)
aai-nee ntlultat-S(!e kaaE
hr-u;waa-yaa • I had the servant do work'
l&J Miniaalli Cgntras!!l! ~ausers: Although tcth the
·u and -v~~ forms in (l) alike signal nonccntactivE
cauation, ~he cc fore is ~erhaps more ap~to~riate if the
Clll&ativE agent noted his own vora done (Kas~ca 1571:!>3),
~ if
the causative agent is hel~ing or ov~rseeiLi the
lrtion. the notion o£ •personally involved causer' posited
~r the causative suffix -aa foraalises tht'lse intuitions
l~ut the DC foras in these aetgers elegantly.
h!! ~inA•a.!l.I CoJU~ive 9.!!§~§: consider (14J • (~)
IU-nee raaa-see/·kcc kitaab ~arh-vaa-ii 'I had Baa read thE
~k.' In (~), when the causee' agent of 1 read- c ausative' is
llrked by -~22• the goal is to get the cau.s.ee agent tc read
Ue ooot. when the causee agent ~s aarked bi -!i!~, the goal
83
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is to get the book read, and the causee agent is merely an
instrument towards this end. This seaantic contra~t is tc
be expected i t the -!gs causee is analysed as the affected,
and the -~ causee analysed as the non-affected cause€.
The pair (1)- (2) above shows that the contrast tetveen
contactive and noncantacti•e causatiot cannot be attributed
to an interaed~ary, as bas been aaintained in both qeneral
( ~ol~do~ic
1969)
as
vell
as Hindi (ltellogg 197 2)
l~gu~st1cs; 3Dd the fact
that the suffix -aa soaEtiaes
signals
contactive
(as
in (1))
and at othet tiae<o
noncoLtactive (as in (3)} causation shows vhy the semantic;
of contact cannot be regarded as a single semantic notion
(assaciated vith the suffix -!!)•
~~ ~~~ &iB9Yl§t!£ Geat1!li2!~~n:
In many language~
the dative or the accusative c.m. tJFically si~nals direct
con~active causaticn, and the instruaental c.a. signal~
ind1rect, no~coLtactive causation (Cole 1S76).
As~umiog
that a dat~ve or an accusative c.a. signals an affected
causee and the instrumental c.m. siqnals tbe nonaffected
causae, ve can say that universally, an affecteu causee is a
necessary condition
for
contactive
causation
lliindi
additionally reguires a personally involved causer realised
by the suffix -!!) vhile a nonaffected causee is
a
sufficient conditict for ncncontactive causation. Lexical
and ~yntactic restrictions on c.a. distribution explain vhy
Hind~
departs froa other languages to introduce contrast on
the causer as vell.

With a contacti•e - noncontactive conttast, ve can set
up a seaantic tnclogy of causative case fraaes in (5),
vhere ~
syabcl~ses
contactive,
~
syabclises
noncon tacti ve causation.
(5)
!l:J!llQ.gj
Inn!!§
I (Obj _)
~ •get cut•
II (Ag~bj _J
k4!~ •cut•, ban-ae •aake•
III (Ag~gt Obj _) ear -a! 1 teach 1
IV (A9\.~gt Obj _] ~h-vaa 'have study'
iotice
tba~
this typology replaces the blanket tera
•causative• vith a ~et of vet.Y precise teras.
~£1
ftarkeduts! : The case traaes of the typology (5)
perait interesting observations in teras of
uuiversal
aarkedness.
cross-linguistic data shows the noocontacti•e
causative fraae IV tin (5) to be the aost highly aatked case
fraae, the s1aple tran~itive fraae II to be the least
aarked; 11itb intransitives ftaae I and contactive causative
fcaae III in between.
~~Bounds In transforaational
analyse£ (e.g.,
Kachru 1971) vhere ca~sativisation applies vith potentially
infinite recursion, there is no eiplanation
tor
why
causativisation cea~es to be aorphologically expressed after
a certain nuaber of stages, and why this nuater haFFens tc
be foQr (as in /dikh/ 'get seen• /deekh/ •see• /dith-aa;
1 8hov 1 /dikh-vaa/ 'have shov')•
The typology (5) yields ao
e~planaticn
because it ptovides for exactly the four
se•antic contrasts represented bJ this paradiga.
1~j Idiosy££IA!!£ ~~ ~ ~2Qt;a§t~:
Paradigas that
have the aaxiaua of fo~r seaantic contrasts are nevertheless
rare;
typically,
verbs sbow tbree or fever ~eaantic
contrasts. This ap,arent ertaticness is rendered quite
Sf&teaatic using the notion of systeaatic ga~e in (44) vhich
result if prere9uisites specified fer these case traaes arE
not aet.
For exaaple, contactive causation in case fraae
III 'of 15)) requites an affected causee (Section 2.).
Thus, it a verb does not have an affected agent, -~~
suffixation will not he able to create the case fraae III,
creating a systeaatic gap tbat leaves us with only a three
vaJ contrast, as in (6).
(6)
I:
/.k&t/ •get cut•; II:
/.ka&t/ •cut • ; I I I :
(gap); n: /.kat-aa/ ,;.kat-vaal • ba ve
c~t•:
•
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secoDd, if a verb does net have an ol:JeCt, it will l.ot
to create a case fraae I, leaving only a thr~e-way
t, as in (7) •
(7) 1:
(gap) • 11: ;daur; •run•; III:
15
-aa/ •chase•• IV: /d&Uf-vaa/ 'have run• Both I aLd III
lacking in a faradigm such as (8), le3Ving cr.ly a t~c
contrast. (8) 1;
(gap); II : /kar; •uo •; III:
19<l~) ;
/ur-aa/, ;k.ar-vaa/ 'have done•.
4(1) in (8) is a gaf
thebase vert /kar/ dces not have the lou<; ste• vowel
8
d tor the intransitive rule.)
J.s!! ~§~!!1Mi n
A££!~2!!Ul Q~l!!=
In
oetininc;
ticallJ syste•atic qaps, this tyfology distinguishe~
trol seaanticall.Y accidental gaps (~hich fCK~ti•~~
tcr phonological or ctbet reasons,and ~hlch can
e aarginally and ~hov up in cro~s-dialectalvariatior..
To

conclude, this pa~er shows the profoseu detir.itiot
causation to be crucial for beth ue~criptive
explanat~ry adeguacy in the gram•at ct CdUSativ~s.

coata~tive
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applied linguistics projects focussing on educati~n are described in brief
The data bases covered include various native, second and f<lreign language
of various ages and ethnicities. Elicited and naturalistic metlwds ore
ented involving both oral and vritten language. The brief reports show a range
analytic tools and theoretical constructs . Problems arising from analytic
collection efforts are discussed as ore the consequences of the rese3rch
as 11 school subject or as a medium of instruction is the unifyiog focus.
In addition, three longer papers will consider some issues of general importance
Unguists
involved with educational research. One deals with the relnt:ions between
0
!.ttve and second language research efforts; a second considers the interdisciplinary
cure of the work; the third deals with some of the actual and potential roles of
..
ts and linguistics in an educational re~earcb effort.
a~ven

The session discussion will focus on the actual and desired stnte of the art,
the general issues and the work exemplified in the basic reports.
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!- Ine.trpretation

of Interpretation:

A Case from American Sign Language

Ji 1980, a ~eaf man was charged with a capital offense. The police made use
of eeveral sign language interpreters for the transmission of his Miranda
~Jbts, for his interrogations, and for receiving his statements.
In a pretrial bearing, testimony centered on the defendant's bilingual abilities in
Joglish and American S~gn Language and on the nature of the translations he
received. The court suppressP.d all evidence in the case on the grounds
(hat the defendant could not have knowingly waived his rights through the
taterpreters and their translations.
A linguist testifying under oath in such a situation is faced with a number
of problems not ordinarily encountered in academic settings. Among these
are: now true in an absolute legal sense are the admittedly relative truths
of our discipline? In the face of conventional wisdom about language, how
~ ve demonstrate the validity of our theoretical and objective concerns,
~cially in the non-negotiable speech situation of the courtroom?
Given
widespread doubts about the validity of testing linguistic abilities, to what
extent may we claim to be able to evaluate the abilities of a defendant or an
IDterpreter?
BBNB BRIERE, Universi.tg of Southern California
~istics

and Testing in the Certification Process of Federal Court Interpreters

Congress passed Public Law 95-539 in 1978. The law, commonly called the
"Court Interpreters' Act," directed the Administrative Offices of the United
States Courts (AOUSC) to "prescribe, determine, and certify the qualificat:Lons
of persons who 'lllay serve as certified interpreters in (federal) cuurts in
bilingual proceedings ...• " This paper describes the certification proeedure which was developed and adopted by the AOUSC and the reasons for
adopting this specific procedure . The procedure involved a written screening
test in English and Spanish, each of which contained five sections, and an
oral performance test designed to measure the skills of an interpreter based
Oq performance of job-related activities which' actually occur in court proeeedings.
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The Ro~e of the Linguist as Expert Iii tness

The purpose of this paper is to outline the practical and ethical problems
which arise when a linguist is asked to serve as an e~pert witness in a court
case. It grows out of personal experience in several such cases and is intended
as a focus of discussion in this complex area . Since the courts are recognizing
more and more the usefulness of linguistic testimony, the need to identify the
role of the linguist in such cases becomes clear. This paper addresses the question of the guilt or innocence of the person being defended, ways of communicated
technical knowledge to the attornies and to the jury and judge, the physical shock
of cross-examination, treatment by the press and media and the differences between
the scientific requirements of linguistic expert witnesses from other • more COliiiDOnly
used expert witnesses, such as physicians and psychiatrists, who frequently base
their testimony on opinion.

(HON HORN:

APPLIED LINGUISTICS IN MEDICINE

a pilot project investigating some difficulties in providing intensive care, we
a comprehensive study of a large pediatric intensive care unit. An initial hypophysicians are comfortable dealing with medical-technical matters and experi~~A··~~·-ties (frustration, depression, anxiety) only when faced with ethical matters,
in which they lack formal training, was ultimately rejected: the data showed a rehigh degree of uncertainty in the medical-technical domain itself, suggesting that
fact was the cause of the e~tional difficulties .
For ·a period of six months, the
rounds were taped, and s1x 2-hour sessions were transcribed. One of the authors
the transcripts, removing all identifying references to persons and instiThese transc~i~ts were tu~ed ove~ to another author (E.P.) for linguistic analytapes.and or1g1nal.transcr1pt~ be1ng de~troyed.
Hedging is exceptionally freis v~rt~lly conf1ned ~o m~d1cal-techn1c~l s~atements. Two types occur: aperoxiwhich 1nd1cate that real1ty 1s nonprototyplc w1th respect to some category, and
which indicate that speaker-commitment is marked in some way, some implicating unoften as a result of plausible reasoning, others attributing the belief to --~-..~..., self-repairs involve the addition of hedges, especially shields, constituting
percentage of total disfluencies. This suggests that uncertainty about the truth of
_.dical-technical statements represents a salient and ongoing concern of the physiJnd perhaps indicates a source of the emotional difficulties encountered.

SUSAN FISHER, Universit!l of Tennessee
The se~ling of Treatment:

Decisions in Doctor-Patient communication

This paper addresses the ways in which doctors and patients communicate to reach
meat decisions. The patients were women with abnormal Pap smears referred, diasnoa
treated in one of two clinical settings in a large teaching hospital -- A community
staffed by residents, under the supervision of staff physicians, and a faculty clinic
staffed by professors of medicine. I found that patients diagnosed and treated in the
community clinic were more likely to receive less conservative treatment- i.e., to
hysterectomies.
In the exchange of information between doctors and patients language was used
ally to move interactions toward the accomplishment of treatment decisions. On some
sions requests for information functioned as Questioning Strategies. They both Provided
specific information and gained access to less specific information. Both doctors and
patients used Questioning Strategies. On other occasions information was provided in
that function as Presentational and Persuasional Strategies. These strategies were
mechanisms". They both provided specific information and suggested or specified how
information was to be understood . Presentational Strategies were soft sells while
sional Strategies were harder sells. Only doctors used these strategies and they used
while providing information about cancer and treatment options.

a.cently, an increasing number of lay and scholarly sources have suggested that
is ''wrong" with the talk that goes on between patients and their doctors.
and popular magazines are rife with advice on what to do about it. A
with such advice is ita lack of grounding in systematic empirical research
COIDIIWnication. In order to know, for example, how to educate
to ask ''better" questions, one would first want to know what kinds of questions
E ask. Similarly, in educating physicians to "improve" their rapport with
one would benefit by a knowledge of the kind of rapport currently in existence.
.-.an1o:ation is the issue here, then an investigation of the etructure of communicaltself would surely be a first priority.
paper reports findings of preliminary research on actual conversations between
and patients recorded in a medical setting. Employing recent work in converan:aL•ra,.&, the paper shows how such commonplace occurrences as interruptions and
questions may be related to traditional sociological interests in power and

DEBORAH TANNEN, Georgetown University
FrlJ11)9 Analysis as a VifiW

to DoCtor-Patient Communication in a Pediatric Settini..

Based on a series of videotapes involving a pediatrician, her colleagues, a handi·
capped child, and the child's parents, analysis focuses on linguistic ev11ence of differ·
ing frames, or structures of expectations, growing out of demands of the mmediate inter·
action roles prior knowledge and concerns, and communicative habits.
De~nds of the immediate interaction include the pediatrician's need to perform 3
distinct tasks (examine the child, entertain the child, consult with mother~ in a single
setting (pediatric evaluation). Each task is associated with a disti~ct c~t~ addressed
'to a distinct audience (report to video camera, teasing child, convers ng w mother).
Furthermore, their previous knowledge and concerns lead the doctor and mother to differ·
ing definitions of such concepts as "health," and such differences can be seen in how
they talk about the child's symptoms .
h
h
Microanalysis elucidates linguistic determinants of differences in ow1 e doctor
describes the dangers of the child's condition to the mother and to her co eagues.
It is seen, too, that her expectations and concerns influence the ;orm taken by her
questions which in turn influence -- even constrain -- the mothers answers. Thus
derstandi~g of differing frames has practical implications for communication in the
pediatric setting.
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